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Abstract

A sustainable and green future requires an effective energy transition to-
wards more efficient and carbon-free solutions. The electrification of various
applications, e.g., automotive, naval, aircraft, wind energy, etc., is an effective
tool for these aims. Electrified systems include different engineering areas,
i.e., electrical machines, battery systems, power converters, etc. A reliable
design and analysis of the system components require more efficient ap-
proaches to minimize costs and time-to-market. Nowadays, it is evident that
we need new intelligent methods to emulate the whole system’s behavior.

The virtualization of the electric components in an electrified system is
a method with excellent potential to assess the system design goodness in
terms of efficiency and operational limits. The core of electrified systems is
the electrical machine, which must be designed to target the maximum possi-
ble efficiency and fault-tolerant operation. New solutions such as multiphase
electrical machines fulfill these goals. The main advantage of multiphase
drives consists in reducing the current per phase without increasing the
phase voltage. Moreover, multiphase drives are intrinsically fault-tolerant.
The latter two characteristics make multiphase machines more attractive
for the future of electrified systems. Indeed, the higher number of phases
improves the system reliability using redundancy from both power converter
and electrical machine points of view. However, multiphase drives are still
limited to high power and safety-critical application due to the historical
evolution of the three-phase drives, which have reached more maturity only
in the last few years.

The main goal of the dissertation is to develop a straightforward method-
ology for computing the efficiency and loss mapping of three-phase and
multi-three-phase electrical machines. The proposed method allows a quick
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and accurate energetic assessment and machine virtualization. The method
does not require expensive test rigs to manage demanding speed and torque,
but it is based on an equivalent circuit/analytical model accurately evaluated.
Therefore, the proposed procedures represent an effective solution to avoid
the burden of FEA analyses and expensive experimental mapping procedures.
Moreover, the proposed method allows the reconstruction of all electrical
variables of the machine (i.e., currents, voltages, fluxes), representing the first
step toward accurate virtualization of electrical machines operated in wide
torque-speed ranges. Last but not least, the mapping output can achieve the
maximum efficiency control strategy and avoid the maximum torque per
ampere that is usually implemented in machine control.
The dissertation develops as follow:

1. The procedure is developed to quickly compute the efficiency maps
of three-phase induction motors (IMs) operated in wide torque-speed
ranges. The efficiency, losses, currents, voltages, fluxes, maps of the
machine (both in motoring and generator operation), were obtained
considering different operating temperatures and dc-link voltages. All
electromechanical variables are reconstructed, replacing a machine
control strategy. The input of the methodology consists of the stan-
dard test procedure results like dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests
performed at different voltage and frequency levels. All machine’s
nonlinearities, e.g., magnetic saturation, skin effect, and iron losses,
are strictly considered. The proposed methodology was validated on
a 10 kW, 4 poles, 100 Hz IM prototype. Computed and experimental
efficiency maps for different operating conditions are in very good
agreement, confirming the validity of the proposed methodology.

2. The mapping for the three-phase synchronous internal permanent
magnets (IPM) is developed based on the same methodology proposed
for three-phase IMs. However, in this case, the input variables of the
mapping algorithm, i.e., magnetic characterization, core, and PM losses,
were not measured on a prototype but obtained by 2D Finite Element
Analysis (FEA). An accurate mapping is obtained, considering all the
nonlinearities of the machine. The effectiveness of the procedure was
validated through a FEA comparison.
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3. In the continuous need for energy saving, requiring more efficient elec-
trical drives, the mapping for multi-three-phase IM is developed. A
novel mapping algorithm is proposed considering healthy and open-
winding faulty conditions. The procedure is based on the results of stan-
dard test procedures like dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests performed
at different voltage and frequency levels under sinusoidal supply. Note
that the standard tests are not yet consolidated for multi-three-phase
IM and are not so easy to perform due to the unavailability of sinusoidal
multiphase sources. Based on the test results, performed under inverter
supply, the mapping was developed using all mathematical methods
available in the literature, obtaining the same results for all machine
conditions and confirming the algorithm’s robustness. Moreover, the
simplicity of the mapping algorithm is preserved. The mapping code
replaces different control strategies, i.e., maximum efficiency, mini-
mum stator Joule losses, and minimum stator flux. The experimental
validation was carried out on 12-phase asymmetrical IM 10 kW, 4 poles,
6000 rpm, implementing a sophisticated machine control, a complex
test rig, and an advanced measurement system. The open-winding
faulty conditions were emulated, turning off the power module, and
the corresponding unit, i.e., winding set plus inverter, is disconnected
from the dc-link. The experimental results demonstrate the effective-
ness and feasibility of the proposed mapping algorithm, providing
all necessary data for the multi-three-phase IM virtualization in both
conditions and the reference values for control implementation, i.e.,
stator flux, dq stator currents.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the key factors in combatting climate change is electrification: tran-
sitioning from burning fossil fuels to electricity. There are more existing
means to clean up electricity than combustion fuels, like geothermal, hy-
dro, nuclear, solar, and wind [1, 2]. In this context, wind and photovoltaic
energy production are undergoing impressive technological development
to improve their production capability and energy efficiency. However, in
parallel with the advancements in energy production, the transport sector
is experiencing relevant changes. Indeed, following the future European
directives [2] concerning the reduction of both global and local emissions,
the leading automotive companies are moving towards the electrification of
the vehicles [3]. In addition, interesting innovations are emerging in both
aircraft and aerospace sectors with the current paradigm of More Electric
Aircraft (MEA) and More Electric Engine (MEE) [4, 5], moving toward an
electrified system [6, 7].

These ongoing changes have a fundamental impact on the electrical com-
ponents, which also means new challenges for a massive redefinition of the
technological development plans. This essential technological step requires
intelligent and reliable solutions to replace conventional ones [8, 9] and a
quick and smart simulation solutions for analyses of them. Virtualization
is a new method for the simulation of the whole drive system behaviour.
The main goal of virtualization is to provide a new operational environment,
which is not bound to any particular computer hardware or operating system.
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Virtualization allows integrated, system-wide upgrades and additional func-
tionality without additional hardware by effectively separating functionality
from hardware. Consequently, virtualization allows markedly reducing the
need for expensive and time-consuming testing activities [10].

1.1 Review of the previous research

1.1.1 Virtualization

In this scenario where sustainability is top of mind, electrical drive compo-
nents (eDrive), i.e., electrical machines and power converters, cover a key
role, which virtualization is fundamental for system energetic assessment
[6, 7, 11]. The virtualization of the eDrive components can be performed
differently based on the constraints in terms of accuracy, simulation time,
and detail level. In the technical literature, the following approaches are
often proposed to virtualize the eDrive components:

• Constant efficiency models: regardless of the operating conditions
in terms of speed, torque, temperature, and available supply voltage
level, it is assumed that the power converter and the electrical machine
perform the energy conversion with constant efficiency [12, 13]. This
approach is affordable and straightforward for energetic assessments of
the whole powertrain. However, it leads to low accurate results when
the eDrive is not operated at a fixed working point, and it does not
represent an electrical engineering point of view.

• Efficiency map models: different efficiency values are defined for
several points in the electric machine’s operative torque-speed plane
and the voltage-current plane for the power electronic converter [14,
15]. This approach is particularly suitable for energetic assessments of
complex systems where the Drive operates at different torque-speed
working points. The method accuracy heavily depends on the map’s
discretization and the operative conditions to which the maps refer.
Different methods for efficiency map evaluation can be adopted.
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• Computer-aided engineering (CAE) models: the goal is to integrate all
simulations and disciplinary analyses into a multidisciplinary virtual
engineering environment that combines the modeling of operational
scenarios with the consolidation, refinement, and integration of experi-
mental data and operational data [16].
Detailed and accurate simulations can be performed based on CAE
[17]. This approach can provide very accurate results, but it requires
complete knowledge of the components, the used materials and the
production technologies, and, often, the boundary conditions imposed
by the surrounding ambient. Despite the accuracy of the high results,
this approach requires high expertise in the model definition. It is very
time-consuming both in the model setup and in its resolution.

• Co-simulation platforms: this approach can greatly improve the sim-
ulation accuracy by integrating the advantages of different software
in a unified system [18, 19]. For instance, transient analyses based on
CAE models of the electric machine are linked to numerical/analytical
simulations, which define the machine’s supply conditions based on
the control strategy [20]. This approach often obtains accurate results,
although it requires considerable computation time.

1.1.2 Performance evaluation based on efficiency maps

In virtualization, the efficiency map models are commonly used to illustrate
and compare electric machines performance [21–25]. An efficiency map of
an electrical machine is a contour plot of the machine efficiency defined
in the torque-speed plane, covering all possible operating points. Also, for
energetic evaluations of electrified systems, these models based on machine
losses and efficiency usually represent the most convenient solution [14, 22,
15]. Many works on the applications of efficiency maps in the design and
optimization of electrical machines have been published [26].

To address the efficiency mapping evaluation, in the mid-1990s, several
studies were undertaken to investigate possible methods of determining
motor efficiency [27]. The literature reports different solutions for com-
puting efficiency maps of both synchronous and induction motors (IMs)
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[14, 21, 28, 27, 29–31]. However, most of these solutions are based on finite
element analysis (FEA) using the machine design data, thus assuming these
last known inputs [24, 28, 30, 32, 33]. Although this approach sometimes
requires significant computing resources and demanding calibration proce-
dures, it still represents the most used solution to avoid the experimental
measurement of efficiency maps of the motor under test, thus saving cost for
expensive test rigs.

Experimental tests for efficiency measurement require sophisticated
and accurate test facilities. It is also undoubtedly time-consuming for post-
processing related to data analysis for each torque-speed point of the working
area. Accurate measurements and mounting the components under test on a
dedicated test rig are necessary to apply the different shaft load/speed values
[34]. Moreover, measurements have to be performed when steady-state
thermal conditions have been achieved, guaranteeing, as much as possible,
the same components’ temperature for all the tested points. Therefore, from
the testing activity standpoint, the measurements of all electromechanical
variables for the efficiency maps reconstruction are highly time-consuming
and unquestionably impracticable.
However, in [35] an estimation method for an efficiency map based on a
limited number of measured points and a simple test is presented. The
proposed procedure provides two parts of experimental tests: flux-linkage
map measurement and efficiency maps. This procedure is complicated
because many aspects should be considered, as mentioned before [36]. But
above all, the experimental investigation of the efficiency maps requires that
the machine/prototype is already constructed. This aspect deviates from the
virtualization concept.

FE calculations for efficiency mapping are also a time-consuming pro-
cess. Conversely, FE simulations are a powerful tool to evaluate the electric
machine losses in different working points and supply conditions [22, 37, 38].
Although this approach can get quite accurate results, mainly when three-
dimensional transient simulations are performed, it requires complete knowl-
edge of the machine design data and the detailed characteristics of the used
materials; these drawbacks often limit the applicability of this method. How-
ever, the FEA results need a benchmark for comparison. The benchmark
should be the efficiency and loss maps that are experimentally obtained
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using a dedicated test rig, and accurate measurements [39]. Other works
in literature for motor design optimization based on mapping combine FE
simulations with analytical methods to reduce computational time. In [40],
the FE analysis is carried out in the rotor flux reference frame so that only
magnetostatic FE simulations are used, reducing the computational time for
the prediction of the IM performance.

The equivalent circuit methods represent a good compromise between
simulation time and results accuracy for performance investigation. In
particular, steady-state equations are solved in closed form, and the different
loss components are analytically computed for each working point [37] of the
machine or modeled through an experimental lookup table [41]. The model
accuracy depends on the considered nonlinearities of the equivalent machine
parameters. For instance, the supply frequency and the working temperature
impact the winding resistance, while the magnetic saturation phenomena on
the stator and rotor cores affect the magnetizing inductance. The equivalent
circuit parameters necessary for these analyses can be obtained either by
the machine’s design data, if available, or by standard tests at no-load and
locked-rotor conditions. Some works in literature adopt the equivalent
circuit methods based on the flux-linkage and iron losses, which give an
estimation of efficiency maps not very thorough [39, 42, 43]. A fast method
based on the theoretical approach presented in [39] has been presented for
iron loss estimation for the mapping goal.

Nevertheless, it is highlighted how the literature contributions aimed at
efficiency mapping are still limited despite the impressive development of
know-how in recent years. The electrical machine manufacturers usually
provide efficiency information only for a few working points, thus rarely
providing efficiency maps. Moreover, even if efficiency maps are provided,
they typically refer to a specific machine temperature and a defined supply
voltage. While this level of information may be sufficient for machines
operated at a fixed working point, it may not be accurate enough when
variable operations in wide torque-speed ranges are considered [3, 8, 9, 37,
38]. Indeed, in these cases, the terminal voltage and themachine temperature
can assume very different values in function of the required torque and speed
profiles.
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For this reason, the first part of the dissertation is focused on the method-
ology of efficiency mapping for three-phase IMs and synchronous IPM based
on the equivalent circuit/analytical models, using limited input data pro-
vided by standard tests for IM and FE simulations for IMP machines. The
experimental results confirmed that quick but accurate mappings have been
developed.

1.1.3 Multiphase machine: drive configurations, modelling
and performance

Multiphase electrical machines are today a competitive solution in the elec-
trification processes of transport and energy production for more efficient
solutions [44, 45]. Nowadays, multiphase solutions can be considered a
competitive alternative to the conventional three-phase ones [46] for several
advantages in this green future scenario. When the power range increases to
MW levels, the phase voltage must be increased to keep the phase currents at
acceptable limits that can be handled with today’s power electronic compo-
nents, highlighting the importance of the multiphase solution. Furthermore,
conventional three-phase structures are unreliable in safety-critical applica-
tions since they do not possess the fault-tolerance capability. In this context,
the multiphase drives represent a good solution. They are suitable for high-
reliability applications since they keep inherent fault tolerance capability
from their redundant structure.

The most relevant contributions to the development of multiphase motor
drives have been published in the last three decades by covering many tech-
nical aspects [44, 46–49]. The multiphase solutions have been historically
employed in high power, and safety-critical applications [49], like naval and
aircraft [50] applications. Currently, they represent a standard in the marine
applications for both ship propulsion [50, 51] and on-board generation [52].
However, until today the multiphase application is minimally invasive for
low-value power levels. The multiphase solution in automotive is used for
low voltage systems fed by 48 V, keeping low current values [44].
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The research on multiphase drives has been split up into subtopics, thus
achieving a high level of know-how in many aspects. From the machine
modeling, drive configuration up to the drive control techniques [47].

Multiphase drive configurations

Concerning the literature, the most employed multiphase drive configura-
tions (machine and inverter) are the following:

• Conventional multiphase with single machine neutral: it represents a
standard drive having a prime number of phases, as shown in Fig. 1.1,
highlighting the impossibility of a modular stator. The main disadvan-
tage of this structure is related to the fault-tolerant operation because
the power converter consists of a multiphase VSI [44].

• Multiple independent single-phase units can fulfill the requirements of
fault-tolerant operation for safety-critical applications. Each machine
phase is fed by a dedicated single-phase inverter, as shown in Fig. 1.2.
This solution, in combination with the fractional-slot concentrated
windings, gets the best fault-tolerant operation when each converter
can be disconnected from the DC source. Another exciting advantage
of this solution is the highest voltage utilization of the DC-link for
motoring operation since the maximum peak phase voltage is the DC-
link voltage.
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Figure 1.1 Multiphase drive topology with single neutral point.
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Figure 1.2 Multiphase drive topology using multiple single-phase units.

• Multiple independent three-phase units: the phase number is a mul-
tiple of three (symmetrical or asymmetrical machine), and the stator
consists of separate three-phase windings with isolated neutral points
(see Fig. 1.3). Each three-phase set is supplied by an independent three-
phase inverter for this configuration. This topology is less attractive
than the previous one from the fault-tolerant point of view. In case of
fault, the faulted three-phase set (including the converter) is discon-
nected from the DC power supply. However, the power converter can
use well-consolidated three-phase power electronics modules, reduc-
ing the converter size, cost, and design time. The main advantage of
this solution is the possibility of using well-consolidated three-phase
technologies, thus significantly reducing costs and design times.

Moreover, among all the possible multiphase configurations, there is a
strong interest in the development of the modular ones for modeling similar
to three-phase counterparts, for modular control schemes, and because they
use consolidated power electronics technologies [5]. Indeed, among the
modular multiphase configurations in recent years, the multiple three-phase
drives have gained growing attention from industrial manufacturers [44, 53].
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Figure 1.3 Multiphase drive topology with multiple three-phase units.
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Indeed, these solutions can use well-consolidated three-phase technologies,
thus leading to a significant cost reduction [5].

Multiphase machine configuration and modelling

The stator winding of multiphase machine can be designed in such a way
that the spatial displacement between any two consecutive stator phases
equals α = 2 ·π/n, obtaining a symmetrical multiphase machine. This will
always be the case if the number of phases is an odd prime number. However,
if the number of phases is an even number or an odd number that is not a
prime number, stator winding may be realized differently. In such a case,
the spatial displacement between the first phases of the two consecutive a
subphase windings is α = π/n, leading to an asymmetrical distribution of
magnetic winding axes in the cross section of the machine (asymmetrical
multiphase machines) [47].

Vector space decomposition
According to the literature [5, 54], most of the multiphase works are based
on the vector space decomposition (VSD) approach [55], allowing the use
of the control algorithms defined for three-phase motor drives. The VSD
decomposes the machine model into multiple orthogonal subspaces using a
dedicated VSD matrix transformation. The energy conversion is performed
in a single subspace, having the meaning of the machine’s time-fundamental
model [56], characterized by electromagnetic equations similar to the three-
phase motors. The other subspaces have the meaning of the machine’s
harmonic patterns, highlighting possible unbalance among the stator phases
in terms of currents, fluxes, and torque [57]. The VSD transformation matrix
exists for multiphase machines with the stator winding in either symmetrical
or asymmetrical configuration [58], thus covering most practical cases. Still,
it is the first disadvantage in post-fault operation [59]. The second limitation
is the lack of modularity [47], as the VSD does not emphasize the torque
production of each winding set composing the stator.

Multi-stator
The drawbacks of the VSD in dealing with the modular configurations can
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be solved with the multistator (MS) modeling [60]. This approach models
the machine as multiple winding sets operating in parallel. Each of these
must consist of an l-phase configuration (l ≥ 3), having an isolated neutral
point. In this way, the torque production of each set is highlighted through
its own time-fundamental VSD subspace. An example is represented by
the multi-three-phase machines [61], where the stator consists of multiple
three-phase winding sets, allowing the use of the three-phase Clarke trans-
formation. Therefore, if a machine having n winding sets is considered, n
time-fundamental VSD subspaces are obtained. Each of the latter highlights
the torque produced by the windings set of which it is representative. In
summary, MS modeling can be considered as a modular application of the
VSD approach to multiphase machines. In this way, the VSD constraints in
symmetrical and asymmetrical configurations are restricted to the single
l-phase winding set [61].

Decoupling multi-stator
Recently, some attempts to combine the advantages of the VSD and MS
approaches have been proposed [62]. In [63], general solutions that con-
sider a generic number of winding sets have been developed, leading to the
definition of the decoupled MS (DMS) approach. The DMS-based control
scheme is structured like a VSD-based one but keeps the modularity features.
Nevertheless, like the VSD-based schemes, the solution proposed in [63]
requires implementing additional control modules to perform the post-fault
drive operation. Indeed, if an open three-phase fault occurs, the VSD- and
DMS- based control schemes need the active control of the secondary sub-
spaces to keep the machine currents balanced and within their boundaries,
as well as continuity of the torque production. In other words, implementing
additional control modules with dedicated fault-tolerant strategies is neces-
sary to manage the time-harmonic subspaces for the VSD-based solutions
and the differential-mode subspaces for the DMS ones and further losses
characterized by the post-fault operation. As a result, the simplicity that
characterizes the VSD-based and DMS-based control schemes is lost.

Adaptive decoupling multi-stator
The drawbacks highlighted can be avoided by adapting the machine mod-
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eling by considering a real stator winding configuration considering just
healthy/active winding sets. Thanks to the properties previously mentioned,
the DMS-based control schemes always allow changing on-the-fly the decou-
pling transformation, i.e., adapting it to the post-fault configuration of the
stator winding. Thus, defining a so-called adaptive DMS (A-DMS) modeling
is possible. This solution is not viable for VSD-based modeling since the
post-fault configuration of the stator winding hardly satisfies the constraint
of being symmetrical or asymmetrical [59].

Multiphase performace

A high-level investigation of electrical machines with more than three phases
has been carried out in [64] by analytical means and offers some results
regarding the fundamental losses and pulsating torque. In [64] the authors
used a base machine design with the number of stator phases and the stator
winding arrangement as variables. The possible reduction of stator copper
losses was considered to be the main contribution to [65] increase the ef-
ficiency through multiphase technology. According to [64], the reduction
lies within the range of 4 − 8% depending on the number of phases. The
lower harmonic content in the airgap field also leads to a decrease in rotor
copper losses as well, on a smaller scale. The dependency of stator and rotor
copper losses on the number of phases has been verified by measurement
with VSI supply in [65]. The iron losses of the fundamental are expected
to be independent of the number of phases for the same airgap flux and
load conditions. In [66] measurements on a high frequency three-phase
and dual-three-phase IM configuration with pulse width modulation (PWM)
inverter supply were performed. The measurement results for the total
motor efficiency do not show a significant increase due to the low proportion
of stator copper losses in the total losses for high-frequency applications.
The interconnection of stator coils realized the multiphase configurations
mentioned above, and the rated excitation voltage was varied in inverse pro-
portion to the phase number. Most investigations on efficiency related topics
for multiphase machines are either dedicated to respective loss components,
e.g., copper losses, or the total motor and drive efficiency [67] [68].
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Despite an effort in the literature, there’s still more research to be done to
better the performance evaluation of multiphase machines. Another funda-
mental aspect not investigated is the performance evaluation of the multi-
phase machine in open-winding faulty operating conditions. For this reason,
the second part of the dissertation focuses on mapping the multi-three-phase
machine in healthy and open-winding faulty conditions. Different mathe-
matical approaches have been used, emulating different machine control
strategies. The critical and expensive experimental validation confirms the
effectiveness of the developed algorithm. The machine control for experi-
mental validation is based on the reference values obtained with the offline
mapping.

1.2 Research objectives

The thesis goal has been obtained by developing the following objectives for
three-phase IMs, IPM machines, and multi-three-phase IMs:

• Development of the three-phase machine modeling of IMs and IPM
machines in stationary conditions, allowing the reconstruction of all
the electromechanical variables based on a few inputs.

• Development of various modeling approaches, i.e. MS, VSD, DMS,
ADMS, in steady-state conditions of multiphase IMs, allowing the
reconstruction of all the electromechanical variables.

• Understand how to model multiphase IMs in open-winding faulty
operating conditions and the most appropriate approach for analyzing
the faulty machine.

• Study the nonlinearities of machines such as saturation, iron losses,
skin effect, etc., how they should be analyzed and how they should be
considered in machine modeling for both three-phase and multi-three-
three-phase machines.

• Development a general algorithm for three-phase IMs mapping, three-
phase IPM machines, and multiphase IMs in steady state conditions,
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which should allow the virtualization of machines for different work-
ing conditions. The mapping outputs should be organized in several
matrices whose resolution depends on the torque and speed steps.

• Development multiphase IMs mapping under open-winding faulty
operating conditions, considering how machine nonlinearities change
under fault conditions.

• Development an interpolation method, which allows the reading of the
calculated maps and, therefore, able to provide the operating condi-
tions of the electrical machines (e.g., efficiency, current, voltage, losses,
power factor, active/reactive powers) and VSI (e.g. efficiency, switching
and conduction losses) for each possible working point of the eDrive
and all machine conditions.

The conducted work comes from completing the objectives mentioned
above. Starting with three-phase IMs and IPM machine modeling, an algo-
rithm for the mapping has been proposed. An analytical approach is found,
using a few input data provided by the standard tests for three-phase IM.
In contrast, for three-phase IPMs synchronous machine, the initialization
consists of the magnetic model in terms of flux and current evaluated by
FEM analysis. In this way, the nonlinearities of the machines have been
considered, allowing an accurate mapping.
The algorithm for multi-three-phase IMs has been developed in healthy and
open-winding faulty conditions. The initialization of the proposed algo-
rithm consists of the measured parameters, organized as a lookup table to
consider the nonlinearities, evaluated in all possible machine conditions.
The mapping has been developed using different mathematical machine
models, giving the same results. The efficiency mapping codes have been
experimentally validated.
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1.3 Dissertation outline

The thesis is divided in 4 Chapters as follows:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the importance of the electrical ma-
chines virtualization. This chapter is completed with a list of research
objectives and a discussion of novelty and thesis structure.

Chapter 2 provides the details of the mapping strategy of three-phase IMs.
The algorithm is presented, demonstrating the validity of the methodology
through the experimental validation.

Chapter 3 provides the mapping of IPM machines, presenting the manipu-
lation of the FEA results used as mapping input. The algorithm validation
is provided, comparing the mapping results with the ones coming from
numerical FEM analysis.

Chapter 4 deals with the modeling of multi-three-phase IMs, the estimation
of the machine parameters including the nonlinearities, and the mapping
algorithm considering the healthy and open-winding faulty operating con-
ditions. The algorithm has been developed with all approaches available in
the literature, i.e., MS, VSD, DMS, ADMS. Most importantly, this chapter
provides the experimental results of the proposed mapping in both operating
conditions.

1.4 Conclusion

Electrification represents a suitable approach in the context of combatting
climate change [1, 2]. New challenges for massive redefinitions of technolog-
ical development plans are ongoing. However, these technical steps require
intelligent and reliable solutions to replace the conventional ones [8, 9]
and quick and innovative simulation solutions for analyzing the electrified
system components. The virtualization of the electric components in an
electrified system is a method with excellent potential to assess the system
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design goodness in terms of efficiency and operational limits. Also, new
solutions such as multiphase electrical machines are becoming attractive,
resulting in more efficient and safer solutions [44, 45].

In this chapter, a literature survey providing state-of-the-art research
in this field has been reported. The most relevant contributions to the
development of performance evaluation of electrical components, i.e., elec-
trical machines and power converters, have been published in the last four
decades. The most common performance evaluation method is the torque-
speed plane’s efficiency map. Concerning the literature review, in the mid-
1990s, several studies were undertaken to investigate possible methods of
determining motor efficiency [27]. The literature reports different solutions
for computing efficiency maps of both synchronous and asynchronous ma-
chines. However, most of these solutions are based on finite element analysis
(FEA) using machine design data [22, 37, 38]. Although this approach some-
times requires significant computing resources and demands calibration
procedures, it still represents the most used solution to avoid the experi-
mental measurement of efficiency maps of the motor under test [34], thus
saving cost for expensive test rigs. The latter approach requires sophisti-
cated and accurate test facilities. It is also undoubtedly time-consuming for
post-processing related to data analysis for each torque-speed point of the
working area.

For this reason, this dissertation proposed a methodology for computing
the efficiency maps of three-phase induction machines (IMs), interior per-
manent magnet (IPM) synchronous machines, and multi-three-phase IMs
operated in wide torque-speed ranges. The main advantage of the proposed
mapping approach relies on the possibility of obtaining efficiency maps,
without the need for expensive test rigs or details on the machine design
data, using the standard test results. Based on the efficiency, losses, etc. maps
evaluated with the proposed algorithm, the electrical machines can be easily
virtualized to perform energetic assessments on the final application, even
if motor prototypes are not still available. The main novelty is multi-three-
phase IM mapping in healthy and open-winding fault operating conditions.
The developed algorithm is based on different mathematical approaches,
replacing different control strategies, i.e., maximization/minimization of the
efficiency/stator Joule losses.



Chapter 2

Three-phase Induction Machine
Mapping

This chapter presents a straightforward and accurate methodology for com-
puting the efficiency maps of induction motors (IMs) operated in wide
torque-speed ranges. The proposed procedure uses the IM’s equivalent
circuit defined in the rotor flux dq coordinates to quickly obtain the effi-
ciency maps of the machine both in motoring and generator operation, as
well as considering the actual operating temperature and supply voltage
level. Moreover, a significant advantage of the proposed methodology con-
sists of computing the IM’s efficiency maps by simply using the results of the
standard test procedures like dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests performed
at different voltage and frequency levels. In this way, all machine’s non-
linearities like magnetic saturation, skin effect, and iron losses are strictly
considered. The proposed methodology has been validated on a 10 kW, 4
poles, 100 Hz IM prototype. Computed and experimental efficiency maps
for different operating conditions are shown in this chapter, confirming the
validity of the proposed methodology.

The chapter is organized as follows:

1. The steady-state model of the three-phase IM is reported in phase co-
ordinates abc, in stationary reference frame αβ, and finally in rotating
dq reference frame. The nonlinearities of the machine model as the
iron losses and magnetic saturation are considered. Finally, the ma-
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chine model in dq coordinates in steady-state conditions used for the
mapping procedure is reported.

2. The implementation of the proposed mapping algorithm in dq coordi-
nates is presented. Step by step, the algorithm is analyzed, describing
how it has been organized. The outputs of the mapping algorithm
consist of 4D matrices.

3. The experimental validation for different dc-link voltages and the ma-
chine at ambient temperature has been conducted on a 10 kW 4 pole IM
prototype. The comparison between computed andmeasured efficiency
maps shows a percentage error below 2% in most of the investigated
torque-speed range, both for motoring and generator operation modes.

2.1 Three-phase induction machine modeling

The machine’s dynamic model allows simulation of its behavior accurately,
considering different working conditions in terms of the requested torque
and speed at the machine shaft. Machine behavior also depends on the
voltage supply and temperature. The electrical parameters shall be derived
to obtain an accurate model. There are two possible approaches for knowing
the machine parameters: first - design approach where all the project data
are known, and second - experimental tests, as shown in the next section.
However, if the machine parameters are evaluated at different voltage and/or
frequency values, an accurate model can be implemented, thus providing
a realistic scenario. Following from state, the variation of stator and rotor
resistances, the iron losses, and magnetizing inductance, represent the model
inputs. The variations of the parameters mentioned above are studied and
implemented through two-dimensional lookup tables. After this, machine
modeling can be implemented.

Modeling of three-phase alternating current (ac) machines usually con-
siders the following hypotheses:

• Each machine phase is identical to the others.
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• The machine windings are distributed across the stator’s circumference
and are designed to generate a sinusoidal magnetomotive force.

• The air gap is constant.

• The impact of the stator slots is neglected.

• Full decoupling between the leakage fluxes of the machine phases.

Note that the machine modeling obtained in the first section is ideal for
computing the electromagnetic equations necessary for building an accurate
model. After this, the iron losses and the magnetic saturation are added.

2.1.1 Machine model in phase coordinates

IMa are often called "asynchronous machines" since they operate below the
synchronous speed in the motor operation, and above the synchronous speed
in that of generation. A balanced set of three-phase currents flowing in a
symmetrical set of three-phase windings produce a rotating magnetomotive
force (mmf ) given by:

F (θ,t) =
3
2
· 4
π
· N
2 · p
· Im · cos(θ −ω · t) (2.1)

where θ is the electrical angle measured from the magnetic axis of phase
a, ω is the angular speed (rad/s) of the stator mmf, which depends on the
electrical frequency f of the excitation currents Im, p is the number of the
pole pairs, and N is the number of turns. The synchronous speed (rad/s) is
computed as:

ωs =
ω
p

(2.2)

When the rotor is rotating at a constant speed ofωr (rad/s), the slip s between
the rotor speed and that synchronous of the rotating magnetic field is defined
as:

ωsl = ωs −ωr (2.3)

The slip speed can be expressed in unit values as:

s =
ωs −ωr

ωs
(2.4)
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Figure 2.1 Winding distribution of three-phase IM.

Magnetically-coupled stator- and rotor- circuits are considered, as shown
in Fig. 2.1. The passive sign convention is adopted. In the following, the
electromagnetic equations associated with such circuits are reported [69, 70].
Stator electric model
The stator electric model in time-phase domain is expressed as [71]:

v̄s123 = Rs · īs123 +
dλ̄s123

dt
(2.5)

where Rs stands for the stator resistance (assumed equal for each stator
winding), īs123 =

(
is1,is2,is3

)T represents the stator current vector, λ̄s123 =(
λs1,λs2,λs3

)T stands for stator flux linkage vector, while v̄s123 =
(
vs1,vs2,vs3

)T
represents the stator voltage vector. The superscript T denotes the transpo-
sition of the considered array. All vectors are defined in phase coordinates
123.
Rotor electric model

v̄r123 = 0̄ = Rr · īr123 +
dλ̄r123

dt
(2.6)

where Rr stands for rotor resistance (assumed equal for each rotor wind-
ing), īr123 =

(
ir1,ir2,ir3

)T represents the rotor current vector while λ̄r123 =(
λr1,λr2,λr3

)T stands for rotor flux linkage vector. Note that the rotor voltage
vector v̄r123 =

(
vr1,vr2,vr3

)Thas an amplitude equal to zero v̄r123 = (0,0,0)T since
a squirrel cage machine is considered.
Stator magnetic model
In terms of currents-to flux relationships, the flux linkage of the stator and
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rotor windings can be written as:

λ̄s123 = Ll,s · īs123 +Mss
123
· īs123 +Msr

123
· īr123 (2.7)

Rotor magnetic model

λ̄r123 = Ll,r · īr123 +Mrs
123
· īs123 +Mrr

123
· īr123 (2.8)

where Ll,s and Ll,r represent the per phase stator and rotor leakage induc-
tances, while M is the mutual inductance between the phase windings. The
submatrices of the stator-to-stator and rotor-to-rotor winding inductances
are defined as:

Mss
123 =M ·


1 −1/2 −1/2

−1/2 1 −1/2

−1/2 −1/2 1

 ; Mrr
123 =M ·


1 −1/2 −1/2

−1/2 1 −1/2

−1/2 −1/2 1

 (2.9)

Regarding the stator-to-rotor mutual inductances, these depend on the rotor
electric angle as:

Msr
123 = (Mrs

123)
T =M ·



cos(θr) cos
(
θr +

2π
3

)
cos

(
θr −

2π
3

)
cos

(
θr −

2π
3

)
cos(θr) cos

(
θr +

2π
3

)
cos

(
θr +

2π
3

)
cos

(
θr −

2π
3

)
cos(θr)


(2.10)

Finally, the magnetizing inductance is defined as:

M =
Ns ·Nr

Rt
(2.11)

where Ns and Nr stand for the number of equivalents turns, considering a
sinusoidal distribution of both stator and rotor windings. Lastly, Rt repre-
sents the air gap reluctance [72, 73].
Note that the idealizedmachine is described by six first-order time-differential
equations, one for each winding. Such equations are coupled through the
mutual inductances between the windings. In detail, the stator-to-rotor
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coupling terms depend on the rotor position, thus changing in time if the
rotor speed is different from zero.

Mathematical transformations like the Clarke (123 to αβ) and the ro-
tational (αβ to dq) facilitate the machine model, transforming the time-
differential equations as in the following.

2.1.2 Machine model in stationary coodinates

A two-phase equivalent machine is considered. The new fictitious machine
is characterized by two couple of orthogonal windings, one for the stator and
the other for the rotor. Both the frames of the stator s −αβ and rotor r −αβ
are shown in Fig. 2.2. The three-phase IM model in the new frames αβ is
obtained by applying the Clarke matrix to the variables expressed in phase
coordinates, as reported in Eq. (2.12) for a generic variable f :


fα
fβ
f0

 = [C] ·


f1
f2
f3

 = 2
3


1 −1

2
−1
2

0

√
3
2
−
√
3
2

1 1 1


·


f1
f2
f3

 (2.12)

The coefficient in the matrix front defines the proprieties of the transforma-
tion. If the machine power is kept invariant, the coefficient in front of the
matrix is equal to

√
2/3. If the amplitude of the vectors is kept invariant

(from 123 to αβ), the coefficient is 2/3, as in Eq. (2.12). In this work, the
amplitude invariant transformation αβ is used Eq. (2.12), making necessary
the use of corrective coefficients for performing the power assessments of the
machine. Based on Eq. (2.12), both the stator- and rotor- electrical equations
can be written as in the following.
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Figure 2.2 Stationary reference frame.

Stator electric model

[C] · v̄s123 = [C] ·Rs · īs123 + [C] · dλ̄s123

dt
⇒

⇒ v̄sαβ0 = Rs · īsαβ0 +
dλ̄sαβ0

dt

(2.13)

Rotor electric model

[C] · v̄
r123

= [C] ·Rr · īr123 + [C] · dλ̄r123

dt
⇒

⇒ v̄rαβ0 = Rr · īrαβ0 +
dλ̄rαβ0

dt

(2.14)

Stator magnetic model

[C] · λ̄s123 = [C] ·Ll,s · īs123 + [C] ·Mss
123 · īs123 + [C] ·Msr

123 · īr123 ⇒

⇒ λ̄sαβ0 = Lls · īsαβ0 +Mss
αβ0 · īsαβ0 +Msr

αβ0 · īrαβ0
(2.15)

Rotor magnetic model

[C] · λ̄r123 = [C] ·Ll,r · īr123 + [C] ·Mrs
123 · īs123 + [C] ·Mrr

123 · īr123 ⇒

⇒ λ̄rαβ0 = Ll,r · īrαβ0 +Mrs
αβ0 · īsαβ0 +Mrr

αβ0 · īrαβ0
(2.16)
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where the new matrices are defined as:

Mss
αβ0

= [C] ·Mss
123 · [C]−1, Msr

αβ0
= [C] ·Msr

123 · [C]−1

Mrs
αβ0

= [C] ·Mrs
123 · [C]−1, Mrr

αβ0
= [C] ·Mrrs

123 · [C]−1
(2.17)

The matrices in Eq. (2.17) are characterized by the following properties:

Mss
αβ0

=Mrr
αβ0

Mrs
αβ0

=
(
Msr

αβ0

)T
(2.18)

and they assume the following forms:

Mss
αβ0

=Mrr
αβ0

=
3
2
·M ·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

 ; Msr
αβ0

=
(
Mrs

αβ0

)T
=
3
2
·M ·


cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
−sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 0


(2.19)

For a compact form, the electromagnetic model in the stationary reference
frame is expressed as:

v̄sαβ0 = Rs · īsαβ0 +
dλ̄sαβ0

dt

v̄rαβ0 = Rr · īrαβ0 +
dλ̄rαβ0

dt


λ̄sαβ0 = Ll,s · īsαβ0 +Mss

αβ0 · īsαβ0 +Msr
αβ0 · īrαβ0

λ̄rαβ0 = Ll,r · īrαβ0 +Mrs
αβ0 · īsαβ0 +Mrr

αβ0 · īrαβ0

(2.20)
Regarding the stator and rotor zero sequence components 0, until now
neglected, they are decoupled from the αβ axes as follows:

vs0 = Rs · is0 +
dλs0

dt

vr0 = Rr · ir0 +
dλr0

dt
,

 λs0 = Ll,s · is0
λr0 = Ll,r · ir0

⇒

⇒


vs0 = Rs · is0 +Ll,s ·

dis0
dt

vr0 = Rr · ir0 +Ll,r ·
dir0
dt

(2.21)
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2.1.3 Machine in rotating coordinates

The inductance matrices in Eq. (2.19) depend on the rotor position θ. There-
fore, the adoption of a rotating frame can be useful to avoid this drawback.
Besides, from the machine modelling and control points of view, the use of
rotating frames is useful. The electromagnetic model in a generic reference
frame rotating at speed ωk is computed using the rotational matrix shown in
Eq. (2.22).

R (θk) =

 cos(θk) −sin(θk)

sin(θk) cos(θk)

 (2.22)

where θk stands for the position of the frame, leading to as follows:

ωk =
dθk

dt
(2.23)

Considering the stator- and rotor- equations in stationary coordinates in
Eq. (2.20), the rotational transformation in Eq. (2.22) is applied only to
the αβ components. The 0-sequence one is already decoupled, as shown
in Eq. (2.21). Since the rotor position depends on the time, the rotational
matrix cannot be included in the time derivative. The following artifice is
performed for a generic variable f, i.e., current, voltage, flux: fk1

fk2

 = [R (θk)] ·
 fα
fβ

 ⇒  fα
fβ

 = [R (θk)]
−1 ·

 fk1
fk2

 (2.24)

Applying Eq. (2.22) and Eq. (2.24) on the αβ components of Eq. (2.20), avoid-
ing the subscript k on the electromagnetic variables (the reference frame is
deductible by the motional terms in the electric equations), the equations in
a generic rotating reference frame can be written as reported in the follow-
ing. ωk and ωr are electrical values. Note that, the magnetic equations are
computed by considering magnetic linearity.
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Stator electric model

[R (θk)] · v̄sαβ = [R (θk)] ·Rs · īsαβ + [R (θk)] ·
dλ̄sαβ

dt
⇒

⇒ v̄s = Rs · īs +
dλ̄s

dt
+ j ·ωk · λ̄s

(2.25)

Rotor electric model

[R (θk)] · v̄rαβ = [R (θk)] ·Rr · īrαβ + [R (θk)] ·
dλ̄rαβ

dt
⇒

⇒ v̄r = Rr · īr +
dλ̄r

dt
+ j · (ωk −ωr) · λ̄r

(2.26)

Stator magnetic model

[R (θk)] · λ̄sαβ = [R (θk)] ·Ll,s · īsαβ + [R (θk)] ·Mss
αβ · īsαβ + [R (θk)] ·Msr

αβ · īrαβ ⇒

λ̄s = Ls · īs +Lm · īr , Ls = Ll,s +Lm , Lm =
3
2
·M

(2.27)
Rotor magnetic model

[R (θk)] · λ̄rαβ0 = [R (θk)] ·Ll,r · īrαβ0 + [R (θk)] ·Mrs
αβ0 · īsαβ0 + [R (θk)] ·Mrr

αβ0 · īrαβ0 ⇒

λ̄r = Lm · īs +Lr · īr , Lr = Ll,r +Lm , Lm =
3
2
·M

(2.28)
where the product between the inductances matrices (Mss,Msr ,Mrs,Mrr) in
Eq. (2.27, 2.28) and the rotational transformation in Eq. (2.22) have been
obtained with the following manipulation:

Mss =Mrr =Msr =Mrs =
3
2
·M ·

 1 0
0 1

 (2.29)

The magnetizing inductance Lm assumes the form reported in Eq. (2.27, 2.28)
and the coefficient 3/2 is related to the Clarke transformation in Eq. (2.12).
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The torque equation is computed by performing the power balance of
the machine. In this way, the machine model is complete. Therefore, the
electrical power in the machine is considered, as shown in Eq. (2.30).

Pe = v̄s · īs + v̄r · īr = PJsr +Pm +Pem ⇒

⇒


v̄s · īs = Rs ·

∣∣∣īs∣∣∣2 + dλ̄s

dt
· īs + j ·ωk · λ̄s · īs

0̄ = v̄r · īr = Rr ·
∣∣∣īr ∣∣∣2 + dλ̄r

dt
· īr + j · (ωk −ωr) · λ̄r · īr

(2.30)

where the Joule- PJsr , magnetizing- Pm , and the electromagnetic- Pem powers
are defined as:

PJsr = Rs ·
∣∣∣īs∣∣∣2 +Rr ·

∣∣∣īr ∣∣∣2
Pm =

dλ̄s

dt
· īs +

dλ̄r

dt
· īr

Pem =
(
j ·ωk · λ̄s

)
· īs +

(
j ·ωk · λ̄r

)
· īr −

(
j ·ωr · λ̄r

)
· īr

(2.31)

Introducing the number of pole pairs p and the power coefficient related to
the Clarke transformation (3/2), the torque equation based on 2.31 becomes:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

(
īr ∧ λ̄r

)
(2.32)

where the ∧ stands for cross product.
Finally, by combining rotor magnetic model Eq. (2.28) with Eq. (2.32), the
electromagnetic torque can be expressed as:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

(
īr ∧M · īs

)
=
3
2
· p ·

(
λ̄s ∧ īs

)
(2.33)

that corresponds to the torque formulation of a generic three-phase ac ma-
chine.
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IM model in rotor flux reference frame

The equivalent circuit of the machine in rotating rotor flux reference frame
rotating coordinates is provided. The steady-state conditions are considered,
resulting in useful to perform energy assessments.
Starting from Eq. (2.25, 2.28), the following settings are applied: 1. ωk = ω;
2. all the time-derivatives equal to zero (steady-state conditions denoted by
the capital letters). Therefore, the electromagnetic equations are expressed
in rotating dq coordinates as:

V̄s,dq = Rs · Īs,dq + j ·ω · Λ̄s,dq

V̄r,dq = Rr · Īr,dq + j · (ω −ωr) · Λ̄r,dq

Λ̄s,dq = Ls · Īs,dq +Lm · Īr,dq

Λ̄r,dq = Lm · Īs,dq +Lr · Īr,dq

(2.34)

The IM machine model presented until now has not considered the iron
losses. However, an equivalent iron resistance is introduced to consider
this loss’s contributions for an accurate mapping, as shown in Fig. 2.3. In
Fig. 2.3 the iron resistance is not modeled in parallel with the magnetizing
inductance, as usually reported in technical literature. Indeed, the iron
losses equivalent resistance is placed between Rs and Ll,s, considering the
contribution of the stator leakage fluxes. Hereafter others loss’s contribution
and machine nonlinearities will be presented.
The stator and rotor electric models, considering the iron losses, are ex-
pressed as:

V̄s = Rs · Īs + j ·ω ·Ll,s ·
(
Īs − ĪFe

)
+ j ·ω ·Lm ·

(
Īs − ĪFe + Īr

)
0̄ = −RFe · Īf e + j ·ω ·Ll,s ·

(
Īs − ĪFe

)
+ j ·ω ·Lm ·

(
Īs − ĪFe + Īr

) (2.35)

The Thevenin equivalent circuit is performed from the AB terminals, thus
simplifying the model. An equivalent voltage V̄eq, equivalent resistance Req,
and equivalent current Īeq are introduced, simplifying the machine model.
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Figure 2.3 IM steady-state equivalent circuit in the rotating dq reference frame.

In detail, according to the equivalent circuit, the equation system Eq. (2.34)
becomes:
Stator electric model

V̄eq = Req · Īeq + j ·ω · Λ̄s (2.36)

Rotor electric model

0̄ =
Rr

s
· Īr + j · (ω −ωr) · Λ̄r (2.37)

Stator magnetic model

Λ̄s = Ls · Īeq +Lm · Īr (2.38)

Rotor magnetic model

Λ̄r = Lr · Īr +Lm · Īeq (2.39)

where the equivalent variables and equivalent parameters are computed as:

Req =
Rs ·RFe

Rs +RFe
; V̄eq = V̄s ·

RFe

Rs +RFe
; Īeq = Īs − ĪFe (2.40)

Finally, the iron losses equivalent current is computed using the superposi-
tion principle as:

ĪFe = −Īeq ·
Rs

Rs +RFe
+ V̄s ·

1
Rs +RFe

(2.41)
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Figure 2.4 IM steady-state equivalent circuit in the rotating dq reference frame.

The dq components of flux– and torque–producing currents (Ieq,d , Ieq,q) differ
from the stator absorbed dq currents by the corresponding iron losses current
components (IFe,d , IFe,q).

2.1.4 Machine modelling for efficiency mapping

The proposed mapping procedure uses the electromagnetic model of the
IM defined in the rotating dq reference frame, where the d-axis is assumed
coincident with the position of the rotor flux linkage vector [71], reported in
Eq. (2.36, 2.39). The steady-state equivalent circuit of the IM using the dq
components in the rotor flux reference frame is shown in Fig. 2.4, and the
related equivalent circuit after the Thevenin simplification is overwritten in
Fig. 2.5. The voltage components referred to the Fig. 2.5 are expressed as: Veq,d = Rs · Ieq,d +Es,d

Veq,q = Rs · Ieq,q +Es,q
,

 Es,d = −ωs ·Λs,q

Es,q = ωs ·Λs,d
(2.42)

All symbols are consistent with the previous definitions. The dq components
of voltage, back-emf, current, and flux linkage stator vectors are denoted
with (Veq,d , Veq,q), (Es,d , Es,q), (Is,d , Is,q), and (Λs,d , Λs,q), respectively. The
synchronous speed is denoted with ωs.
The magnetic model, that consists of the current-to-flux relationships, is com-
puted based on the stator and rotor magnetic models listed in Eq. (2.38, 2.39).
By replacing rotor currents (Ir,d , Ir,q) and flux linkage Λr in steady-state con-
ditions reported in Eq. (2.43) into the stator magnetic model, the stator flux
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Figure 2.5 IM steady-state equivalent circuit in the rotating dq reference frame used
in efficiency mapping.

components can be expressed as reported in Eq. (2.44).
Ir,d = 0

Ir,q =
Lm
Lr
· Ieq,q

, Λr = Lm · Ieq,d (2.43)


Λs,d = Ls · Ieq,d = Ld · Ieq,d

Λs,q = σ ·Ls · Ieq,q = Lq · Ieq,q
(2.44)

In Eq. (2.43) Lm and Lr stand for the magnetizing and the total rotor in-
ductance, respectively, while in Eq. (2.44) Ls is the total stator inductance
and σ is the overall leakage factor (σ = 1 − kr · ks, ks = Lm/(Lm + Ll,s) and
kr = Lm/(Lm +Ll,r) ).
Using the variable components, the electromagnetic torque Tem is calculated
as:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

(
Λs,d · Ieq,q −Λs,q · Ieq,d

)
(2.45)

Finally, the rotational speed ωm is computed according to the slip speed ωsl

based on Eq. (2.46), where Rr is the rotor resistance.

ωm =
1
p
· (ωs −ωsl) ωsl =

Rr

Lr
·
Ieq,q
Ieq,d

(2.46)

Note that in 2.46 the speed unit is rad/s. Otherwise, if the unit conversion is
applied getting the rotor speed ωm in rpm, the name is invariant, but it is
highlighted by the unit.
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2.1.5 Nonlinearities of the machine modeling

The variations of all parameters are considered for an accurate machine
model and mapping. This issue is highlighted in some applications where
the components upstream (i.e., battery pack impacts on voltage supply for
a traction applications) and downstream (i.e., thermal circuit impacts on
machine temperature) involve the variations of the working conditions. The
following nonlinearities need to be considered for accurately computing the
IM maps:

1. the stator resistance Rs depends on the average temperature of the
stator winding ϑs, as well as on the frequency of the stator currents fs,
due to the skin effect [74–76];

2. the magnetizing inductance Lm is affected by magnetic saturation,
whose extent depends on the amplitude of the magnetizing current Im
as [77]:

Lm = f (Im) , Im =

√
Ieq,d2 +

(
Ieq,q + Ir,q

)2
(2.47)

3. the iron losses depend on the frequency of the stator currents fs and
the flux density values in the stator lamination or, in other words, by
the stator back-electromotive force (back-emf) [78];

4. the rotor resistance Rr depends on the average temperature of the rotor
cage ϑr , as well as on the slip frequency fsl because of the significant
impact of skin effect in bar conductors in squirrel caged rotors [79, 80];

5. the IM mechanical torque Tm differs from the electromagnetic one
reported in Eq. (2.45) by the torque Tf v necessary to sustain the friction
and ventilation losses [81, 82]:

Tm = Tem −Tf v (2.48)

Along with the above-mentioned nonlinearities, potential saturation effects
of the total inductances should also be considered because of their impact
on the inductances, as expressed in Eq. (2.49).

Ls = Lm +Ll,s , Lr = Lm +Ll,r (2.49)
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In Eq. (2.49) Ll,s and Ll,r (stator and rotor leakage inductances) are assumed
not saturable and not influenced by the skin effect phenomena.
Below more details regarding the iron losses and the magnetic saturation are
reported.

2.1.6 Machine parameters

An accurate mapping of the machine requires knowing the parameters of
this latter and their dependency on the previously reported nonlinearities.
The literature reports several solutions to identify the three-phase IM’s
parameters, e.g., the execution of FEA analyses based on the machine design
data [83] or using calibrated loss functions [82, 81]. This work proposes
identifying the IM’s parameters by executing standard test procedures like
dc test plus no-load and locked-rotor tests [82] performed at different supply
voltage and frequency levels. In this way, most of the nonlinearities affecting
the IM’s parameters can be directly identified, allowing an accurate mapping
under different operating conditions.

The standard tests have been carried out on a 10 kW, 4 poles, 100 Hz
three-phase IM, called machine under test (MUT), to validate the proposed
efficiency methodology.

DC test

Two of three machine terminals are supplied with a dc source. By measuring
the dc quantities of voltage and currents, the line-to-line stator resistance
is thus obtained. Also, to compensate for any imbalance between the stator
phases, the dc test is performed three times, and changing the supply ter-
minals cyclically. In this way, all the three values of the line-to-line stator
resistances are measured, allowing to get the average value that is represen-
tative of the machine. Finally, the stator phase resistance in dc conditions
is obtained by considering half of the average line-to-line resistance value.
It is highlighted that this test must be performed at a known temperature
ϑ0 to allow the accurate rescaling of the stator phase resistance for different
operating temperatures [82].
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Figure 2.6 IM’s equivalent circuit while performing the no-load test.

The value of stator phase resistance obtained by performing the dc test is
denoted with R0

s,dc. Considering the MUT, the value of R0
s,dc = 634 mΩ at ϑ0

= 25 ◦ C has been obtained.

No-load Test

The execution of the no-load test at different supply voltage and frequency
levels allows identifying the following parameters and losses sources:

• Mechanical losses caused by friction and ventilation as a function of
the mechanical speed ωm.

• Overall losses PFe due to the stator iron and stator windings (skin effect)
as a function of the supply frequency fs and machine’s back-emf Es.

• Stator inductance Ls and its saturation as a function of the magnetizing
current Im.

The equivalent circuit of the machine when performing the no-load test is
shown in Fig. 2.6. The current generator I f w models the torque-producing
rotor current, thus compensating for the mechanical losses. For each supply
frequency, the no-load test is performed at different supply voltage levels.
However, the supply voltage must be limited according to the following
constraints: i) voltage limit imposed by the insulation system of the stator
windings (e.g., 110 - 125 % of the machine’s rated voltage), and ii) the no-
load current should be kept within the limit imposed of the machine’s rated
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current, avoiding useless winding’s heating. Moreover, it is highlighted that
all no-load tests must be performed at the same operating temperature of
the dc test ϑ0.
In the following, the step-by-step procedure to identify the parameters and
loss sources above-mentioned regardless of the supply frequency and voltage
levels is reported.

Identification of the mechanical losses
For a given supply frequency fs, the machine’s active power Pelt is first
measured for different supply voltage levels. Secondly, the Joule losses are
removed in each test point according to the measured value of the RMS
no-load current Is,rms and the stator phase resistance value obtained from
the dc test R0

s,dc:
PFe +Pf w = Pelt − 3 ·R0

s,dc · I
2
s,rms (2.50)

The mechanical losses Pf w are computed by extrapolating the intercept of
Eq. (2.50) for a supply voltage equal to zero. Moreover, since the slip speed
is negligible in no-load conditions, the mechanical speed ωm is assumed to
be identical to the synchronous one, i.e., 60·fs/p (rpm). Finally, the ratio
between the mechanical losses Pf w and the mechanical speed ωm provides
the value of the torque loss Tf w. Other minor details are not reported since
identifying the IM’s mechanical losses is a well-known procedure in the
literature [82].

The standard tests have been performed at different supply voltages and
frequencies to identify the machine nonlinearities accurately. The experi-
mental results for the identification of the mechanical losses obtained for the
IM used to validate the proposed procedure are reported in Fig. 2.7, based
on the procedure reported in 2.1.6.

Identification of the stator losses
Once the mechanical losses Pf w are computed, the overall stator losses PFe

due to the iron losses and skin effect are obtained from Eq. (2.50) as:

PFe = Pelt − 3 ·R0
s,dc · I

2
s,rms −Pf w (2.51)

Unfortunately, separating the iron losses from those due to the skin effect
of the stator winding is not possible by performing only the standard test
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Figure 2.7 Mechanical losses of the IM used for the experimental validation.

Figure 2.8 Stator losses map (iron losses plus skin effect) of the IM used for the
experimental validation.

procedures. Indeed, the profile of stator resistance as a function of the supply
frequency for a given temperature can be somewhat obtained if FEA analyses
based on machine design data are performed, thus going beyond the goal
of this work. For this reason, in this work, the skin effect losses of the stator
winding are merged with the iron losses, simplifying the analysis. On the
one hand, this operation represents an approximation that slightly reduces
the accuracy of the input data for the mapping procedure. On the other
hand, this simplification allows easily accounting for the skin effect losses
avoiding neglect of the impact in the efficiency maps.
However, as well-known in the literature, the iron losses depend on the
stator frequency and the magnetic induction in the iron [84, 85]. For this
reason, the overall stator losses need to be expressed as a function of the
stator frequency but also from the machine’s back-emf. Indeed, the latter
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provides a direct indication of the level of magnetic induction in the iron. In
other words, the machine’s back-emf is proportional to the stator flux linkage
and thus directly related to the magnetic induction in the iron.
According to Fig. 2.6, the machine back-emf (peak value) is computed as
follows. The no-load reactive power Qelt is first calculated as:

Qelt =
√(

3 ·Vs,rms · Is,rms
)2 −Pel2 (2.52)

where Vs,rms is the measured value of the RMS phase voltage. Later, the
machine’s back-emf Es (peak value) is obtained as:

Es =
√
2 ·

√
PFe2 +Qel

2

3 · Is,rms
(2.53)

Therefore, the map of stator losses (iron plus skin effect ones) expressed as
a function of the supply frequency and machine’s back-emf is obtained by
performing the no-load tests at all operative levels of supply voltage and
frequency of the IM under test. The stator losses map of IM used to validate
the proposed mapping procedure is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Identification of the stator inductance
The stator inductance Ls and its saturation profile are identified by con-
sidering the results of the no-load test at a low supply frequency. Indeed,
in this condition, it is possible to inject a value of no-load current up to
the machine’s rated one without applying a supply voltage that overcomes
the limits imposed by the insulation system of the stator windings. It is
reasonable to assume that the rotor currents due to the mechanical losses
give a negligible contribution to the magnetizing current. Therefore, the
stator inductance Ls is computed considering the equivalent circuit of the
machine (see Fig. 2.6), but neglecting the current generator modeling the
mechanical losses. The RMS magnetizing current Im,rms is thus calculated as:

Im,rms =
√
2 · Qelt

3 ·Es
(2.54)
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Figure 2.9 Saturation profiles of three-phase IM used for the experimental validation.

Finally, the stator inductance is computed as:

Ls =
1

2π · fs
· Qelt

3 · Im.rms
2 (2.55)

Therefore, by evaluating the stator inductance for different values of the
magnetizing current, i.e., by performing the no-load test at different supply
voltages for the selected supply frequency, the saturation profile of the stator
inductance is thus obtained. The identification of the stator inductance
including the related profile of the no-load stator flux linkage of the IM
used to validate the proposed mapping procedure is shown in Fig.2.9. The
results of the no-load test obtained at a supply frequency of 20 Hz have been
considered, assuming that the magnetic model does not depend on it.

Locked-rotor test

The locked-rotor test is performed by imposing the machine’s rated current
at different supply frequencies. In this way, the following parameters are
identified:

• Rotor resistance Rr as a function of the slip frequency fr to consider the
skin effect in the rotor cage.

• Stator- Ll,s and rotor- Ll,r leakage inductances.
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Figure 2.10 IM’s equivalent circuit while performing the locked-rotor test.

The equivalent circuit of the machine when performing the locked-rotor test
is shown in Fig. 2.10. As with the no-load test, the locked rotor one must be
performed at the same operating temperature of the dc test ϑ0.

Identification of the rotor resistance
According to the previous considerations, the stator resistance is assumed
constant to the value obtained from the dc test. Therefore, by performing
the locked-rotor test at different supply frequencies, the overall ac resistance
Rcc variations correspond to ones of the rotor resistance Rr due to the skin
effect. This assumption is an approximation since the variations of the
stator resistance due to the skin effect are neglected. However, it must be
considered that the skin effect is much more significant on the rotor cage
than the stator winding, well justifying the assumption above. Obviously,
an accurate separation between stator- and rotor- resistance can be obtained
by performing calibrated FEA analyses supported by machine design data,
however, going beyond the goal of this work. In summary, for each supply
frequency, the overall ac resistance Rcc is computed according to Fig. 2.10 as:

Rcc = Rs +Rr =
Pelt

3 · Is,rms
2 (2.56)

Therefore, based on the previous considerations, the rotor resistance at the
tested supply frequency is computed as:

Rr = Rcc −R0
s,dc (2.57)

Finally, the rotor resistance and its variations with the slip frequency are
identified by performing the locked-rotor test for different supply frequen-
cies.
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Figure 2.11 Rotor resistance profile due to the skin effect of the IM used for the
experimental validation.

The profile of the rotor resistance, evaluated with locked-rotor tests of
the MUT is shown in in Fig. 2.11. It is noted that the dc value of the rotor
resistance is computed by extrapolating the experimental profile obtained at
very low supply frequencies. Moreover, the maximum rotor frequency has
been limited to 40 Hz since the operative slip frequency fsl , corresponding
to the rotor one, reaches a value at most equal to 15 Hz.

Identification of the leakage inductances
According to Fig. 2.10, the locked-rotor test allows getting the overall
leakage inductance Lcc computed as:

Lcc = Ll,s +Ll,r =
1

2π · fs
· Qelt

3 · Is,rms
2 (2.58)

The overall leakage inductance Lcc should be computed at different supply
frequencies to get a reliable value of this parameter, but without considering
the results obtained at very low supply frequencies (e.g., 1-10 Hz). Indeed,
in these last conditions, the magnetizing current is not negligible, making
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2.10 no more valid. Finally, the regulatory
standard has been considered to get the single values of stator and rotor
leakage inductances.

Regarding the overall leakage inductance of the MUT has been computed
as the average of all measurements performed in the range 40 Hz - 200 Hz,
getting a value of Lcc = 7.63 mH. Finally, based on the rated frequency
and voltage of the MUT, i.e., 100 Hz, 400 V, the steady-state torque-speed
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Table 2.1 Measured parameters

Machine’s parameters
Stator resistance Rs,0 (ϑ0 = 25◦C) 634 mΩ

Locked-rotor inductance Lcc 7.63 mH
Stator leakage inductance Ll,s 3.815 mH
Rotor leakage inductance Ll,r 3.815 mH

profile has been computed using the experimental data obtained from the
standard tests (R0

s,dc, Rr , Lcc). The computed torque-speed profile is shown
in Fig. 2.12. Since the rated torque of the machine is 16 Nm, the rated slip
(1.51 %), starting torque (about 100 % of the rated torque), and the pull-out
conditions (overload torque of about 280 % of the rated value with a pull-
out slip of 9.33 %) have been evaluated. The IM under test has been thus
classified as NEMA Class A [86] based on these data. Therefore, according
to the regulatory standard [82], the following ratio between stator and rotor
leakage inductances has been considered:

NEMA ClassA →
Ll,s
Ll,r

= 1 ⇒ Ll,s = Ll,r =
Lcc
2

(2.59)

In summary, by applying Eq. (2.59), the leakage inductances have been
computed, leading to Ll,s = Ll,r = 3.815 mH.

The machine parameters of the MUT used for the mapping validations,
which were considered constant, are listed in Table 2.1. Instead, the pro-
files presented before of mechanical losses, stator losses, rotor resistance,
saturation profile, were organized as a lookup table (LUT) and opportunely
interpolated to use in the mapping procedure.
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Figure 2.12 Steady-state torque-speed profile at the rated supply conditions of the
IM used for the experimental validation.

2.1.7 Magnetic model manipulation

Note that the profiles hereafter analyzed are not necessary for the proposed
mapping procedure, thus representing a magnetic model manipulation.
However, the torque capability and the maximum value on the whole torque-
speed range must be confirmed by the mapping algorithm presented in the
next section.
After a brief discussion about the methodology to identify some control
trajectories, the profiles carried out on the three-phase IM used for mapping
validation are shown.

Based on the magnetic model just presented, this section investigates
some control trajectory identification. This is done using the magnetic
model of the machine, i.e. magnetizing and leakage inductances, maximum
magnetizing current value during the no-load tests, to investigate the most
considered trajectories as the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) and the
maximum torque per volt (MTPV) laws. The method to identify one locus
is general and it is usually defined as the maximization or minimization of
the ratio across the (Ieq,d , Ieq,q) domain. For example, the MTPA consists of
the maximization of the average torque for a given current amplitude. The
maximum torque at (Ieq,d , Ieq,q) combination is found and stored as one MTPA
element. The process is repeated for the next current amplitude, ranging
from zero to the maximum allowed by the maps current domain, which
depends on the current limit of the machine. The MTPV is computed using
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the same algorithm but moving on constant flux linkage curves instead of
the current ones.
The first step is to identify the MTPS profile, which delimits the region
beyond which the current and voltage limits are not respected. In detail,
three operating regions are identified: base, FW I, FW II, corresponding to
the constant torque-, quasi-constant power-, and pull-out- operations of the
machine, respectively. The MTPA locus is related to the constant torque
region of the MTPS profile, while the MTPV corresponds to FW II.

2.1.8 Base region

The drive voltage limit delimits the base region’s speed range. The maximum
stator voltage Vs,max depends on the available dc-link voltage Vdc and the
adopted pulse-width modulation (PWM) technique, as shown in Eq. (2.60).
Considering the components of the stator voltage vector in dq reference
frame, they should satisfy the relationship in Eq. 2.60, where MinMax Mod-
ulations represents different PWM techniques, as space vector modulation
(SVM).

V 2
s,d
+V 2

s,q
≤ V 2

s,max
, Vs,max =


Vdc

2
Sine Modulation

Vdc√
3

MinMax Modulation
(2.60)

The components of the equivalent voltage vector are computed in steady-
state condition as:

Veq,d = Req · Ieq,d −ω ·Λs,q

Veq,q = Req · Ieq,q +ω ·Λs,d
(2.61)

Introducing Eq. (2.44) and by neglecting the stator resistance effect, the
voltage limitation can be expressed as a function of the stator dq currents as:(

ω ·Lq · Ieq,q
)2

+
(
ω ·Ld · Ieq,d

)2
≤ V 2

s,max
(2.62)

where the dq inductances are defined as: dq ax Ld = Ls and Lq = σ ·Ls.
The voltage-limit in Eq. (2.62) corresponds to an ellipse that depends on the
operating frequency/pulsation ω. Therefore, the reference currents (Ieq,d ,
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Ieq,q) should satisfy Eq. (2.62) for every operating frequency. It is noted how
the ellipse size radii become smaller as the operating frequency increases. In
other words, under a given voltage limit, the range of controllable currents
(Ieq,d , Ieq,q) becomes smaller as the operating frequency increases. Besides,
the leakage factor of the machine affects the area of the ellipse since its
eccentricity is computed as:

e =
√
1−σ2 (2.63)

Below the voltage limit Eq. (2.62), the stator current vector Īs follows the
MTPA profile of the machine. The MTPA is the locus of the points that
maximize the machine torque for a given amplitude of the current vector
[87]. It leads to maximum machine efficiency if the iron losses are neglected.
In dq reference frame, the torque is computed as:

Tem =
3
2
· p · kr ·Λr · Ieq,q =

3
2
· p · kr ·Lm · Ieq,d · Ieq,q (2.64)

where the rotor coupling factor is defined as: kr = Lm/(Lm +Ll,r).
The amplitude of the stator current vector is assumed to equal to the maxi-
mum value Is,max, corresponding to the base region of the MTPS. According
to the amplitude limit of the stator current vector Is,max, the dq components
of the latter must satisfy the following relationship:

I2
eq,d

+ I2
eq,q
≤ I2

s,max
(2.65)

Therefore, the current-limit is a circle whose radius corresponds to Is,max.
To satisfy the current constraint in Eq. (2.65), the reference currents must
be inside this circle. According to Eq. (2.65), the d-axis component can be
written as [88]:

Ieq,d =
√
I2
s,max
− I2

eq,q
(2.66)

Combining Eq. (2.64) and Eq. (2.66), the torque is computed as:

Tem =
3
2
· p · kr ·Lm ·

√
I2
s,max
− I2

eq,q
· Ieq,q (2.67)
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Based on Eq. (2.67), the MTPA is computed as:

∂Tem
∂Ieq,q

= 0,
∂Tem
∂Ieq,q

∝
√
I2
s,max
− I2

eq,q
−

I2
eq,q√

I2
s,max
− I2

eq,q

⇒

⇒ I2
s,max
− I2

eq,q
= I2

eq,q
⇒ I2

eq,q
= I2

eq,d
=
I2
s,max

2

(2.68)

The result of Eq. (2.68) consists of the following:

MTPA : Ieq,d = Ieq,q (2.69)

where it is noted how the MTPA corresponds to the bisector of the
(
Ieq,d , Ieq,q

)
plane. It is highlighted how magnetic saturation has been neglected for
MTPA computation. Otherwise, the MTPA profile would start as the bisector
of the

(
Ieq,d , Ieq,q

)
plane and would become gradually more vertical.

Flux weakening I (FWI)

The flux-weakening region can be divided into two subregions: I - it corre-
sponds to the quasi-constant power operation of the machine; II - it corre-
sponds to the pull-out operation of the machine in which the mechanical
power is reduced as the speed increases. In this subsection, the first sub-
region is considered. The maximum torque production under the voltage
constraint is performed by keeping the amplitude of the current vector to the
maximum value Is,max. However, the MTPA profile cannot be followed any-
more. Indeed, the d-axis current component must be set to satisfy the voltage
constraint Eq. (2.62) for each operating frequency/pulsation ω, leading to as
follows:

Ieq,d =
1
ω
·

√√√
V 2
s,max −

(
ω ·Lq · Is,max

)2
L2d −L

2
q

Ieq,q =
√
I2s,max − I2eq,d

⇔ ωb < ω < ω1 (2.70)
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where ωb and ω1represent the frequency/pulsation limits of the base and
FWI regions, respectively. Such limits are computed as:

ωb ≃
√
2 ·Vs,max

Is,max ·
√
L2d +L2q

ω1 =
Vs,max√
2 · Is,max

·

√
L2d +L2q

L2d ·L
2
q

(2.71)

Applying Eq. (2.70), the stator current vector follows a circular trajectory
having a radius equal to Is,max. However, by expressing the stator dq currents
as a function of the stator dq fluxes linkages, the following is obtained:


Λs,d = Ls · Ieq,d ⇒ Ieq,d =

Λs,d

Ls

Λs,q = σ ·Ls · Ieq,q ⇒ Ieq,q =
Λs,q

σ ·Ls

I2
eq,d

+ I2
eq,q

= I2s,max

⇒

⇒
(
Λs,d

Ls

)2
+
(
Λs,q

σ ·Ls

)2
= I2s,max

(2.72)

Therefore, in the FW I region the stator flux linkage vector moves along an
ellipse having major and minor axes radii corresponding to the dq induc-
tances. Regarding the torque in the FW I region, according to Eq. (2.67), it
depends on the product between the stator dq currents. Approximately, in
the FW I region, the torque depends on the inverse of the speed, leading
to the quasi-constant power operation (mechanical) of the machine. This
condition satisfies the goal of the flux-weakening operation. However, when
the frequency/pulsation reaches ω1, the FW II region starts, in which the
mechanical power is reduced as the speed increases. Therefore, it would be
better to design the machine/converter such that the speed range is within
the FW I region. In other words, it is necessary to maximize the ratio between
ω1 and ωb, corresponding to as follows [88]:

ω1

ωb
≃
√
1+σ2

2 ·σ
≃ σ−1

2
(2.73)
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According to Eq. (2.73), the quasi-constant constant power region of an
three-phase IM depends on the overall leakage coefficients. Therefore, an IM
for spindle drives (e.g., traction) must be designed to minimize its leakage
inductances (stator and rotor). In other words, the eccentricity of Eq. (2.63)
of the ellipse that is followed by the stator flux linkage vector must be
maximized.

Flux weakening II (FWII)

When the pulsation/frequency reaches theω1 value, the position of the stator
flux linkage vector to the dq reference frame is 45◦ electrical degrees. In such
a condition, it is not convenient to apply the dq stator reference currents in
Eq. (2.70). Indeed, starting from the torque equation in Eq. (2.45) and by
expressing the stator dq currents as a function of the stator dq fluxes linkages,
the following torque formulation is obtained:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

(
1

σ ·Ls
− 1
Ls

)
·Λs,d ·Λs,q =

3
2
· p ·

(
1

σ ·Ls
− 1
Ls

)
· Λ

2
s

2
sin(2δ) (2.74)

Therefore, for a given amplitude of the stator flux linkage, the maximum
obtainable torque corresponds to the following conditions:

Tem ∝Λ2
s · sin(2δ) ∝ sin(2δ) ⇒ ∂Tem

∂δ
= 0 ⇒ δ ± π

4
(2.75)

The work points corresponding to the condition in Eq. (2.75) represent
the maximum torque per speed (MTPV) profiles of the machine. For fre-
quency/pulsation higher than ω1, the application of the dq stator reference
currents as in Eq. (2.70) leads to overcome the MTPV, thus resulting in not
convenient. For this reason, the FW II region is introduced, corresponding
to the machine operation on the MTPV profiles. After performing some
mathematical manipulations, the dq stator currents corresponding to the
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MTPV operation are computed as [88]:
Ieq,d =

Vs,max√
2 ·ω ·Ld

=
Vs,max√
2 ·ω ·Ls

Ieq,q =
Vs,max√
2 ·ω ·Lq

=
Vs,max√

2 ·ω ·σ ·Ls

⇔ ω > ω1 (2.76)

Therefore, on the MTPV profiles, the voltage and load-angle constraints δ
are applied. Regarding the amplitude of the currents, this is reduced as the
speed increases. Finally, in the FW II region, the torque is computed as:

Tem =
3
2
p ·

(
Λd · Ieq,q −Λq · Ieq,d

)
=
3
4
· p · 1−σ

σ ·Ls
·
Vs,max

ω2 (2.77)

It is noted how the torque is reduced as the speed increases, following a
quadratic law. Therefore, in the FW II region, the power is reduced as the
speed increases. Finally, like the FW I region, it is convenient to minimize
the leakage inductances of the machine. In this way, the MTPV torque in
Eq. (2.77) is maximized.

In Fig. 2.21 the MTPA and MTPV profiles of the three-phase IM used for
mapping experimental validation in the current dq plane and flux plane for
both motoring and generating modes are shown. Note that the MTPA, MTPV
profiles are not necessary for the mapping procedure developed in this work.

Figure 2.13 MTPA and MTPV for three-phase IM in the current dq plane (left) and
flux plane (right), for both motoring and generating modes.
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2.2 Three-phase induction machine mapping

This section describes the algorithm to perform the off-line mapping of three-
phase IM. The maps are computed in steady-state conditions, thus neglecting
the dynamic operation of the machine control. The mapping algorithm is
based on the machine model in dq coordinates, which parameters can be
easily obtained by performing the conventional no-load and locked rotor
tests. The temperature, frequency, and supply voltage effects on electrical
machine parameters are included, as well as the available MTPS profile for
each considered dc-link voltage and machine temperature value. The pro-
posed approach allows quickly obtaining the efficiency maps of IMs without
performing any load tests in a climatic chamber, saving the time required
for thermal stabilization.
Finally, the proposed algorithm also computes the maps of all electrome-
chanical variables related to those of the efficiency. These can be used for
several purposes, starting from the machine simulation until their use in
the drive control, thus assuming the meaning of reference variables (e.g., dq
reference currents). Since the maps are computed as a function of speed,
torque, temperature, and dc-link voltage, the maps are characterized by a
four-dimensional (4D) structure.

A remark about the proposed efficiency mapping concerns the sinusoidal
approach. In this work, it has been chosen to focus only on the fundamental
machine’s efficiency since the impact of PWM significantly depends on
the considered inverter, hindering the implementation of analytical losses
models. Indeed, according to [89], the harmonic content introduced by
the PWM modulation depends on the switching frequency, dc-link voltage
level, inverter levels, modulation technique, amplitude- and frequency-
modulation indexes (i.e., the amplitude and frequency of the fundamental
phase voltages, respectively). Therefore, even computing the efficiency
maps of the machine considering PWM modulation, this analysis cannot be
generalized and must be performed again if the inverter or any of the above
variables is changed. In addition, accurate analytic models of both iron and
copper losses under PWMmodulation are not reported in the literature, thus
still representing an open research field. For these reasons, in this work, it
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has been preferred to focus on an efficiency mapping algorithm for three-
phase IM that considers only the time-fundamental behaviour, regardless of
the inverter supplying the machine [90].

2.2.1 IM mapping algorithm

2.2.2 Mapping initialization

The results obtained from the standard test procedures are used to compute
the flux and torque maps of the IM under consideration, both inputs of
the proposed mapping procedure and whose step-by-step computation is
reported in the following.

Identification of the magnetizing inductance
The saturation profile of the magnetizing inductance Lm as a function of
the magnetizing current is computed by applying Eq. (2.49) in Section 2.1.5,
thus directly using the saturation profile of the stator inductance obtained
from the no-load tests. The saturation profile of the magnetizing inductance
of the IM used for the experimental validation is reported in Fig. 2.14.

Identification of the dq inductances
After performing some mathematical manipulations, it is easily demon-
strated that the q-axis steady-state inductance of the IM can be expressed as
follows:

σ ·Ls = Ll,s +Ll,r ·
Lm

Lm +Ll,r
(2.78)

Therefore, for each value of the magnetizing current Im, the dq inductances
of the steady-state magnetic model reported in Eq. (2.44) are computed
(Λs,d = Ls · Ieq,d ,Λs,q = σ ·Ls · Ieq,q).

Correlation between magnetizing current with flux- and torque- produc-
ing dq currents
According to the IM model defined in the rotating dq frame, the magnetizing
current can be expressed as a function of the flux- and torque- producing dq
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Figure 2.14 Saturation profile of the magnetizing and stator inductances of the IM
used for the experimental validation.

currents as in Eq. (2.47), and whose extended-expression using Eq. (2.43) as:

Im =

√
Ieq,d2 + Ieq,q2 ·

(
1− Lm

Lm +Ll,r

)2
(2.79)

However, Eq. (2.79) can be reasonably simplified as Im ≃ Ieq,d since the
magnetizing inductance is quite higher than rotor leakage one regardless of
the saturation condition.

Definition of the flux- and torque- producing dq currents mesh grid
A regular mesh grid of flux- and torque- producing dq currents (Ieq,d ,Ieq,q)
is defined, and whose limits are set as:

0 ≤ Ieq,d ≤ Im,max

−Imax ≤ Ieq,q ≤ Imax

(2.80)

where Im,max is the maximum value of magnetizing current for which the
magnetizing inductance has been experimentally identified, while Imax is
the amplitude limit of the phase currents (peak value). The latter usually
consists of the maximum overload current of the IM under consideration.
Alternatively, it consists of the current limit imposed by the power electronics
converter feeding the machine. It is highlighted that the steps of the dq
currents composing the mesh grid must be set to define the flux- and torque-
maps with reasonable resolution.
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Figure 2.15 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the IM used for the experimental valida-
tion.

Computation of the flux maps
For each dq point of the mesh grid defined at step 2.2.2, the magnetizing
current is first computed using Im ≃ Ieq,d . Secondly, the dq inductances of the
steady-state magnetic model reported in Eq. (2.44) are calculated by using
the profiles obtained at step 2.2.2 (see Fig. 2.9). Finally, the dq stator flux
linkages in steady-state conditions (Λs,d ,Λs,q) are computed using Eq. (2.44).
Therefore, the IM’s flux maps are computed by repeating these operations
for each point of the mesh grid defined at step 2.2.2. The flux maps obtained
for the IM used to validate the proposed mapping procedure are reported in
Fig.2.15.

Computation of the torque map
For each dq point of the mesh grid defined at step 2.2.2, the corresponding
dq stator flux linkages are extracted from the flux maps computed at step
2.2.2. Later, the electromagnetic torque is calculated using Im ≃ Ieq,d . The
IM’s torque map is thus obtained by repeating these operations for each
dq point of the mesh grid defined at step 2.2.2. The torque map obtained
for the IM used to validate the proposed mapping procedure is reported in
Fig. 2.16. It is noted that the torque map reports both positive and negative
torque values due to the symmetrical limits of the q-axis current in Eq. (2.80).
In this way, the flux- and torque- maps can arbitrarily deal with the IM’s
motoring- and generator- operation.
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Figure 2.16 Electromagnetic torque map of the IM used for the experimental valida-
tion.

Torque-speed working points
According to the considered speed ∆ωn and torque ∆Tm resolutions, a reg-
ular mesh grid in the torque-speed range is generated. The speed limit of
the mesh grid corresponds to the maximum operative IM’s speed ωm,max.
Conversely, the absolute torque limit Tmax corresponds to that of the torque
map computed after elaborating the results of the standard test procedures
(see Fig. 2.16). Therefore, the efficiency map is obtained by computing the
efficiency of each point composing the mesh grid. It is noted how the mesh
grid is composed of torque-speed points that cannot be operated since they
overcome the maximum torque per speed (MTPS) profile [86].
In Fig. 2.17 the MTPS profiles for the MUT used for mapping validation
for different dc-link voltages (400 V and 600 V ) and machine temperatures
(25 ◦C and 100 ◦C) are reported for both motoring and generating modes.
Since the iron losses have been included, the maximum torque in the base
region is not perfectly constant. Also, in Fig. 2.18 the corresponding profiles
of the mechanical power are shown. The profiles are computed based on the
machine parameters evaluated with the standard tests presented before. The
base speed is strongly related to the dc-link voltage value, while the machine
temperature carries very little weight. However, the proposed mapping pro-
cedure automatically rules out these points, as shown in the following. This
means that the MTPS profiles are not necessary for the mapping procedure.
The profiles have been computed to confirm the maximum torque achievable
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with the mapping procedure.

Figure 2.17 MTPS profiles for MUT at different dc-link voltage and machine temper-
ature.

Figure 2.18 MTPS profiles of the mechanical power for MUT at different dc-link
voltage and machine temperature.

2.2.3 Mapping algorithm

The proposed mapping procedure requires the knowledge of the following
inputs to compute the efficiency map of the mesh grid:

• Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax, whose meaning has been
previously reported.

• Amplitude limit of the phase voltages Vmax, whose value is computed
according to the sinusoidal voltage limit of the inverter feeding the IM
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as reported in 2.60:
Vmax = vdc

/√
3 (2.81)

where vdc is the input dc voltage of the inverter. Alternatively, if con-
sidering grid-connected IMs, the amplitude limit of the phase voltages
is set equal to or a bit higher than the IM’s rated phase voltage (peak
value).

• Stator ϑs and rotor ϑr operating temperatures, whose values can be
chosen arbitrarily according to their operative limits.

According to the above-reported inputs and constraints, the efficiency map
of the torque-speed mesh grid is computed upon base the flow diagram
shown in Fig. 2.19, and whose description is reported in the following.
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Figure 2.19 Flow diagram of the proposed mapping procedure.
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Step 1: computation of the electromagnetic torque

According to the mechanical speed ωm of the considered torque-speed point,
the torque loss Tf w due to friction and ventilation is computed by interpolat-
ing the experimental profile obtained after performing the no-load tests (see
Fig. 3). In this way, the electromagnetic torque Tem is computed from the
mechanical one Tm using Eq. (2.48).

Step 2: computation of the equivalent currents

All the combinations of flux- and torque-producing dq currents realizing the
electromagnetic torque computed at Step 1 are considered. These current
components, called equivalent dq currents for simplicity, are obtained us-
ing the torque map computed after elaborating the results of the standard
test procedures (see Fig.2.16). In detail, the considered combinations of
equivalent dq currents correspond to those belonging to the torque map’s iso
contour related to the electromagnetic torque value computed at 2.2.3.
The use of the iso contour profiles of bidimensional maps is well-known
in the literature [91, 92] and thus not reported here since it goes beyond
the goal of this work. Let’s assume that nc -combinations of equivalent dq
currents have been found; these are stored in two nc-dimensional vectors
where a generic component is denoted with k index. The current vectors are
denoted as Ivcteq,d and Ivcteq,q.

Step 3: computation of the stator flux linkages

For each combination of the equivalent dq currents, the dq stator flux linkages
are computed by interpolating the flux maps obtained after elaborating the
results of the standard test procedures (see Fig.2.15). Therefore, two nc-
dimensional stator flux linkage vectors are computed, one for each axis, and
denoted as Λvct

s,d and Λvct
s,q .
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Step 4: computation of the machine’s inductances

For each combination of the equivalent dq currents, the magnetizing in-
ductance is computed by interpolating the experimental profile obtained
after elaborating the results of the standard test procedures (see Fig. 2.14).
For simplicity, the magnetizing current is calculated using Im ≃ Ieq,d , thus
assuming its value equal to the d-axis equivalent current. Therefore, an
nc-dimensional vector of magnetizing inductance is computed and denoted
as Lvctm .
Finally, by considering the experimental values of leakage inductances
(Ll,s, Ll,r) obtained after performing the locked-rotor tests, the vectors of
stator- Lvcts and rotor- Lvctr inductances are computed from Lvctm using Ls =
Lm +Ll,s, Lr = Lm +Ll,r .

Step 5: computation of the rotor current and flux

Based on Eq. (2.43), the nc-dimensional vectors of q-axis rotor current Ivctr,q

and rotor flux linkage Λvct
r are computed as:

Ivctr,q (k) = −
Lvctm (k)
Lvctr (k)

· Ivcteq,q(k)

Λvct
r,q (k) = Lvctm (k) · Ivcteq,d(k)

1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.82)

where k is a generic element of the vector composed by nc-combinations.

Step 6: computation of slip speed, rotor resistance, and rotor Joule losses

The slip speed ωsl is computed using Eq. (2.46), thus noting how the rotor
resistance Rr is required. However, this parameter depends on the slip
frequency fsl according to the experimental profile obtained from the locked-
rotor tests (see Fig. 2.11). Therefore, the following implicit equation system
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is solved:
ωvct
sl (k) = 2 ·π · f vct

sl (k) =
Rvct
r (k)

Lvctr (k)
·
Ivcteq,q(k)

Ivcteq,d(k)

Rvct
r (k) = Rvct

r,0 (k) ·K
r
ϑ

, 1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.83)

where Rvct
r,0 (j) at the position j stands for the experimental value of rotor

resistance which depends on the slip frequency ωsl(j) (see Fig. 2.11). The
coefficient K r

ϑ
considers the variation of the rotor resistance to the operating

rotor temperature r as:

K r
ϑ =

krt +ϑr
krt +ϑ0

(2.84)

where krt is the characteristic temperature of the conductive material of the
rotor cage. According to [82], krt = 234 ◦C for copper, while kr = 225 ◦C for
aluminum. Finally, the nc-dimensional vector of rotor Joule losses Pvct

jr is
computed as:

Pvct
jr (k) =

3
2
·Rvct

r (k) · Ivctr,q (k) · Ivctr,q (k), 1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.85)

Step 7: computation of iron losses and iron currents

From the nc-dimensional vector of the slip speed ωvct
sl , the corresponding

vector of synchronous speed ωvct
s is computed using Eq. (2.46). At the same

time, the nc-dimensional vector of the stator frequency f vct
s is obtained as

f vct
s = ωvct

s /2π. Therefore, the dq components (Evct
s,d ,E

vct
s,q ) and amplitude Evct

s

of the machine’s back-emf are computed using Eq. (2.42) as:

Evct
s,d (k) = − ω

vct
s (k) ·Λvct

s,q (k), Evct
s,q (k) = ωvct

s (k) ·Λvct
s,d (k)

Evct
s (k) =

√
Evct
s,d (k) ·E

vct
s,d (k) +Evct

s,q (k) ·Evct
s,q (k)

1 ≤ k ≤ nc

(2.86)
The iron losses (including the stator skin effect) are computed from the stator
frequency and amplitude of the machine’s back-emf by interpolating the
iron losses map obtained after performing the no-load tests (see Fig. 2.8).
Therefore, the nc-dimensional vector of iron losses Pvct

Fe is obtained, while the
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corresponding current components (IvctFe,d , I
vct
Fe,q) are computed using the IM’s

equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.4 for a generic element j of the vectors as:

IvctFe,d(k) =
2
3
·
Evct
s,d (k) ·P

vct
Fe (k)

Evct
s (k) ·Evct

s (k)

IvctFe,q(k) =
2
3
·
Evct
s,q (k) ·Pvct

Fe (k)

Evct
s (k) ·Evct

s (k)

, 1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.87)

Step 8: computation of stator currents, stator voltages, and stator Joule
losses

According to the IM’s equivalent circuit shown in Fig.2.4, the nc-dimensional
vectors of dq stator currents (Ivcts,d , I

vct
s,q ) are computed as:

Ivcts,d = Ivcteq,d + IvctFe,d , Ivcts,q = Ivcteq,q + IvctFe,q (2.88)

Using Eq. (2.42), the nc-dimensional vectors of the dq stator voltages (V vct
s,d ,V vct

s,q )
are instead computed as:

V vct
s,d = Rs · Ivcts,d +Evct

s,d , V vct
s,q = Rs · Ivcts,q +Evct

s,q (2.89)

The stator resistance Rs is computed according to the operative temperature
of the stator winding ϑs as:

Rs = Rdc
s,0 ·

ks +ϑs
ks +ϑ0

(2.90)

where ks is the characteristic temperature of the conductive material of the
stator windings, i.e., ks = 234.5 ◦C since copper is typically used to make
them.
Finally, the nc-dimensional vector of the stator Joule losses Pvct

js is computed
as:

Pvct
js (k) =

3
2
·Rs ·

(
Ivcts,d (k) · I

vct
s,d (k) + Ivcts,q (k) · Ivcts,q (k)

)
, 1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.91)
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Step 9: application of the voltage and current limits

The nc-dimensional vectors reporting the amplitude of the stator phase
voltages V vct

s and stator phase currents Ivcts are computed as:

V vct
s (k) =

√
V vct
s,d (k) ·V vct

s,d (k) +V vct
s,q (k) ·V vct

s,q (k)

Ivcts (k) =
√
Ivcts,d (k) · I

vct
s,d (k) + Ivcts,q (k) · Ivcts,q (k)

, 1 ≤ k ≤ nc (2.92)

Therefore, among the elements composing the nc-dimensional vectors com-
puted in the previous steps, the ones that break the amplitude limit of the
phase currents Imax or the amplitude limit of the phase voltages Vmax are
ruled out. For clarity, by considering any one of the nc-dimensional vectors
computed in the previous steps and for simplicity denoted with Xvct , the ele-
ments of this vector that satisfy both the above-reported limits are indicated
as:

Xvct
∣∣∣
V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

(2.93)

It is highlighted that since the nc-dimensional vectors have been computed
using element-wise operators, the position indexes of the elements that
satisfy the voltage and current limits are the same for all vectors.
If applying the voltage and current limits leads to ruling out all elements of
the nc-dimensional vectors, the considered torque-speed point overcomes
the MTPS profile and therefore cannot be physically operated. In this case,
the proposed mapping procedure rules out this torque-speed point from the
efficiency computation, thus moving to consider the next one, as shown in
the flow diagram of Fig. 2.19.

Step 10: selection of the maximum efficiency point

Let’s consider the elements of the nc-dimensional vectors that satisfy both
voltage and current limits. The position index of the element leading to
maximizing efficiency corresponds to the one that minimizes the overall
losses. For clarity, considering any one of the nc-dimensional vectors again
Xvct , the element of this vector that leads to maximizing efficiency is denoted
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as:

Xopt =min

P
vct
jr

∣∣∣∣ V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

+ Pvct
Fe

∣∣∣
V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

+ Pvct
js

∣∣∣∣ V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax


(2.94)

The position index of the element that leads to maximizing efficiency is the
same for all vectors. In other words, there is only one specific combination
of dq variables (voltages, currents, flux linkages) that leads to maximizing
efficiency for the considered torque-speed point.
Finally, if considering a torque-speed point in the motor operation, the
machine’s efficiency ηopt is computed as:

ηopt =
Tm ·ωm

Tm ·ωm +P
opt
jr +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
js

(2.95)

Conversely, if considering a torque-speed point in the generation operation,
the machine’s efficiency is computed as:

ηopt =
Tm ·ωm +P

opt
jr +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
js

Tm ·ωm
(2.96)

Step 11: saving results

Once the IM’s efficiency has been computed, the proposed mapping pro-
cedure stores it and proceeds to consider the next torque-speed point, as
shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 2.19. However, other variables of interest
like the stator dq currents (Iopts,d , Iopts,q ) can be saved, thus computing the stator
dq currents maps if considering this case. As reported in the next Section 2.3,
the stator dq currents maps have been used to perform the experimental vali-
dation of the proposed mapping procedure. Indeed, the proposed mapping
procedure can potentially map all machine’s electromagnetic variables, thus
representing a promising solution for accurately virtualize IMs operated in
wide torque-speed ranges.
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PLT
PLTFigure 2.20 Computed efficiency maps at vdc = 400 V (left) and vdc = 600 V (right)

using the maximization of the efficiency.

Fig. 2.20 shows an example of the computed efficiency maps at 25◦C with
two different dc-link voltages, implementing the maximum efficiency strat-
egy. In the next section the experimental results are reported for mapping
algorithm validation. However, based on the efficiency maps reported in
Fig. 2.20 it can be highlighted how the algorithm is able to track the different
working areas and base speeds, changing the dc-link voltage value. The
maps shape is in agreement with the ones proposed in literature, based on
experimental measurements or FEA simulations.

2.2.4 Mapping minimizing the stator Joule losses and stator
flux

As previously reported, the proposedmapping algorithm computes efficiency
maps with the aim to minimize the overall electrical losses (see Eq. (2.94)).
There is only one specific combination of dq variables (voltages, currents,
fluxes) that leads to maximizing efficiency for the considered torque-speed
point. However, the mapping algorithm can be modified to compute the
efficiency maps to minimize the stator Joule losses, i.e., considering the ma-
chine’s MTPA operation for mechanical speeds lower than the base speed
(see Section 2.1.7). Otherwise, the mapping algorithm can be modified con-
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sidering the minimization of the stator flux on the whole torque-speed range.
For example, to consider the machine’s MTPA operation , focusing on the
flowchart of Fig.2.19, the block number 10 should change from ”Select Maxi-
mum Efficiency Point” to “Select Minimum Stator Joule Losses”. Conversely
than 2.94, if the efficiency maps are computed to minimize the stator Joule
losses, then the optimal element of the nc-dimensional vectors Xvct is thus
selected as:

Xopt =min

P
vct
js | V vct

s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

 (2.97)

In Fig. 2.21, the efficiency map computed using the minimization of
stator Joule losses at vdc = 400 V is reported. Qualitatively, it is noted how
the optimization strategy that maximizes the efficiency (see Fig. 2.20 - left)
leads to better results as the high efficient region is wider than the one
obtained if only the stator Joule losses (see Fig. 2.21 - left) are minimized.
Also, in the right of Fig. 2.21 the efficiency map of the machine under test
is reported, implementing the minimum stator flux control strategy, using
Eq. (2.98). The high efficient region usig the minimum stator flux strategy is
reduced compared to other two control strategies presented (maximum effi-
ciency - Fig. 2.20 and minimum stator Joule losses - Fig. 2.21, left). Also, the
map evaluated with minimum stator flux presents the isoefficiency profiles
smoother.

Xopt =min

λ
vct
s | V vct

s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

 (2.98)

About the MTPV operation of the machine (see Section 2.1.7), this is auto-
matically implemented. Indeed, for mechanical speeds higher than the base
speed, the working points over the MTPV profile are automatically ruled
out. This confirms that the MTPS, MTPA, MTPV profiles are not necessary
for the mapping procedure developed in this work.
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PLS FSFigure 2.21 Efficiency maps at vdc = 400 V using the minimization of the stator
Joule losses (MTPA) (left) and minimum stator flux (right).
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2.3 Experimental validation

The validation of the proposed mapping procedure has been carried out
on a 10 kW, 4 poles, 100 Hz IM, whose primary data are listed in Table
2.2. In detail, the IM under test consists of a reduced-scale prototype of a
starter-generator for aircraft applications [93]. Therefore, efficiency maps in
both motor and generator operations have been considered.

2.3.1 Test rig

The machine under test has been mounted on a test rig for validation pur-
poses, as shown in Fig. 2.22. The rotor shaft has been coupled to a driving
machine acting as a prime mover (speed-controlled). However, due to the
limitation of the test rig, the IM’s speed has been limited to 6000 rpm.
The power electronics feeding the IM consists of a three-phase inverter based
on an IGBT power module, rated 50 A, 1200 V, and fed by a bidirectional pro-
grammable dc source. The switching frequency has been set at 8 kHz, with
a software-implemented dead-time of 3 µs. The digital controller consists
of the fast prototyping board dSPACE MicroLabBox with the sampling fre-
quency set at 8 kHz (single-edge PWM). Finally, the torque control algorithm
of the IM has been entirely developed in C-code.

Figure 2.22 View of the IM under test (left), torque transducer (center), and driving
machine (right).
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Table 2.2 Machine’s primary data

Rated Data
Pole pairs 2
Rated power 10 kW
Rated speed 3000 rpm
Rated torque 16 Nm
Rated voltage (line-to-line) 400 V (RMS)
Rated current 10 A (RMS)

2.3.2 Measurement system

The torque transducer T40B from HBK has been mounted along with the
mechanical coupling between the IM under test and the driving machine,
as shown in Fig. 2.22. In this way, the mechanical quantities of torque and
position have been measured. In detail, the mechanical position has been
used for two purposes. On the one hand, its elaboration allowed detecting
the mechanical speed for computing the IM’s mechanical power. On the
other hand, it has consisted as one of the feedback for the torque control
algorithm thanks to its good resolution (1024 pulses/rev).
Concerning the electric measurements, the IM’s phase currents have been
measured using the high-performance current transducers IT 200-S Ultrastab
from LEM. In parallel, the line-to-line PWM voltages have been measured
using the GN610B from HBM, consisting of a voltage card equipped with
high-voltage/high-speed acquisition channels (1000 V, 18 bit, 2 MS/s).
Both mechanical and electrical quantities have been sampled and stored with
a sampling frequency of 2 MS/s by the data recorder GEN2tB from HBM,
consisting of a high-performance transient recorder and calibrated data
acquisition system. The time-fundamental components of phase voltages
and phase-currents have been extracted from the sampled data using the
data elaboration software integrated with the instrument. In this way, the
time-fundamental electric power of the IM has been computed, thus ruling
out the additional and harmonic losses introduced by the PWM modulation.

The experimental efficiency maps shown in the following subsections
have been computed considering a predefined number of time-fundamental
electric periods for each test point. In this time window, the average val-
ues of mechanical power and time-fundamental electric power have been
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computed, allowing the evaluation of the IM’s efficiency considering its
time-fundamental behavior, i.e., the same one calculated by the proposed
efficiency mapping procedure.

2.3.3 Validation approach

The proposed mapping procedure has been validated by directly comparing
the experimental efficiency maps with those computed, using the maximum
efficiency control strategy. Each experimental efficiency map has been evalu-
ated by setting a reasonable resolution in speed and torque, thus leading to
a predefined number of test points in the torque-speed range.

The torque of the IM under test has been controlled in each test point
using a field-oriented control (FOC) scheme [94], as shown in Fig. 2.23 and
Fig. 2.24. However, to correctly validate the proposed mapping procedure,
the reference dq stator currents i∗s,dq for the current vector control (CVC),
have been generated using the following approach.
The efficiency maps have been preliminarily computed using the proposed
mapping procedure and by considering the same operating conditions sub-
sequently imposed in the experimental validation, i.e., the same working
temperatures (stator ϑs and rotor ϑr) and voltage Vmax and current Imax lim-
its. However, the dq stator currents maps related to each computed efficiency
map have been stored and converted in lookup tables (LUTs) in order to
be implemented and interpolated in the motor control algorithm. There-
fore, the reference dq stator currents have been generated for each test point
by first selecting the LUTs reporting the dq stator currents maps related
to the actual operating temperatures (stator and rotor ϑs,r ∗) and imposed
voltage Vmax limit (i.e., input dc voltage vdc of the inverter feeding the IM).
Finally, according to the reference values of torque T ∗m and speed ωm of the
considered test point, the selected LUTs have been interpolated, getting the
reference dq stator currents i∗s,dq (see Fig. 2.24) evaluated with the maximum
efficiency control strategy. This validation approach brings the following
advantages.
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Figure 2.23 Configuration of the electric drive for the experimental validation

Figure 2.24 Torque control scheme of the IM under test (the superscript ·̃ denotes
an estimated parameter or variable).

• The IM’s torque is controlled using the optimal references of the dq
stator currents, thus maximizing the efficiency in each operating point
since the proposed mapping procedure considers all the IM’s losses
sources. Conversely, almost all the commercial torque controllers for
IM drives perform the torque regulation using control schemes that, in
luckiest cases, minimize the stator Joule losses according to the voltage
and current constraints imposed by the inverter feeding the machine
[94, 87]. In contrast, in the worst cases, most commercial torque control
solutions set the IM’s rated flux below the base speed regardless of the
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load torque. Above the base speed, the flux level is reduced using
several strategies proposed in the literature [86, 95].

• Using a user-implemented FOC algorithm allows estimating the posi-
tion of the d-axis θd using a calibrated flux observer. In this way, the
reference dq stator currents are imposed with a high confidence level,
minimizing torque- and efficiency- steady-state errors. Conversely,
most commercial IM drives often implement indirect-FOC schemes
that cannot estimate the d-axis orientation accurately.

In this work, a reduced-order rotor flux observer has been implemented
[96]. Therefore, the rotor flux orientation is obtained using the IM’s mag-
netic model in the low-speed range, thus requiring the measurements of the
three-phase stator currents is,abc, and rotor mechanical position θm. Also,
the parameters of magnetizing inductance Lm and rotor resistance Rr are
required. In this work, such parameters have been directly tuned according
to the off-line results obtained from the mapping procedure (see Fig. 2.24),
thus improving the flux observer’s performance for each test point.
In the medium- at high-speed ranges, the flux observer is instead based
on the time-integration of the machine’s back-emf, thus requiring the ac-
curate reconstruction of the IM’s phase voltages from the reference ones
vs,abc generated by the CVC. In addition, the voltage errors introduced by
the inverter feeding the machine must be considered, thus requiring their
identification by implementing the self-commissioning procedures reported
in the literature [97]. Other details regarding the flux observer and the FOC
scheme are not reported since they are beyond the goal of this work.

In summary, it is noted how the experimental mapping of IMs is more
challenging than the one performed for synchronous motors. Indeed, the
d-axis position can be directly measured for these last, avoiding the im-
plementation of dedicated flux observers whose performance significantly
affects the steady-state torque and efficiency. Indeed, orientation errors in-
troduced by the flux observer lead to imposing actual dq stator currents is,dq
different from the reference ones, compromising the validation. This draw-
back is why very few contributions concerning the experimental mapping of
IMs are reported in the literature.
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2.3.4 Experimental results

The experimental efficiency maps have been evaluated considering the fol-
lowing values of the inverter’s dc voltage vdc = 400 V and vdc = 600 V . The
amplitude limit of the phase currents has been instead kept constant to the
maximum value of the IM’s overload current, i.e., Imax = 25 A, leading to the
maximum extension of the efficiency maps for each value of the inverter’s
dc voltage. To properly reconstruct the IM’s efficiency maps, these have
been evaluated using speed and torque resolutions of 400 rpm and 2 Nm,
respectively. To guarantee that the tested IM practically operated in steady-
state thermal conditions over the whole efficiency mapping procedure, an
adequate pause time has waited between one test point and the next. In
detail, for the case study, it has been experimentally verified that 3 s on
and 60 s off was sufficient to keep reasonably constant the stator winding
temperature.

Finally, all the efficiency maps have been evaluated at the same operating
temperature in which the dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests have been
performed. This limitation is due to the following drawbacks.

• The IM under test is equipped with only one temperature sensor (ther-
mistor NTC) placed on the stator winding. Therefore, even loading the
IM at the rated torque and waiting for the steady-state thermal condi-
tions, the temperature of the rotor cage would be unknown without
the possibility to compute the related efficiency maps.

• Currently, the literature does not report a practice solution to keep
both the temperatures of stator and rotor almost constant to the rated
values while performing the mapping in a wide-torque speed range.

Therefore, the mapping has been performed under controlled ambient
temperature equal to that in which the dc, no-load, and locked-rotor tests
have been performed ϑ0 = 25◦C. Moreover, an adequate pause time has
waited during the mapping execution between one test point and the next.
In detail, considering the overall active time in which one generic test point
has been operated, e.g., 3 s, the pause time has been set equal to twenty times
that time, i.e., 60 s referring to the example. In addition, the stator winding
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Figure 2.25 The stator winding temperatures during the measured efficiency map-
ping.

temperature has been monitored using the temperature sensor previously
mentioned. Fig. 2.25 demonstrates that the stator winding temperature
measured with the embedded NTC sensor is reasonably constant during
each mapping (i.e., around 3 - 4 ◦C and ϑ0 = 25◦C). The first point of each
curve corresponds to that at minimum speed and torque (i.e., 400 rpm,
± 2 Nm), while the last test point corresponds to that at maximum speed
(6000 rpm) andmaximum torque on the MTPS profile, as confirmed Fig. 4.48.

The experimental and computed efficiency maps obtained in the above-
reported test conditions are shown in Fig. 2.26, where the white markers
denote the operated test points. A slight distortion characterizes experi-
mental efficiency maps since they are affected by the uncertainty of both
electric and mechanical measurements. However, the experimental results
are excellent considering the complexity of both the test rig and the measure-
ment system. It is noted that the proposed mapping procedure estimates
the IM’s efficiency in the whole torque-speed range with very good accuracy.
Moreover, the shift of the maximum efficiency region is detected if changing
the inverter’s dc voltage, thus changing as well the extent of the region in
which the flux-weakening is performed.
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(a) Efficiency maps at vdc = 400V . (b) Efficiency maps at vdc = 600V .

Figure 2.26 Experimental validation of IM mapping.
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To highlight better the accuracy of the proposed mapping procedure,
the map reporting the error between the computed efficiency map and the
experimental one is shown for each test condition. It is noted how the error
is practically enough lower than 2 - 3 % in most of the torque-speed range,
regardless of whether motoring or generator conditions are considered. In
detail, it is noted how the error becomes more significant for i) the test points
near the MTPS profile and ii) in the generator operation, the test points at
very low speed and high braking torque.
Regarding the test points near the MTPS profile, it is highlighted that they
represent the most critical ones for the torque control algorithm. Indeed,
in that operating points, the performance of the flux observer in estimating
the d-axis position strictly depends on that in reconstructing the machine’s
back-emf accurately. Thus, assessing the inverter nonlinearities and the
resistive voltage drops with high accuracy. Therefore, it is most likely that in
test points near the MTPS profile, the torque control algorithm has not effec-
tively imposed the reference dq stator currents, justifying the error between
computed efficiencies and measured ones. In any case, it is highlighted
that the error in the test points near the MTPS profile never overcomes 4 %.
Conversely, it is noted that in the generator operation, the test points at very
low speed (400 rpm) and high braking torque are characterized by efficiency
errors near or even higher than 5 %. This error is justified because, in this
operating region, the IM’s efficiency is near zero, hindering its accurate eval-
uation. However, the IM’s efficiency assessment is low significant in that
region since mechanical and electrical powers are both meager.

In summary, the comparison between computed and experimental ef-
ficiency maps confirms the accuracy of the proposed mapping procedure
in estimating the IM’s efficiency in wide torque-speed ranges, as well as
considering very different operating conditions like a significant variation of
the dc-link voltage of the inverter feeding the machine.

2.4 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a methodology for computing the efficiency maps
of the three-phase induction motors (IMs) operated in wide torque-speed
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ranges using only the results of standard test procedures like dc, no-load,
and locked-rotor tests. In this way, the need for calibrating demanding finite
elements analyses (FEA) requiring the machine design data is avoided [14,
21, 98, 29]. Moreover, the computed efficiency maps can be used to virtualize
the machine, allowing it to perform accurate energetic assessments without
needing expensive test rigs to manage demanding speed and torque [41].
The proposed efficiency mapping procedure’s inputs consist of results from
the standard tests performed at different supply voltage and frequency levels
[82]. In this way, all the machine’s nonlinearities, like magnetic saturation,
iron losses, skin effect, and mechanical losses, are considered, thus accurately
computing the efficiency maps. Regardless of the considered speed and
torque resolutions, the proposed procedure allows computing the efficiency
maps without requiring long computing times. Moreover, the efficiencymaps
can be calculated under different operating stator and rotor temperatures and
quickly considering the voltage and current constraints introduced by the
IM or the power electronics converter feeding it. Consequently, the proposed
procedure has a high level of generality, which can be easily applied to
grid-connected and inverter-fed IMs.

The following summarizes the advantages and strong points of the pro-
posed methodology.

• The efficiency maps of the IM under test are computed with high
accuracy since the no-load and locked-rotor tests allow considering all
the machine’s nonlinearities like magnetic saturation, skin effect, iron-
and mechanical- losses.

• The efficiency maps of the IM under test can be computed under dif-
ferent operating temperatures and considering voltage and current
constraints introduced by the machine or the power electronics con-
verter feeding it.

• The different control strategies can be replaced by evaluating the im-
pact on the efficiency values. The proposed mapping algorithm com-
putes efficiency maps i) to minimize the overall electrical losses or
ii) to minimize the stator Joule losses, i.e., considering the machine’s
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maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) operation for mechanical speeds
lower than the base speed or iii) to minimize the stator flux.

Therefore, this chapter brings in added value by reporting the step-by-
step procedure for performing efficiency mapping of IMs operated in wide
torque-speed ranges, including the limitations introduced by the power elec-
tronics converter feeding it. However, it is highlighted that the computed
efficiency maps are related to the time-fundamental components of supply
voltage and currents. In this way, the calculated efficiency maps are strictly
independent of the power electronics converter feeding the IM under test,
thus ruling out additional- and harmonic- losses introduced by the pulse-
width modulation (PWM). Indeed, according to [89], the harmonic content
introduced by the PWM modulation depends on the switching frequency,
dc-link voltage level, inverter levels, modulation technique, amplitude- and
frequency-modulation indexes (i.e., the amplitude and frequency of the
fundamental phase voltages, respectively). Therefore, even computing the
efficiency maps of the machine considering PWM modulation, this analysis
cannot be generalized and must be performed again if the inverter or any
of the above variables is changed. In addition, accurate analytic models of
both iron and copper losses under PWM modulation are not reported in the
literature, thus still representing an open research field. For these reasons, in
this dissertation, it has been preferred to focus on an efficiency mapping algo-
rithm for IM that considers only the time-fundamental behavior, regardless
of the inverter supplying the machine

The proposed mapping procedure has been validated on a 10 kW, 4 poles,
100 Hz IM. Efficiency maps in motor and generator operations have been
evaluated, as well as considering different values of the dc-link voltage of
the inverter feeding the IM. The algorithm has been validated by directly
comparing the experimental efficiency maps with those computed. Each
experimental efficiency map has been evaluated by setting a reasonable res-
olution in speed and torque, thus leading to a predefined number of test
points in the torque-speed range. The torque of the IM under test has been
controlled in each test point using a field-oriented control (FOC) scheme
[94, 96]. However, to correctly validate the proposed mapping procedure,
the reference dq stator currents for the current vector control (CVC), have
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been generated using the results of the mapping algorithm. The map reports
the error between the computed efficiency map and the experimental one
has been shown for each test condition for highlight better the accuracy of
the proposed mapping procedure. It is noted how the error is lower than
2 – 3 % in most of the torque-speed range, regardless of whether motoring
or generator conditions are considered. In detail, it is noted how the error
becomes more significant for i) the test points near the MTPS profile and ii)
in the generator operation, the test points at very low speed and high braking
torque. Regarding the test points near the MTPS profile, they represent the
most critical ones for the torque control algorithm. Indeed, in that operating
point, the performance of the flux observer in estimating the d-axis position
strictly depends on that in accurately reconstructing the machine’s back-emf.
Thus, assessing the inverter nonlinearities and the resistive voltage drops
with high accuracy. Therefore, it is most likely that in test points near the
MTPS profile, the torque control algorithm has not effectively imposed the
reference dq stator currents, justifying the error between computed efficien-
cies and measured ones. In any case, it is highlighted that the error in the test
points near the MTPS profile never overcomes 4 %. Conversely, it is noted
that in the generator operation, the test points at very low speed (400 rpm)
and high braking torque are characterized by efficiency errors near or even
higher than 5 %. This error is justified because, in this operating region, the
IM’s efficiency is near zero, hindering its accurate evaluation. However, the
IM’s efficiency assessment is low significant in that region since mechanical
and electrical powers are both meager.
In summary, the comparison between computed and experimental efficiency
maps confirms the accuracy of the proposed mapping procedure in esti-
mating the IM’s efficiency in wide torque-speed ranges and considering
very different operating conditions like a significant variation of the dc-link
voltage of the inverter feeding the machine.



Chapter 3

Three-phase Synchronous Machine
Mapping

This chapter presents a possible simplified energetic modeling of the eDrive
components suitable for different applications, i.e., EVs and HEVs [15, 99].
Indeed the electrical machine and power converter in energetic evaluation
can be modeled using the efficiency/losses maps [100].
In this chapter, a procedure for eDrive mapping of an interior permanent
magnet (IPM) synchronous machine [101] supplied by a voltage source
inverter (VSI) is considered. The proposed procedure is developed in Matlab
environment and linked to the 2D FEA solver FLUX. Since the computation
method is based on flux maps, the proposed procedure is valid for all the
machines that can be modeled in this way, and so Synchronous Reluctance
(SyR), PM-assisted Synchronous Reluctance (PM-SyR) and Surface-mounted
PM (SPM) [102, 103] machines.
The primary strength of the proposed approach consists of the time saving
than FEA simulations for efficiency/losses maps evaluation [75] and no a
dedicated test rig is required [36]. Indeed, the efficiency mapping of IPM
machine could be performed with an experimental approach which requires
a dedicated test rig with a prime mover or a brake, a dedicated machine
control to get the desired working point, and an automatic procedure for
saving the results, but above all take a lot of time [104].
For this reason, this work proposes an offline mapping developed in a Matlab
environment, based on flux maps evaluated in FEA. Among the features of
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the proposed approach, the limited computation time required to obtain
the complete set of efficiency maps compared to fully experimental or FEM
methods is also worth mentioning. The benchmark is an IPM machine for
battery electric vehicle (BEV) e-Motor, provided by an automotive industry
thanks to the collaboration between Politecnico di Torino and the automotive
industry. The mapping approach developed in Matlab environment has been
partially validated by comparing the mapping results to those obtained with
FEA simulations just in some working points.

The chapter is organized as follows:

• The IPM and VSI models used in the mapping code are reported. The
machine model is analyzed in rotating reference frame. The equivalent
iron losses map and the magnetic model are analyzed.

• The eDrive efficiency mapping is presented, analyzing the necessary
inputs, and generated outputs. The results of the mapping code on the
IPM e-Motor for BEV are shown.

• A multidimensional linear interpolation is presented using the offline
maps in a continuous domain. The interpolation output for a random
working point is presented, using the offline maps on eDrive (IPM and
VSI).
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3.1 eDrive Modeling

The proposed efficiency mapping procedure uses the electromagnetic model
of IPM synchronous machine defined in the rotating dq frame, i.e., the d-axis
is assumed coincident with the PM flux. Hereafter, the used machine model
is presented.

3.1.1 Electromagnetic model of IPM machine

The electrical and magnetic equations regard the stator winding because
the winding is not present in the rotor. The stator is composed of three
sinusoidal concentrated windings. The six equations (three electrical and
three magnetic equations) are obtained with these hypotheses:

• The synchronous anisotropy machine with the permanent magnets on
the rotor is assumed.

• One pole pair is assumed to get a simple equation.

• The magnetic induction is assumed sinusoidal: only the first harmonic
is considered.

• Magnetic linearity is considered. In the second step, saturation will be
considered.

• Iron losses are neglected

In matrix form, the magnetic and electrical equations in the time phase-
domain can be written as:

v̄123 = Rs · ī123 +
dλ̄123

dt

λ̄123 = Lls · ī123 +L123 · ī123 + λ̄PM

(3.1)

where:
- v123 stands for the stator voltage vector in the time phase domain;
- i123 stands for the stator current vector;
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- Rs stands for the stator resistance;
- λ123 stand for the magnetic flux vector linkage with the stator windings;
- Lls stand for the leakage stator inductance, equal for each phase;
- L123 stands for stator inductance matrix;
- λPM stands for the flux produced by the PM.

Using The Clarke matrix [C] and the rotational matrix [R(θ)] reported in
Eq. (3.2) where the angle θ represents the rotor position, the electromagnetic
equations in dq axes, rotating at synchronous electrical speed pωr , (p stands
for pole pairs) can be evaluated, considering the PM flux aligned with d-axis.

[C] =


2/3 −1/3 −1/3
0 1/

√
3 −1/

√
3

1 1 1

 , [R (θ)] =

 cos(θ) sin(θ)

−sin() cos(θ)

 (3.2)

A new fictitious isotropic mutual inductance factor MI and anisotropic
mutual inductance factor MA are introduced, relating to the synchronous
inductance in d-axis Ld and q-axis Lq as reported in Eq. (3.3).

Ld = Lls +
3
2
(MI −MA)

Lq = Lls +
3
2
(MI +MA)

⇒ Ld < Lq (3.3)

Applying Eq. (3.2) to Eq. (3.1), the electromagnetic model is expressed as:
V̄dq = Rs · Īdq +

dΛ̄dq

dt
+ pωm ·

 0 −1

1 0

 · Λ̄dq

Λ̄dq = Lls · Īdq +
3
2
·MI Īdq −

3
2
·
 1 0
0 −1

 ·MAĪdq +

 ΛPM

0


(3.4)
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Performing some mathematical manipulation, the components of the elec-
tromagnetic model can be written as reported in 3.5.

vd = Rs · id +Ld ·
did
dt
− p ·ωm ·λq

vq = Rs · iq +Lq ·
diq
dt

+ p ·ωm ·λd

λd = Ld · id +ΛPM

λq = Lq · iq

(3.5)

For efficiency mapping code, the steady-state conditions are considered,
overwriting Eq. (3.5) as reported in Eq. (3.6).

Vd = Rs · Id − p ·ωm ·Λq

Vq = Rs · Iq + p ·ωm ·Λd

Λd = Ld · Id +ΛPM

Λq = Lq · Iq

(3.6)

The equivalent circuit of Eq. (3.6) is shown in Fig. 3.1. However, for an
accurate mapping, the iron losses and the cross saturation are considered. For
this reason, an equivalent iron resistance to model the losses is introduced.
A Thevenin equivalent manipulation is performed downstream of stator and
equivalent iron resistances (dashed line at the top of Fig. 3.2). The equivalent
circuit is shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.2, where an equivalent Thevenin
simplification is performed. Thevenin simplification is helpful because the
magnetic maps take into account the equivalent currents. The equivalent

Figure 3.1 Equivalent circuit of IPM machine in rotating reference frame without
iron losses.
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Figure 3.2 IPM equivalent circuit with iron losses (top) and equivalent Thevenin
simplification (bottom).

variables and equivalent parameters are computed as:

Req =
Rs ·RFe

Rs +RFe
; V̄eq = V̄s ·

RFe

Rs +RFe
; Īeq = Īs − ĪFe (3.7)

Finally, the iron losses equivalent current is computed using the superposi-
tion principle as:

ĪFe = −Īeq ·
Rs

Rs +RFe
+ V̄s ·

1
Rs +RFe

(3.8)

Eq. (3.9) is overwritten following the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.2 as:


Veq,d = Rs · Ieq,d − p ·ωm ·Λq

Veq,q = Rs · Ieq,q + p ·ωm ·Λd

Λd = Ld · Ieq,d +ΛPM

Λq = Lq · Ieq,q

(3.9)

The electromagnetic torque Tem is computed as in Eq. (4.23) with the dq
rotor frame components, based on the (Ieq,d , Ieq,q), including the iron losses.

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

(
Λd · Ieq,q −Λq · Ieq,d

)
(3.10)

The useful torque at the machine shaft is computed based on the electro-
magnetic torque and mechanical losses. Mechanical power losses Pf v are
not easy to estimate beforehand and usually are expressed as a polynomial
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function of the rotor speed. The literature usually divides mechanical loss
into bearing loss, proportional to the rotor speed ωr , and windage loss, pro-
portional to the cubic power of the speed. In the following, mechanical loss
are modeled with Eq. (3.11), where the factors a (nW/rpm3) is related to the
bearing friction loss factor, and b (mW/rpm) to the ventilation loss factor.
The coefficient can be estimated by no load test or bearing and windage data.

Pf v = a ·ω3
r + b ·n (3.11)

After the determination of the Pf v , respective torque Tf v can be computed to
evaluate the useful torque at the machine shaft as in Eq. (3.12).

Tm = Tem ∓Tf v (3.12)

If the machine works in motoring mode, the friction and ventilation torques
are subtracted to that electromagnetic, vice versa in generation mode. How-
ever, the mechanical losses can be evaluated with the standard tests when
the prototype is available.

In the following, the procedure used in this dissertation for obtaining
the iron losses map and the magnetic model based on flux maps of the IPM
machine is reported. The approach presented in the following is one of
the possible, based on limited data provided by the manufacturer and the
impossibility of performing experimental tests.

3.1.2 Inverter model

For efficiency mapping of the eDrive system, the modeling of VSI is necessary.
The inverter modeling used in this dissertation is based on the component’s
datasheet parameters. Since the primary goal for this activity is related to
the energetic aspects, an ideal steady-state model is considered for the power
converter. The efficiency is evaluated considering conduction and switching
losses using analytical formulations for VSI [105].
In this perspective, a VSI can be considered as an ideal voltage gain in which
the maximum output voltage depends on the available dc-link voltage and
the modulation technique. In particular, for a defined dc-link voltage level,
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the power converter can apply at the IPM terminals a maximum voltage that
depends on the modulation technique used to control the inverter power
switches. For instance, a linear sinusoidal modulation technique for a Pulse
Width Modulation (PWM) inverter allows applying a fundamental peak
phase voltage at the machine terminals approximately equal to Vdc−link/2.
Advanced space vector modulation strategies allow increasing the maximum
output voltage for a defined dc-link level. For example, the PWM balanced
envelop modulation (BEM) technique (referred as MinMax in this disser-
tation) allows obtaining a fundamental peak phase output voltage up to
approximately vdc/

√
3. Since the inverter modulation technique markedly

impacts the maximum output voltage applied to the machine terminals, the
developed efficiency mapping algorithm has been conceived to consider for
a PWM inverter both the linear sinusoidal and the space vector MinMax
modulation techniques.

The power loss for a VSI are related to the conduction and switching
phenomena. Fig. 3.3 shows the considered two-levels three-phase inverter,
consisting of six power switches (IGBTs) and six power diodes. In the follow-
ing, the losses analysis implemented in the mapping algorithm is reported.

Conduction power loss
Due to the inverter’s symmetrical structure, the power devices’ current and
voltage characteristics can be considered identical yet time-shifted. Hence,
it is possible to compute the power loss related to one IGBT and one diode
and determine the total inverter losses by multiplying for the components
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Figure 3.3 Three-phase voltage source inverter.
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number. Considering the sinusoidal variation of duty cycles versus the time,
the conduction power losses for an IGBT and a diode can be computed by
Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.14), respectively. Moreover, these formulations are valid
under the assumptions of a temporally constant junction temperature, linear
modulation technique, and a negligible switching frequency ripple of the ac
current.

Pcond−1IGBT �

(
1
2π

+
m · cos(ϕ)

8

)
·Vce0 · Îs +

(
1
8
+
m · cos(ϕ)

3π

)
· rce0 · Î2s (3.13)

Pcond−1D �

(
1
2π
−
m · cos(ϕ)

8

)
·Vf · Îs +

(
1
8
−
m · cos(ϕ)

3π

)
· rf · Î2s (3.14)

where:
- Vce0 and Vf are the collector-emitter voltage of IGBT and the on-state
forward voltage of the diode, provided by VSI datasheet;
- rce0 and rf are the IGBT and diode on-state resistances, provided by VSI
datasheet;
- m and cos(ϕ) are the modulation index and the power factor, respectively,
computed as reported in Eq. (3.16).

m =
Vs
vdc
2

(3.15)

cos(ϕ) = cos
(
tg−1

(
Vs,q

Vs,d

)
− tg−1

(
Is,q
Is,d

))
(3.16)

Switching power loss
The switching power losses of one IGBT and one diode for energy assessment
as reported in Eq. (3.17) and Eq. (3.18), where the stator current Is stands for
the RMS value.

Psw−1D ≃ fsw ·Err ·
( √

2
π
· Is
Iref

)0.9
(3.17)

Psw−1IGBT ≃ fsw ·Eon+of f ·
√
2

π
· Is
Iref

(3.18)

where Err stands for the dissipate energy during the turn off of the diode,
called reverse recovery, and Eon+of f stands for the dissipate energy of the
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IGBT during the on-off of the component. The current Iref is a current
reference provided by the datasheet.
Merging Eq. (3.13) - (3.18) the total loss of VSI can be computed as:

Pl−VSI = 6 · (Pcond−1IGBT +Pcond−1D +Psw−1IGBT +Psw−1D) (3.19)

The loss matrix of inverter has been calculated with the help of MATLAB
code using loss formulae discussed in this section.

3.1.3 FEA flux maps

Since the proposed IPM efficiency mapping is based on flux maps, the FEA
flux maps computation and organization are presented in this section. Flux
maps are a very general way to represent the magnetic model of a syn-
chronous motor. The flux maps represent the fundamental dq flux linkages
as a function of the dq currents of the motor: the stator flux along d- and
q-axis depends on both current components due to the cross saturation. Con-
sidering the iron losses for an accurate machine model, the flux linkages
must be expressed as a function of the dq flux-torque producing current (
Ieq,d , Ieq,q), called equivalent currents in this dissertation (see Section 3.1.1).
The average electromagnetic torque can be retrieved by cross-product of the
flux linkage and current components, or by a dedicated map, function of the
same current coordinates.
The flux maps can be computed through FEA simulations [106, 107] or mea-
sured with dedicated experimental procedures. The experimental approach
is possible if the test bench is available and control of the machine for au-
tomating the procedure is required [108]. The experimental solution for
flux linkage maps identification is performed with an inverter pulse width
modulation (PWM) supply. The estimation of the flux linkage can be based
on the back-emf voltages that are calculated using the measured voltages and
currents [104]. Other solutions are proposed in [109–111] for flux linkage
maps identification of synchronous machines.
The flux linkage maps, obtained through intensive FEA simulations, replace
the experimental procedure. However, this solution can be adopted if all
details related to the motor design, such as lamination, winding configu-
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rations, and materials, are known. However, in many cases, these details
are not available. This solution is widespread in the industry, where the
drive manufacturers do not have full access to the design information for the
motors their suppliers provide. This approach is used in this dissertation for
the prototype lack.
The following guidelines for fast FEA computation of flux maps will be
reviewed, looking at the tradeoff between accuracy and computational time.
Then, the fundamental dq flux maps of the IPM machine will be presented as
an example. Some tricks for fast FEA computation can be adopted for time-
saving while preserving accuracy. The selection of the FEA simulated points
is essential for time-saving goals and represents a tradeoff between accuracy
and computational speed. To further speed up the flux maps evaluation,
other techniques can be adopted as:

• 2D FEA models instead of 3D FEA. The 3D effects can be added later
as end-turns inductance and resistance.

• Static models instead of transient models. This simplification stands
only for the current-supplied model in steady state conditions, which
are the conditions of the flux maps computation. The rotor movement
is emulated by running several static simulations at different rotor
positions, representing different time frames.

• Geometric symmetry: instead of simulating the entire motor, just one
or two poles can be simulated, exploiting the motor’s periodic or anti-
periodic symmetry and reducing the problem’s size.

• Electric symmetry: simulation of a fraction of the electrical period
rotation of the rotor, reducing the total number of simulations [112].

IPMmachine for BEV application is used as example. The cross-section of
the considered machine is not reported for company privacy, while the motor
ratings are reported in Table 3.1. In this work, reference is made to the 2D
magnetostatic FEA simulations of the radial-flux IPM machine. Geometric
and electric symmetries are utilized for fast simulation. Referring to the
IPM taken as an example, the anti-periodic symmetry applies, allowing the
simulation of one pole, which is 1/8 of the complete machine, and a rotation
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Table 3.1 IPM machine data

IPM ratings
Nominal current 450 Apk

Max current 650 Apk

Nominal torque 144 Nm
Max torque 350 Nm
Dc-link voltage 400 V
Nominal speed 6 krpm
Max speed 14 krpm
Nominal power 90.5 kW
Max power 220 kW
Pole pairs number 4

of 45 electrical degrees, which is again 1/8 of the electrical period. Under
these assumptions, the simulation of one Ieq,d , Ieq,q operating point with
a mesh of several elements, using 90 positions over 45 electrical degrees
of rotation is set, at PM temperatures of 20◦C and 150◦C. Different PM
temperatures are considered for analyzing impacts on residual magnetic
induction on the magnetic fluxes, which influence the flux weakening region.
Indeed when the PM temperature is higher, the PM flux is weaker, and the
flux-weakening area is reduced. This means that the base speed is higher
than a base speed of a colder PM, considering the same dc-link voltage value.

Fig. 3.4 - Fig. 3.6 show a flux linkage and torque waveforms computed
with ieq,d= 195 A and ieq,q= 390 A of the benchmark machine, setting two
different PM temperatures: 20◦C (left, blue - cold) and 150◦C (right, red -
hot). The dots (blue for cold and red for the hot machine) denotes the FEA
simulations (90 simulations over 45 electrical degrees, in this case), while
the continuous lines represent the complete waveforms over one electrical
period obtained by symmetry. From FEA simulations, further manipulation
gives representative values that can be saved in the flux maps, such as the
average value, peak-to-peak ripple, harmonic components, and so on. As
shown in Fig. 3.6, the torque value depends on the PM temperature, which
will be considered in the mapping code.
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Figure 3.4 d-axis flux linkages at ϑPM = 20◦C (left, blue) and ϑPM = 150◦C (right,
red).

Figure 3.5 q-axis flux linkages at ϑPM = 20◦C (left, blue) and ϑPM = 150◦C (right,
red).

Figure 3.6 Electromagnetic torque at ϑPM = 20◦C (left, blue) and ϑPM = 150◦C
(right, red).
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Flux maps saving

The fundamental flux maps are computed by repeating the 45-degrees simu-
lation on a regular grid of the equivalent (stator and iron) currents ieq,d , ieq,q
in FLUX environment, saving the rotor position, flux and current values in
time phase domain. The current combinations are organized in lookup tables
after the post-process in Matlab environment, as reported in Eq. (3.20). The
regular grid is composed by nd and nq current points, evaluated by applying
the Clarke and rotational transformations to the ones in time the domain.

i
map
eq,d =


ieq,d,1 ... ieq,d,nd
... ... ...

ieq,d,1 ... ieq,d,nd

 , i
map
eq,q =


ieq,q,1 ... ieq,q,1
... ... ...

ieq,q,nq ... ieq,q,nq

 (3.20)

For each FEA simulation over 45 electrical degree, injecting one of possible
values of nd and nq combinations, the average values of torque Tem and flux
linkages λd and λq are saved in the corresponding lookup tables, called T

map
em

and λ
map
d and λ

map
q , respectively, defined as in Eq. (3.21), in function of ieq,d ,

ieq,q.

λ
map
d =


λd(ieq,d,1, ieq,q,1) ... λd(ieq,d,nd , ieq,q,1)

... ... ...

λd(ieq,d,1, ieq,q,nq ) ... λd(ieq,d,nd , ieq,q,nq )


λ
map
q =


λq(ieq,d,1, ieq,q,1) ... λq(ieq,d,nd , ieq,q,1)

... ... ...

λq(ieq,d,1, ieq,q,nq ) ... λq(ieq,d,nd , ieq,q,nq )


(3.21)

In this work the current grid used for the FEA simulations is organised
with steps 65 A between -650 A to 650 A, obtaining nc = nd = 21 and the
total currents combination, with a total number combination of nc ·nd = 441
combinations. The positive d-axis current can be used for sensorless control,
but this topic is outside this project’s scope. The positive values of q-current
are used for a motoring mode of IPM machine, while the negative values for
generating mode. The currents, fluxes and electromagnetic torque maps rep-
resented by the matrices are composed by 441x441 elements considering 21
current combinations along d- and q-axis. For each current combination, 91
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rotor position has been evaluated, i.e., simulated rotor position highlighted
by blue/red points in Fig. 3.4 - Fig. 3.6 (ieq,d= 195 A and ieq,q= 390 A). The
intermediate current/flux/torque values in the maps 441x441 are evaluated
by interpolation of the presented lookup tables.

Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9 report an example of the flux maps in 3D dimension
and 2D dimensions with a PM temperature of 20 ◦C, obtained as post process
of FEA simulations presented before. In Fig. 3.9 the d- and q-flux linkage
are reported, injecting 21 different current values, in the left and right,
respectively. The cross-saturation of IPM machine is more significant along
q-axis, as shown in Fig. 3.9 because the iron path along the q-axis is higher
than the path along d-axis, where are located the PM. Thus, the PM presents
magnetic permeability similar to air one.

Figure 3.7 Flux maps: d-axis flux linkage (left) and q-axis flux linkage (right) at
ϑPM = 20◦C.

Figure 3.8 2D flux linkage at PM temperature of 20◦C.
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Figure 3.9 Details of 2D flux linkage at PM temperature of 20◦C for 3 different
currents.

To evaluate the impact of the PM temperature on flux maps, the FEA
simulations are also evaluated also in hot condition at PM temperature of 150
◦C. Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 show the flux maps in hotter condition obtained
by FEA simulations. However, the differences are not tangible comparing
Fig. 3.10 with Fig. 3.7, but is highlighted in Fig. 3.12. In this figure, the
PM flux, aligned with d-axis flux, can be evaluated, setting Ieq,q = 0 A at
Ieq,d = 0 A: for higher PM temperatures, the PM flux is lower. Indeed, at
20◦C the PM flux is 56 mVs, while at 150◦C decreases to 48 mVs.

Figure 3.10 Flux maps: d-axis flux linkage (left) and q-axis flux linkage (right) at
ϑPM = 150◦C.
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Figure 3.11 Details of 2D flux linkage at PM temperature of 150◦C for 3 different
currents.

Figure 3.12 PM flux at different PM temperatures.

The torque maps of the machine under test are reported in Fig. 3.13 at
different PM temperatures. On the left, the maximum value torque is higher
(about 350 Nm) than one (325 Nm) that can be obtained with a higher PM
temperature (left).
The intermediate values of the magnetic variables are obtained by bi-linear
interpolation of the presented lookup table or by reasonable extrapolation
for currents higher or lower than the regular grid evaluated with the FEA
simulations.
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Flux maps manipulation

The magnetic model using the flux linkage maps (current-to-flux relation-
ship) that are usually defined in the rotor flux frame, represent an important
tool to evaluate the machine performance in terms of the torque produc-
tion, MTPA (Maximum Torque per Ampere), MTPV (Maximum Torque
per Voltage) operations, taking into account the cross-saturation effects
[104, 109, 110]. Based on the voltage and current limits imposed bu the
electrical machine and/or power converter, the MTPS (Maximum Torque per
Speed) profile can be defined, ruling out the working points not feasible.
An example of MTPS profiles of benchmark IPM machine is reported in
Fig. 3.14 and Fig. 3.15. The profiles are evaluated at stator temperature of
100 ◦C, including the iron losses (see Section 3.1.4), limiting the equivalent
current at 650 A for different dc-link voltages. Also, different PM tempera-
ture are considered: 20 ◦C (cold condition, left) and 150 ◦C (hot condition,
right), based on the flux maps reported in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.10. However,
the dc-link voltage impacts base speed: a higher dc-link voltage means a base
region with a constant torque larger. While the PM temperature impacts
on the maximum available torque, as highlighted in Fig. 3.14 evaluated at
dc-link voltage of 400 V.

The MTPA and MTPV profiles take primary importance in control tra-
jectory identification, i.e., in the simulation system of an electrified process.
The MTPA and the MTPV laws are the most considered trajectories. This is

Figure 3.13 Torque maps at different PM temperatures: ϑPM=20°C (left) and
ϑPM=150°C (right).
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Figure 3.14 MTPS profile in motoring and generating modes for different dc-link
voltages: ϑPM = 20◦C (left) and ϑPM = 150◦C (right).

done using the dq flux maps, referring to average values typical for control.
The MTPA consists of the maximization of the average torque for a given
current amplitude. In contrast, the MTPV is computed by looking at the
maximization of the average torque but moving on constant flux linkage
curves instead of the current ones.
The MTPA and MTPV trajectories of the IPM machine are reported in
Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17 in current (left) and flux (right) planes. In PM cold
conditions (Fig. 3.16 - blue lines) the MTPV profile is missing due to the high
value of the characteristic current over the current limit of the considered ma-
chine. The characteristic current, called short-circuit current (Isc = λPM /Ld),
is proportionally related to the PM flux, which is higher than the one in hot

Figure 3.15 MTPS profile in motoring and generating modes for different PM tem-
peratures at vdc = 400 V .
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Figure 3.16 MTPA and MTPV locus in current and flux planes at ϑPM = 20◦C.

Figure 3.17 MTPA and MTPV locus in current and flux planes at ϑPM = 150◦C.

condition (Fig. 3.12). Indeed, the first MTPV point match with short-circuit
current, and, for this reason, the MTPV profile is not reached considering
ϑPM = 20◦C for the considered machine. Instead, in hot conditions, as for
ϑPM = 150◦C, the short-current is lower (PM flux is lower), so this value
belongs to the considered current grid.

3.1.4 Iron loss map

In the efficiency mapping eDrive algorithm the iron losses are evaluated
using a lookup table in function of the torque and rotor speed. The iron
losses map represents an input of the efficiency mapping code.

There are several ways to model iron loss. In the following, the modified
Steinmetz equation Eq. (3.22) is adopted [112]. In Eq. (3.22) the iron losses
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Figure 3.18 Iron losses for different working points evaluated with FEA simulations.

are evaluate at a specific frequency f : the first contribution is related to the
hysteresis Ph, while the second one is related to eddy-current Pec loss.

PFe = kh · f α ·Bβ + ke · f 2 ·B2 (3.22)

In Eq. 3.22 B stands for flux density in the iron section; the coefficients kh,
α,β, ke evaluated by fitting the loss data from the manufacturer steel data.
Setting opportunely the Steinmetz coefficient in the FEA simulation, the iron
losses for a specific torque and rotor speed (frequency) can be evaluated.

For industrial privacy, the coefficients in Eq. (3.22) are not reported for
the machine used as example. Different working points in FEA simulations
are simulated to analyze the iron losses of benchmark IPM machine, saving
several variables (i.e., electromagnetic torque, power, voltage, current, rotor
position, etc.). In Fig. 3.18 the iron losses of benchmark machine are reported
for different working conditions evaluated with FEA simulations. The iron
losses are proportionally to the rotor speed (frequency) and torque. Some
working point, as 220 Nm, 14 krpm, are not reported in Fig. 3.18 because are
ruled out by the working area delimited by the MTPS profiles (see Fig. 3.14).
Some mathematical manipulations are performed to compute the equivalent
iron resistance RFe in rotating dq reference frame, based on the losses and
stator voltage evaluated by FEA simulations. It is more convenient to perform
these evaluations in rotating dq reference frame, and so the variables, i.e.,
stator voltages, are transformed. As example, in Fig. 3.19 and Fig. 3.20 the
stator voltages in different reference frames are reported, starting from the
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Figure 3.19 Stator voltage in time domain evaluated with FEA simulation: 5 Nm,
1 krpm (left) and 220 Nm, 5 krpm (right).

Figure 3.20 Stator voltage in αβ and dq reference frame: 5 Nm, 1 krpm (left) and
220 Nm, 5 krpm (right).

measured ones in FEA simulations in time domain (Fig. 3.19), considering
5 Nm, 1 krpm and 220 Nm, 5 krpm. The stator voltage profiles in the time
domain (see Fig. 3.19) are not sinusoidal, and a fast Fourier transformer (FFT)
is necessary for the evaluation of electromagnetic variables fundamental.
In green, the fundamental of stator voltages is reported. Then, in the post-
process, the electromagnetic variables provided in the phase time domain are
computed in stationary and rotating reference frames. The stator voltages in
αβ and dq reference frames are reported in Fig. 3.20 for the working points
taken as example.

The equivalent iron resistance map is reported in Fig. 3.21, starting from
the FEA simulations. For higher/lower torque and speed than tested points,
the saturation of the parameters was taken. For example, for speeds lower
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Figure 3.21 Iron losses map (@ϑPM = 150◦C) and deviation line.

than 1000 rpm, the equivalent iron resistance was taken equal to the values
at 1000 rpm fixing torque value, as seen in Fig. 3.21, left. Finally, in the
right, the deviation line between the computed values of equivalent iron
resistance and the resistance reconstructed with the interpolation is shown:
the values are perfectly in agreement. In the following, the lookup table
of the equivalent iron losses will be denoted with ωm,Fe, Tem,Fe, RFe and the
superscript map is introduced to highlighted the matrix than a vector or a
constant value.

Finally, the stator resistance map provided by the manufacturer is re-
ported in Fig. 3.22. The manufacturer also equipped the stator resistance
for different stator temperatures and rotor speeds. The stator resistance
variation is related to the temperature and skin effect [79, 80].
In the following, the lookup table of the stator resistance will be denoted
with ωm,Rs

, ϑRs
, Rs and the superscript map is introduced to highlighted the

matrix than a vector or a constant value.
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Figure 3.22 Stator resistance map provided by the manufacturer in function of stator
temperature and rotor speed.

3.1.5 Permanent magnets loss map

Permanent magnet loss are caused by the eddy-current circulation in the PM
blocks, which is minor compared to the other losses and in addition PMs are
usually axially-segmented for manufacturing reason, further reducing the
eddy-currents and so the PM loss. This allows to consider a simplified model
of the PM loss computation. The first assumptionmade for the PM loss model
is to neglect the effect of the eddy currents on the flux distribution. The
second assumption is to consider PM loss proportional to f 2. This strongly
simplifies the data manipulation, but at the cost of possible overestimation
of PM loss. Thanks to these assumptions, PM loss can be computed in FEA
simulation at fixed frequency/speed f0/ω0 [113], over a magnetizing grid
current (Ieq,d , Ieq,q) obtaining PPM,0 and then rescaled as:

PPM = PPM,0 ·
(
f

f0

)2
(3.23)

The PM losses can be mapped at different PM temperatures and can be used
in mapping code by the interpolation fixing the frequency/speed and PM
temperature. In the following, the PM losses are not considered because
negligible than the other losses.
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3.2 Three-phase IPM machine efficiency mapping

The implementation of the IPM machine efficiency mapping is computed on
the torque-speed domain and it is totally developed in Matlab environment.
The developed mapping algorithm is able to reconstruct all electromechani-
cal variables, saving the data into multidimensional matrices. A dense ∆ωm

and ∆Tm discretization is assumed to generate a regular mesh grid. An ex-
ample of the mesh grid is reported in Fig. 3.23. The speed limit of the grid is
selected equal to the maximum operative speed of the machine, while the
absolute torque limit corresponds to that of the torque map previously com-
puted in the plane Ieq,d , Ieq,q, which depends on the magnetic model of the
machine and PM temperature (see Section 3.1.3). Therefore, the efficiency
map is obtained computing the efficiency in all the torque-speed points
of the grid, even if some points can overcome the maximum torque per
speed (MTPS) profile. However, the proposed efficiency mapping procedure
automatically rules out these points applying the voltage and current limits.

Three other dimensions are added to the matrices: the dc-link voltage,
the stator and PM temperatures. The mapping algorithm is organized with
five nested loops: the outer ranging on the PM temperature, inside this stator
temperature loop, is the nest, that in turn implements the dc-link voltage
loop, speed loop, and torque loop.
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Figure 3.23 Mesh of operating points in the torque-speed plane.
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Besides the flux and loss maps introduced in the previous sections, the
additional data needed for the evaluation are:

1. Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax: it usually consists of the
minimum value between the overload motor current and the current
limit of the inverter.

2. Limit of the phase voltage Vmax: this value is the maximum amplitude
of the fundamental voltage component provided by the PWM inverter.
For the case study, a space vector modulation has been considered.
Thus the input dc voltage of the inverter vdc can be computed.

3. The machine and PM operating temperatures ϑ, ϑPM : the temperatures
are chosen according to the thermal limits of the machine and PM or
directly by the temperature load tests if available and PM datasheet.

4. The control strategy i.e., efficiency maximization, stator Joule losses
minimization, stator flux minimization.

Note that the maps are computed for all electromechanical variables,
which can be used for other purposes than energy assessment. The outputs
of the mapping algorithm are adequately discretized and an interpolator is
needed for their use in a continuous domain, as in a system simulation. For
example, the eDrive thermal behaviour can be evaluated using a proper ther-
mal machine model, based on machine losses evaluated by the interpolation
of the computed offline maps.

3.2.1 IPM mapping algorithm

For each element of the torque-speed matrices discretized with ∆ωm and
∆Tm as explained before, fixing the dc-link voltage, stator and PM tempera-
tures, different steps are performed, as explained hereafter.

1. For a given PM temperature ϑPM,z, stator temperature ϑk , dc-link volt-
age vdc,l , rotor speed ωm, i on vectors defined in Eq. (3.24) (minimum
and maximum values are based on the eDrive data) the mechanical
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losses Tf v are computed interpolating the mechanical losses map, based
on the rotor speed value ωm,i fixed at the speed loop i. Note that the
map Tf v is repmat for all considered dc-link voltage and temperatures.

ϑvctPM =
[
ϑPM,1 ... ϑPM,z

]
; ϑvct =

[
ϑ1 ... ϑk

]
vvctdc =

[
vdc,1 ... vdc,l

]
; ωvct

m =
[
ωm,1 ... ωm,i

] (3.24)

Tf v = interp1(ωm,f v , Tf v ,ωm,i) (3.25)

Since the PM, stator temperatures, and dc-link voltage are fixed, the
indices z, k, l are not reported to simplify the notation.

2. Computation of electromagnetic torque with Eq. (3.12), accounting
the Tf v computed in the previous step, adding or substracting to the
considered useful torque Tm is computed as:

Tem = Tm +Tf v , ωm,i > 0

Tem = Tm −Tf v , ωm,i ≤ 0
(3.26)

The equations are applied for all elements of torque-speed plane in
Fig. 3.23.

3. Evaluation of all combinations of the magnetizing currents (Ieq,d , Ieq,q)
based on the Tem, using the contourc Matlab function is summarized as:

Tiso = contourc(Imap
eq,d (1, :), I

map
eq,dq(:,1),T

map
em ,Tem) (3.27)

where the Imap
eq,d , I

map
eq,q , and T

map
em are the flux maps presented in Section

3.1.3 at fixed stator and PM temperatures, organized as presented
before. Selecting I

map
eq,d (1, :) all values of the currents along d-axis are

explored using the first row of the matrix presented in Eq. (3.20), and
vice versa for Imap

eq,q (:,1).

The contourc function saves the current combinations nc, indicated
with c-index, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc. For all current combinations Ivcteq,d and Ivcteq,q

organized as reported in Eq. (3.28), the fluxes linkage are evaluated
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using the flux maps previously computed, selecting opportunely the
maps to interpolate based on the PM temperature at the loop z. This
meas that this step depend on the considered PM temperature loop. In
this way, the flux values Λd and Λq are represented by the vector of
nc-dimension, obtaining Λvct

d and Λvct
q .

Ivcteq,d =
[
Ieq,d−1, ..., Ieq,d−c, ..., Ieq,d−nc

]
, Ivcteq,q =

[
Ieq,q−1, ..., Ieq,q−c, ..., Ieq,q−nc

]
,

(3.28)
From now until the selection of the current combination that respects
the eDrive limits and makes getting the control strategy, all variables
are temporary and are not saved into matrices.

4. Computation of the equivalent iron resistance or iron losses is per-
formed by the interpolation of the lookup table presented in Section
4.7.4, knowing the rotor speed and electromagnetic torque:

RFe = interp2(ωmap
m,Fe, T

map
em,Fe, ,R

map
Fe ωm, Tem)

PFe = interp2(ωmap
m,Fe, T

map
em,Fe, ,P

map
Fe ωm, Tem)

(3.29)

Similar approach is used for stator resistance computation based on
the lookup table of Fig. 3.22, using the information of the electrical
speed ωe(i) at this step and the stator temperature ϑ(k).

Rs = interp2(ωmap
m,Rs

, ϑ
map
Rs

, ωm, ϑ) (3.30)

At this point the equivalent resistance Req presented in Eq. (3.7) can be
computed.

5. Computation of the equivalent and stator voltages is performed as:

V vct
eq,d(c) = Req · Ivcteq,d(c)−ωe ·Λvct

q (c)

V vct
eq,q(c) = Req · Ivcteq,q(c) +ωe ·Λvct

d (c)
, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.31)

where Ivcteq,d(c) and Ivcteq,q(c) are a generic element of the nc-combination
values identified in Eq. (3.27) and ωe depend on the loop i.
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The stator voltage components are computed as:

V vct
d (c) =

V vct
eq,d(c)

keq
, V vct

q (c) =
V vct
eq,q(c)

keq
, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.32)

where keq is based on Eq. (4.220) and Eq. (3.30), expressing as:

keq =

1
Rs

1
Rs

+
1
RFe

(3.33)

6. The stator current components are computed as:

Ivctd (c) = keq · Ivcteq,d(c) +
1
RFe
·V vct

eq,d

Ivctq (c) = keq · Ivcteq,q(c) +
1
RFe
·V vct

eq,q(c)
, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.34)

The iron current is computed as the difference of the total current (Ivctd ,
Ivctq ) and the magnetizing current (Ivcteq,d , I

vct
eq,q) as:

IvctFe,d(c) = Ivctd (c)−Ivcteq,d(c), IvctFe,q(c) = Ivctq (c)−Ivcteq,q(c), 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.35)

Based on the current components the phase-peak values can be com-
puted as in Eq. (4.139) for the losses computation.

Ivct(c) =
√
(Ivctd (c))2 + (Ivctq (c))2

IvctFe (c) =
√
(IvctFe,d(c))

2 + (IvctFe,q(c))
2

, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.36)

7. Computation of PM losses is performed by the interpolation of PM loss
map evaluated at the frequency f of the loop i and PM temperature
ϑPM of the loop z as:

PPM = interp2
(
f
map
PM , ϑ

map
PM ,P

map
PM , f , ϑPM

)
(3.37)
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8. Computation of the losses is performed as:

Pvct
J (c) =

3
2
·Rs · (Ivct(c) · Ivct(c))

Pvct
Fe (c) =

3
2
·RFe · (IvctFe (c) · I

vct
Fe )

PPM = PPM,0 ·
(
f

f0

)2
Pf v = Tf v ·ωm

, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.38)

The total losses considered in this case can be computed as:

Pvct
l (c) = Pvct

j (c) +Pvct
Fe (c) +PPM +Pf v , 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.39)

9. Finally, the electrical power is computed as:

Pvct
e (c) = Tm ·ωm +Pvct

l (c), Tm > 0

Pvct
e (c) = Tm ·ωm −Pvct

l (c), Tm ≤ 0
, 1 ≤ c ≤ nc (3.40)

10. Elimination of all the points in the maps that violate the current and
voltage limits defined based on the dc-link voltage loop l and machine
thermal limit. Among the elements composing the nc-dimensional vec-
tors computed in the previous steps, the ones that break the amplitude
limit of the phase currents Imax or the amplitude limit of the phase
voltages Vmax are ruled out. For clarity, by considering any one of the nc-
dimensional vectors computed in the previous steps, called generically
Xvct , the elements of this vector must satisfy both the above-reported
limits:

Xvct |
V ≤ Vmax

I ≤ Imax

(3.41)

where the maximum stator voltage Vmax depend on the dc-link voltage
vdc,l based on the dc-link voltage loop. The loop l impacts on this limits.
If the MinMax modulation is adopted the relation between the dc-link
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voltage and stator voltage is:

Vmax =
vdc√
3

(3.42)

The position indexes of the elements that satisfy the voltage and current
limits are the same for all vectors. If applying the voltage and current
limits leads to ruling out all elements of the nc-dimensional vectors,
the considered torque-speed point overcomes the MTPS profile and
therefore cannot be physically operated. In this case, the proposed
mapping procedure rules out this torque-speed point and the NaN
operator is saved.

11. Let’s consider the elements of the nc-dimensional vectors that satisfy
both voltage and current limits. The position index of the element
leading to maximizing efficiency corresponds to the one that mini-
mizes the overall losses. Otherwise, if the control strategy includes
the minimization of the stator losses another index will be detected.
For clarity, considering any one of the nc-dimensional vectors called
Xvct, the element of this vector that leads to maximizing efficiency is
denoted as:

Xopt = (Pvct
j +Pvct

Fe +PPM
) ∣∣∣∣∣ V vct

s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

(3.43)

Note that there is only one specific combination of dq variables (volt-
ages, currents, flux linkages) that leads to maximizing efficiency for the
considered torque-speed point.

Finally, if considering a torque-speed point in the motor operation, the
machine’s efficiency ηopt is computed as:

ηopt =
Tm ·ωm

Tm ·ωm +P
opt
j +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
PM +P

opt
f v

(3.44)
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Conversely, if considering a torque-speed point in the generation oper-
ation, the machine’s efficiency is computed as:

ηopt =
Tm ·ωm +P

opt
j +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
PM +P

opt
f v

Tm ·ωm
(3.45)

12. Computation of VSI efficiency is obtained as:

ηVSI =
Pm +Pl
Vdc · Idc

=
Pm +Pl

Pm +Pl +Pl−VSI
(3.46)

where the VSI losses Pl−VSI are computed as in Eq. (3.19) and idc stands
for the dc-current.

Finally, the computation of eDrive efficiency is performed as product
between IPM and VSI efficiencies.

13. Saving variables reconstructed with the offline mapping in multidimen-
sional matrices represents the last step. The discretization depends on
the torque, speed steps, dc-link voltage, stator and PM temperatures
evaluated in the mapping code. Details about the mapping structure,
and the use in a continuous domain is reported below.

All formulations are extended for all working points of the whole torque-
speed range, obtained a multidimensional maps in according to the voltage
and current limits.

3.2.2 Mapping results for IPM e-Motor for BEV

An example of the mapping results of IPM e-Motor for BEV is reported below.
The machine used for the mapping validation is provided by automotive
industry for a commercial EV, as mentioned before. The comparison between
the outputs of the mapping code and FEA simulations has been performed.
The experimental validation has not been made because the prototype was
not available.
In the following, the procedure presented in the previous section is adopted
to compute the efficiency maps and make some comparisons on the base
inputs. Assuming that the current and voltage limits are imposed by the
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inverter, the two parameters that can affect efficiency are temperature and
control strategy. The former affects both winding and PMs, increasing stator
Joule losses and reducing the PM remanence (and hence, the PMs strength),
while the latter is more critical, since the maximum efficiency control is
not possible if the machine is not completely identified. Subsequently, the
dc-link voltage variation is considered to analyze the difference in terms of
working area.

Temperature effects
The effects on the efficiency maps related to the winding and PM temper-
atures are analyzed, fixing the dc-link voltage at 400 V and the maximum
efficiency control strategy is adopted. Consider that the mechanical and
PM losses are not included because it was not possible the evaluation for
industrial privacy of the benchmark IPM machine.

Two conditions are considered:

• cold condition: winding temperature ϑ = 30◦C and PM temperature
ϑPM = 20◦C;

• hot condition: winding temperature ϑ = 170◦C and PM temperature
ϑPM = 150◦C;

The winding temperature affects the stator Joule loss: higher the temperature,
higher the phase resistance, and so, the higher the loss for the same current.
This is confirmed by the maps reported in Fig. 3.24, where the colorbar is
reported in kW. Dealing with the PM temperature affects the PM remanence,
and, in general, an increase in PM temperature reduces the output torque
for a given current. This effect is more evident in the machines with a high
PM flux linkage and that use PMs having a high-temperature coefficient.
Fig. 3.25 compares the efficiency maps for benchmark IPM machine in mo-
toring and generation modes in the two thermal conditions. As expected, the
efficiency is higher in the cold scenario, thanks to the lower phase resistance
and the higher PM remanence. The PM temperature also affects the maxi-
mum torque (low-speed region): the torque produced in the hot conditions
is lower than that generated in cold conditions: 250 Nm in cold conditions
than 235 Nm in hot conditions. The maximum efficiency is slightly af-
fected by temperature: in the left is 98.3% in cold conditions than 97.9 % in
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Figure 3.24 Stator Joule loss maps in kW of the IPM machine with maximum
efficiency control in cold (left) and hot (right) conditions at vdc = 400 V .

Figure 3.25 Efficiency maps of the IPM machine with maximum efficiency control
in cold (left) and hot (right) conditions at vdc = 400 V .

hot conditions. Also, just as an example fixing the electromagnetic torque
Tem =200 Nm and the rotor speed ωm =4 krpm the efficiency is increased at
1% in cold conditions than the hot one. Finally, it can be observed that the
maximum efficiency locus is moved at higher torque in hot conditions than
in cold ones.

Control strategy effects
The effects on the efficiency maps related to the winding and PM tempera-
tures is analyzed, fixing the dc-link voltage at 400 V and the maximum effi-
ciency control strategy is adopted. Another important variable that should
always be declared with an efficiency map is the control strategy. The proce-
dure presented in the previous section relies on maximum efficiency control,
which ensures the best efficiency that the machine can express. The method
developed in this dissertation assumes that the iron loss map is known prior.
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In practice, this is not feasible, so other controls are implemented. One of
the most common control is the MTPA control. It consists of minimizing the
current for a given torque reference and is based on the simple knowledge of
the flux maps (and not the loss maps). At low speed, the MTPA trajectory
on the dq plane is followed. Then, as the speed exceeds the base speed, the
current vector is rotated towards the q-axis until the MTPV locus is reached.
From this speed on, the current is decreased, according to the MTPV trajec-
tory. The MTPA control can be easily implemented in the efficiency map
computation flowchart by selecting the optimal value of nc-combination
that ensures the procedure’s minimum stator current. The efficiency maps
considering the MTPA control in cold condition is reported in Fig. 3.26 - left,
which can be compared with Fig. 3.25 - left, considering different control
strategies. This means that considering the MTPA control strategy, Eq. (3.47)
is modified as:

Xopt = Pvct
j

∣∣∣∣∣ V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

(3.47)

Fig. 3.26 - right reports the efficiency difference obtained with the two
control strategies. The analysis shows that the difference is generally small,
and themaximumpenalization of theMTPA control (about 0.8% of efficiency
which significantly not impact on system efficiency, e.g., hybrid vehicle) is
where iron is more important than stator Joule loss: for mid-high speed
and low torque. Also, in the low-speed area, a small difference is noticeable
thanks to the reduction of the iron loss of the maximum efficiency control.
Nevertheless, the two control strategies in the high-speed region are the
same since the voltage (vdc = 400 V ), and current limits narrow the feasible
operating region in the dq plane.

Dc-link voltage effects
In Fig. 3.27, an example of the efficiency maps of eDrive (IPM + VSI) ob-
tained with the proposed procedure, fixing the temperatures ϑ = 30◦C and
ϑPM = 20◦C with different dc-link voltages are shown. On the left, the dc-
link voltage is 300 V, while on the right 500 V. The figure highlights how
the dc-link voltage value impacts the boundary between the base and flux
weakening regions; consequently, the efficiency values are different. The
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Figure 3.26 eDrive efficiency maps of the IPM machine with MTPA control (left) and
efficiency difference considering maximum efficiency and MTPA control strategies
(right) in cold conditions at vdc = 400 V .

base speed at 300 V dc-link voltage is about 5600 rpm, then 8500 rpm at
500 V.

Figure 3.27 Efficiency maps of the eDrive with efficiency maximization at vdc =
300 V (left) and vdc = 500 V (right).

The electrical loss map (stator Joule + iron) evaluated with the mapping
code is reported in Fig. 3.28 for different dc-link voltages. The losses increase
with the speed and torque, following the stator voltage and current maps
reported in Fig. 3.29 and Fig. 3.30. In Fig. 3.29 the voltage limit related to
the dc-link one is highlighted: the maximum value in the left is about 220 V,
while in the right is 275 V.
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Figure 3.28 Electrical loss map in kW in cold conditions at vdc = 400 V (left) and
vdc = 500 V (right).

Figure 3.29 Stator voltage map in Volt in cold conditions at vdc = 400 V (left) and
vdc = 500 V (right).

Figure 3.30 Stator current map in Ampere in cold conditions at vdc = 400 V (left)
and vdc = 500 V (right).
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3.2.3 Multidimensional linear interpolator

The maps computed with the proposed algorithm are discrete since they are
defined for specific steps of torque ∆Tm, speed ∆ωm, dc-link voltage vdc, and
machine ϑ and PM ϑPM temperatures. Therefore, the evaluation of a generic
variable in an arbitrary working point of the machine needs an interpolator.
The 4D maps computed with the mapping algorithm are organized as re-
ported hereafter, selecting the PM temperature to avoid an interpolation on
5 dimensions. The fifth dimension represents the PM temperature, in which
values are sorted in ascending order using a predefined temperature step.

1. The first dimension represents the torque in both motoring and gener-
ating modes. The torque values are sorted in descending order, from
the maximum torque value in motoring mode to the minimum in
generating mode. The torque step is univocal for all maps.

2. The second dimension represents the motor speed. The speed values
are sorted in ascending order, from zero to the maximum motor speed
for both generating and motoring modes. The speed step is univocal
for all maps.

3. The third dimension represents the dc-link voltage, in which values
are sorted in ascending order using a predefined voltage step.

4. The fourth dimension represents the machine temperature, in which
values are sorted in ascending order using a predefined temperature
step.

Therefore, each electromechanical variable is evaluated in an arbitrary
working point of the machine through a 4D interpolation, fixing the PM
temperature. The mathematical relationships used in the interpolation
algorithm are summarized in the following. The interpolation is presented
for a generic variable f. However, the interpolation should be performed only
for the equivalent dq currents of the machine since all the other variables
can be reconstructed by them. The proposed interpolation algorithm is
organized in two consecutive steps.
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First step

The first step consists of four interpolations performed in as many torque-
speed planes. These planes correspond to the four combinations of dc-link
voltage and machine’s temperature that are closer to those of the considered
working point. Therefore, based on such combinations, the following maps
are selected:

Figure 3.31 The four (Tm,ωm) planes selected in the first step of the 4D interpolation.

1. f (T , ω, Vdc−, ϑ−) stands for the map defined for the values of dc-link volt-
age and machine temperature that are both lower than those of the
considered working point;

2. f (T , ω, Vdc−, ϑ+) stands for the map defined for the value of the dc-link
voltage that is lower than that of the considered working point, and
for the value of machine temperature that is higher than that of the
considered working point;

3. f (T , ω, Vdc+, ϑ−) stands for the map defined for the value of the dc-link
voltage that is higher than that of the considered working point, and
for the value of machine temperature that is lower than that of the
considered working point;
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4. f (T , ω, Vdc+, ϑ+) stands for the map defined for the values of dc-link
voltage and machine temperature that are both higher than those of
the considered working point.

In the (Tm,ωm) plane, each of the presented maps is restricted at the four
(Tm,ωm) values that are closer to those of the considered working point, as
reported in Fig. 3.31. The interpolated points f ±± in Fig. 3.31 are computed
as weighted-average of the areas of each plane as:

f −− =
f (+,+,−,−) ·A−− + f (+,−,−,−) ·A−+ + f (−,+,−,−) ·A+− + f (−,−,−,−) ·A++

A−− +A−+ +A+− +A++

f −+ =
f (+,+,−,+) ·A−− + f (+,−,−,+) ·A−+ + f (−,+,−,+) ·A+− + f (−,−,−,+) ·A++

A−− +A−+ +A+− +A++

f +− =
f (+,+,+,−) ·A−− + f (+,−,+,−) ·A−+ + f (−,+,+,−) ·A+− + f (−,−,+,−) ·A++

A−− +A−+ +A+− +A++

f ++ =
f (+,+,+,+) ·A−− + f (+,−,+,+) ·A−+ + f (−,+,+,+) ·A+− + f (−,−,+,+) ·A++

A−− +A−+ +A+− +A++

(3.48)

where the areas of each plane are computed as:

A−− = (ω+
m −ωm) · (T +

m −Tm)
A−+ = (ωm −ω−m) · (T +

m −Tm)
A+− = (ω+

m −ωm) · (Tm −T −m)
A++ = (ωm −ω−m) · (Tm −T −m)

(3.49)

Therefore, the results of the first step are four interpolated values of the
considered variable f, related to the values of dc-link voltage and machine
temperature that are closer to those of the considered working point.

Second step

It consists of the two-dimensional interpolation of the considered variable f
among the four points obtained in the previous step, as shown in Fig. 3.32.
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Figure 3.32 (Voltage, temperature) plane in the second step of the 4D interpolation.

Therefore, the final value of the considered variable f is computed as
weighted-average of the areas of the plane as:

f =
f ++ ·B−− + f +− ·B−+ + f −+ ·B+− + f −− ·B++

B−− +B−+ +B+− +B++ (3.50)

where the areas of the plane are computed as:

B−− = (ϑ+ −ϑ) ·
(
V +
dc −Vdc

)
B−+ = (ϑ+ −ϑ) ·

(
Vdc −V

−
dc

)
B+− = (ϑ −ϑ−) ·

(
V +
dc −Vdc

)
B++ = (ϑ −ϑ−) ·

(
Vdc −V

−
dc

) (3.51)

By combining Eq. (3.48) and Eq. (3.50), the interpolation between the sixteen
points that are closer to the considered working point can be computed as:

f =
1
B
· 1
A
·



(
f (+,+,+,+) ·A−− + f (+,−,+,+) ·A−+ + f (−,+,+,+) ·A+− + f (−,−,+,+) ·A++

)
·B−−+

+
(
f (+,+,+,−) ·A−− + f (+,−,+,−) ·A−+ + f (−,+,+,−) ·A+− + f (−,−,+,−) ·A++

)
·B−++

+
(
f (+,+,−,+) ·A−− + f (+,−,−,+) ·A−+ + f (−,+,−,+) ·A+− + f (−,−,−,+) ·A++

)
·B+−+

+
(
f (+,+,−,−) ·A−− + f (+,−,−,−) ·A−+ + f (−,+,−,−) ·A+− + f (−,−,−,−) ·A++

)
·B++


(3.52)

where areas A and B are computed as:

A = A−− +A−+ +A+− +A++; B = B−− +B−+ +B+− +B++ (3.53)
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An example of an interpolation result for IPM used for mapping validation
is reported in Table 3.2. The mechanical torque, rotor speed, dc-link voltage,
and machine temperature represent the inputs of the interpolator. All elec-
tromechanical variables are interpolated based on the input variables. If the
input torque cannot be obtained at the considered dc-link voltage and/or
machine temperature, a warning is given. In this case, the closest possible
torque value is provided.

Table 3.2 Interpolation results for 3-IPM

Interpolator output

Elapsed time 24 ms
Winding temperature 100 ◦C
PM temperature 20 ◦C
Dc-link voltage 350 V
Speed 5000 rpm
Mechanical torque 233.2 Nm
Electromagnetic torque 234.1 6Nm
d-axis stator current -440.1 A
q-axis stator current 461.2 A
d-axis stator voltage -159.6 V
q-axis stator voltage 34 V
Mechanical power 122.1 kW
Power losses 9.2 kW
Electric power 131.3 kW
IPM efficiency 0.93
VSI efficiency 0.95
eD efficiency 0.88

3.3 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a mapping algorithm to compute the efficiency map
of interior permanent magnet (IPM) synchronous machines based on the flux
maps at different PM temperatures to consider most synchronous machines’
nonlinear behaviors [106, 107]. Since the computation method is based on
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flux maps, the proposed procedure is valid for all the machines that can be
modeled in this way, and so Surface-mounted PM (SPM) machines, to the
PM-assisted Synchronous Reluctance (PM-SyR) machines.

The benchmark in this study is 90.5 kW, 14 krpm, 8 poles IPM machine
provided by the automotive company. The procedure is developed in Matlab
implementing the steady-state IPM model in rotating dq reference frame,
starting from the 2D FEA simulation results. The initialization of the pro-
posed procedure consists of, in addition to flux maps, the iron, and PM losses
[112, 32]. After briefly introducing the flux maps and losses contribution,
this chapter analyzed the methodologies to compute them through simple
2D FEA simulations [112] and the implemented post-process. In addition,
the proposed procedure requires the knowledge of the following inputs to
compute the efficiency map of the mesh grid:

• Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax.

• Amplitude limit of the phase voltages Vmax, whose value is computed
according to the dc-link voltage and modulation technique.

• Stator ϑ and PM ϑPM operating temperatures, whose values can be
chosen arbitrarily according to their operative limits.

• Control strategy: maximum efficiency control, which ensures the best
efficiency that the motor can express. Still, it assumes that the loss maps
and the exact temperature of the motor are known a priori. Otherwise,
the Maximum Torque per Ampere (MTPA) control strategy is presented
[87]. It minimizes the current for a given torque reference and is based
on the simple knowledge of the flux maps (not the loss maps).

According to the above-reported inputs and constraints, the torque-speed
mesh grid’s efficiency and losses maps are computed upon all electromechan-
ical variables reconstruction on the torque-speed domain. The evaluation
algorithm is organized with many nested for loops: i) the outer ranging loop
on the PM temperature levels, ii) internally the stator temperature loop, iii)
even more internally the dc-link voltage loop, iv) the ranging on the speed
levels, and v) the inner ranging loop on the torque levels.
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Assuming that the inverter imposes the current and voltage limits, three
parameters affecting efficiency are analyzed in the chapter, i.e., temperature,
control strategy, and dc-link voltage. The former affects both winding and
PMs, increasing stator Joule losses and reducing the PM remanence (and
hence, the PMs strength), while the control strategy is more critical since
the maximum efficiency control is impossible if the motor is not completely
identified. The analysis shows that the difference is generally slight in
implementing the proposed control strategies. The maximum penalization
of the MTPA control is where iron and PM losses are higher than stator Joule
loss: for mid-high speed and low torque. Also, in the low-speed area, a
slight difference is noticeable thanks to the reduction of the iron loss of the
maximum efficiency control. Nevertheless, the two control strategies in the
high-speed region are the same since the voltage, and current limits narrow
the feasible operating region in the dq plane.
Finally, the dc-link voltage impact on the flux-weakening region and the
working area is shown.

In addition, the chapter deals with the efficiency mapping of the voltage
source inverter (VSI). The VSI modeling used in this dissertation is based
on the component’s datasheet parameters. Since the primary goal for this
activity is related to the energetic aspects, an ideal steady-state model is
considered for the power converter. The efficiency is evaluated consider-
ing conduction and switching losses using analytical formulations for VSI.
Details are provided in the chapter.

This chapter ends with a linear interpolator for evaluating a generic
variable in an arbitrary working point. Indeed, maps computed with the
proposed algorithm are discrete since they are defined for specific steps of
torque, speed, dc-link voltage, and machine and PM temperatures.



Chapter 4

Multi-Three-phase Induction
Machine Mapping

The objective of this chapter is to develop generalised mathematical models
of an multi-three-phase induction machine (IM) for performance evaluation
in healthy and open-winding faulty conditions.
Four different modelling approaches will be considered: multi-stator (MS)
[60], vector space decomposition (VSD), decoupling MS (DMS), and adaptive
multi-stator (AD-MS) modelling approaches. A comparison of the models
will be carried out with the emphasis on their utilisation in mapping algo-
rithm to evaluate the machine performance.
After this, the magnetic model based on the flux maps will be presented,
showing how the different mathematical modelling give the same results in
terms of current-to-flux relationships.
For a complete machine characterization, the iron losses and parameters will
be investigated, considering both normal (healthy) and open-three-phase
faulty conditions.
The flux maps manipulation allows the computation of the maximum torque
per speed (MTPS) and the maximum torque per ampere (MTPA) profiles.
This analysis defines the operating limits of the machine in different condi-
tions (normal or faulty) and a possible machine control, following the MTPA
trajectory, minimizing the stator joule losses.
Based on the presented machine modelling and identification, the perfor-
mance evaluation of multi-three-phase IM is presented in detail for all
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possible machine configurations. The proposed mapping is able to recon-
struct all electromechanical variables at different machine temperatures and
dc-link voltages, replacing the machine operation. Also, the proposed map-
ping is able to reply different control strategies: the efficiency maximization,
stator Joule losses minimization (MTPA), and stator flux minimization. The
efficiency mapping has been developed with different machine modeling,
presented before: MS [114], VSD [115], DMS [116, 117], and AD-MS ap-
proaches, demonstrating the robustness of the algorithm.
The proposed method has been validated on 12-phase asymmetrical IM in
quadruple three-phase configuration (10 kW, 6000 rpm). The experimental
validation was carried out using a direct flux vector control (DFVC) scheme
based on AD-MS approach.

The chapter is organized as follow:

• The first section presents a machine model of the multi-three-phase IM
in phase coordinates abc, ..., m, in stationary reference frame αβ, and
finally in rotating dq reference frame using the MS, VSD, DMS, and
AD-MS approaches.

• Second section deals with the machine parameters identification, car-
rying out on 12-phase IM in both healthy and open-winding faulty
operating conditions.

• The magnetic model based on flux maps is presented. The manipula-
tion of the flux maps and machine parameters identification allowed
to define the MTPA trajectories and MTPS profiles in all operative
conditions.

• The efficiency mapping algorithm has been developed using the dif-
ferent presented mathematical approaches, giving the same results.
Details about the developed methodology are provided.

• The experimental validation for different machine conditions, i.e.,
healthy and faulty, has been conducted on asymmetrical 12-phase, 10
kW, 6000 rpm. The experimental validation was carried out excellent
results.
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4.1 Machine model in phase variables

A multiphase machine with m-phase machine has n windings composed of
three-phase takes the name of multi-three-phase machine. Depending on the
phase propagation between the winding sets, a machine can be symmetrical
(2π/m) or asymmetrical (π/m). The assumptions in machine modelling are
taken into account:

• The stator is composed by n three-phase windings.

• Each three-phase winding set is composed by identical single-phase
windings with sinusoidal distribution and with a reciprocal angle dis-
placement of 120 ◦ electrical degrees.

• Squirrel cage rotor modelled as an equivalent three-phase winding
composed by identical single-phase windings with sinusoidal distri-
bution and with a reciprocal angle displacement of 120° electrical
degrees.

• The magneto-motive force is sinusoidally distributed along the air gap
circumference.

• Magnetic core is linear and so the flux saturation can be neglected.

• Magnetic core losses are neglected.

• Machine is balanced with uniform air gap, neglecting the presence of
both stator and rotor cage.

• The stator and rotor resistances are constant.

Each three-phase winding is identified by the first phase a belonging the
magnetic axis of the considered three-phase wining. The displacement
between the magnetic axis and a stationary reference frame (α,β) is denoted
θk , as shown in Fig. 4.1. Finally, θr stands for the position of the magnetic
axis belonging to the first phase of the rotor winding than the stationary
α-axis, which corresponds with the real electrical rotor position. Looking
Fig. 4.1, the alignment of the magnetic axis of the first set with the position
of the stationary α-axis is assumed. In time domain the electromagnetic
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Figure 4.1 Multiple three-phase squirrel cage IM.

model is described by the stator magnetic model, rotor magnetic model,
stator electrical model, and rotor electrical model [118].

Stator magnetic model

The magnetic model represents the relationships between the current and
flux. The number of equations for stator magnetic model is equal to the
phases of the machine, relating the flux linkage of each phase with all
machine currents. Considering the linearity assumption and decoupling
leakage fluxes between the stator phases, for each three-phase winding
k=1,...,n the stator magnetic model can be written as:

λ̄abc,sk = Ll,s · īabc,sk +
n∑

z=1

(
[Msk−sz] · īabc,sz

)
+ [Msk−r] · īabc,r (4.1)

where:

• λ̄abc,sk stands for the stator fluxes vector of a generic three-phase wind-
ing k-set;

• īabc,sk stands for the stator currents vector of a generic three-phase
winding k-set;
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• īabc,sz stands for the stator currents vector of a generic three-phase
winding z-set;

• īabc,r stands for the rotor currents vector of three-phase winding;

• Ll,s is the self-leakage phase inductance for the three-phase k-set;

• [Msk−sz] is the 3×3 mutual magnetizing inductance matrix between the
stator phase windings of k-set and the stator phase windings of the
z-set;

• [Msk−r] is the 3×3 mutual magnetizing inductance matrix between the
stator phase windings of k-set and the rotor phase windings.

The matrices [Msk−sz] and [Msk−r] are defined based on mutual magnetizing
inductance between two generic phase windings x and y of the machine as
[118]:

My−x =
λy−x

ix

∣∣∣∣∣∣
iy=0

=Mx−y =
λx−y

iy

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ix=0

(4.2)

This equation represents the mutual magnetizing inductanceMy−x related to
the flux linkage λy−x of the y phase winding caused by the current injection
ix in the x phase-winding (see Fig. 4.2), and vice versa for Mx−y . The flux
linkage λy−x depends on the magnetomotive force vector Fy−x, the number of
turns and air gap magnetic reluctance Req. Based on Fig. 4.2 and performing
some mathematical manipulation reported in Eq. (4.3), and considering that
the mutual magnetizing inductance My−x does not depend by the phase
winding in which the current injection ix, the flux linkage can be computed
as:

λx−y =Ny ·φy−x =Ny ·
Fy−x
Req

Fy−x =Nx · ixcos(δy − δy) =⇒

=⇒ λy−x =
Nx ·Ny

Req
· ix · cos

(
δy − δx

)
My−x =

λy−x

ix

∣∣∣∣∣∣
iy=0

=
Nx ·Ny

Req
· cos

(
δy − δx

)
(4.3)
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Figure 4.2 Draft for the mutual inductance and magnetic flux computations.

where:

• Nx and Ny represent the number of turns of the windings x and y;

• δx and δy denote the position of the magnetic axis belonging to the x
and y phase windings (see Fig. 4.2).

Based on Eq. (4.3) the matrix components of [Msk−sz] and [Msk−r] can be
computed.

Regarding the mutual inductance between two generic three-phase wind-
ings the same approach used for the computation of the mutual inductance
between two generic phase windings can be used. Considering that each
three-phase winding set is characterized by a unique number of turns the
number turns Nx characterizes the winding x, while Ny is the turns number
of the winding y. Introducing the displacement θsk−sz between the stator
phase windings of k-set and the stator phase windings of z-set with an angu-
lar difference ∆θsk−sz = θsk −θsz, the mutual magnetizing matrix inductance
between two generic three-phase windings is computed as:

[Msk−sz] =
Nsk ·Nsz

Req
·



cos(∆θsk−sz) cos
(
∆θsk−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−sz −

4
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−sz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−sz) cos
(
∆θsk−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−sz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−sz)


(4.4)
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Regarding the matrix [Msk−r], similarly to Eq. (4.4) and defining the angular
difference ∆θsk−r = θsk −θr and the rotor turn number Nr , can be computed
as:

[Msk−r] =
Nsk ·Nr

Req
·



cos(∆θsk−r) cos
(
∆θsk−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−r −

4
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−r +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−r) cos
(
∆θsk−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−r +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−r)


(4.5)

At this point, all matrices in Eq. (4.1) are defined for the stator magnetic
model.

Rotor magnetic model

The rotor magnetic model is a relationships between the current and flux of
the rotor cage. Based on the hypothesis, the rotor magnetic model consists of
three equations. The magnetic model of the rotor winding is written as:

λ̄abc,r = Lsl,r · īabc,r +
n∑

z=1

(
[Mr−sz] · īabc,sz + [Mr−r] · īabc,r

)
(4.6)

where:

• λ̄abc,r stands for the rotor fluxes linkage for the three-phase rotor set in
rotor phase coordinates;

• Lsl,r is the self-leakage phase inductance of the equivalent rotor winding;

• [Mr−sz] is the 3×3 mutual magnetizing inductance matrix between the
rotor phase windings and the stator phase windings of the z-set;

• [Mr−r] is the 3×3 self-mutual magnetizing inductance matrix of the
rotor phase windings.
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Following Eq. (4.3), the mutual magnetizing inductance [Mr−sz] and self-
mutual magnetizing inductance [Mr−r] matrices can be defined as:

[Mr−sz] =
Nr ·Nsz

Req
·



cos(∆θr−sz) cos
(
∆θr−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−sz −

4
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−sz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θr−sz) cos
(
∆θr−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−sz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−sz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θr−sz)



[Mr−r] =
Nr ·Nr

Req
·



cos(∆θr−r) cos
(
∆θr−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−r −

4
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−r +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θr−r) cos
(
∆θr−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−r −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θr−r +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θr−r)


(4.7)

where:

• ∆θr−sz = θr −θsz is the angular difference among the magnetic axes of
the first phases belonging to the rotor winding and the stator z-set;

• ∆θr−r = θr −θr = 0.

At this point the magnetic model of a multiple three-phase IM machine
is completely defined by 3 · (n+1) equations (i.e. 12-phase IM in quadruple
configuration is described by 15 equations for the magnetic model).

Stator electric model

The stator electric model consists of the equation system with the relation-
ship of the stator phases, composed by 3 ·n equations. Using the passive sign
convention, the stator electric model for a generic set k can be expressed as:

v̄abc,sk = Rsk · īabc,sk +
d
dt

λ̄abc,sk (4.8)

where:
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• v̄abc,sk stands for the vector of the stator voltages for the three-phase set
k defined in the stator phase coordinates (abc)k ;

• Rsk stands for the phase resistance for the three-phase set k.

Rotor electric model

The rotor electric model consists of the relationships between flux and voltage
of the rotor cage, modelled as an equivalent three-phase winding. Using the
passive sign convention, the rotor magnetic model, composed by 3 equations,
is written as:

v̄abc,r = Rr · īabc,r +
d
dt

λ̄abc,r (4.9)

where:

• v̄abc,r stands for the the rotor voltages vector for the three-phase ro-
tor squirrel cage, which are equal to zero v̄abc,r = 0̄ considering the
equivalent rotor winding in short-circuit;

• Rr stands for the phase resistance of three-phase rotor.

As for magnetic equations, the electrical system equation of multi-three-
phase IM consists of 3 · (n+1) equations.

Electromagnetic model

The merge of stator Eq. (4.1) and rotor Eq. (4.180) magnetic models allows
to write the complete magnetic model as:

λ̄abc,s1

...

λ̄abc,sk

λ̄abc,sn

λ̄abc,r


= [Ll] ·



īabc,s1
...

īabc,sk
īabc,sn
īabc,r


+ [M] ·



īabc,s1
...

īabc,sk
īabc,sn
īabc,r


(4.10)

where:
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• [Ll] is defined in Eq. (4.11), including the leakage stator and rotor
inductances;

• [M] is defined in Eq. (4.12), including the magnetizing inductances
between different stator winding sets and stator-rotor coupling.

[Ll] =



Ll,s1 · [I ]3x3 [0]3x3 ... [0]3x3 [0]3x3
[0]3x3 Ll,s2 · [I ]3x3 ... [0]3x3 [0]3x3
... ... ... ... ...

[0]3x3 [0]3x3 ... Ll,sn · [I ]3x3 [0]3x3
[0]3x3 [0]3x3 ... [0]3x3 Ll,r · [I ]3x3


(4.11)

[M] =



[Ms1−s1] [Ms1−s2] ... [Ms1−sn] [Ms1−r]
[Ms2−s1] [Ms2−s2] ... [Ms2−sn] [Ms2−r]

... ... ... ... ...

[Ms3−s1] [Ms3−s2] ... [Ms3−sn] [Msn−r]
[Mr−s1] [Mr−s2] ... [Mr−sn] [Mr−r]


(4.12)

The matrices [I ]3x3 and [0]3x3 are defined as:

[I ]3x3 =


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 , [0]3x3 =


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 (4.13)

The stator and rotor electric model, merging Eq. (4.8) and Eq. (4.9), is written
as: 

v̄abc,s1
...

v̄abc,sk
v̄abc,sn
v̄abc,r


= [R] ·



īabc,s1
...

īabc,sk
īabc,sn
īabc,r


+

d
dt
·



λ̄abc,s1

...

λ̄abc,sk

λ̄abc,sn

λ̄abc,r


(4.14)

The [R] matrix is defined as:

[R] =



Rs1 · [I ]3x3 [0]3x3 ... [0]3x3 [0]3x3
[0]3x3 Rs2 · [I ]3x3 ... [0]3x3 [0]3x3
... ... ... ... ...

[0]3x3 [0]3x3 ... Rsn · [I ]3x3 [0]3x3
[0]3x3 [0]3x3 ... [0]3x3 Rr · [I ]3x3


(4.15)
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Finally for a compact form, the following variables
{
V̄
}
,
{
Ī
}
, and

{
Λ̄
}
are

introduced and the compact form of electromagnetic model of multi-three-
phase IM is reported:

{
V̄
}
=



v̄abc,s1
...

v̄abc,sk
v̄abc,sn
v̄abc,r


;

{
Ī
}
=



īabc,s1
...

īabc,sk
īabc,sn
īabc,r


;

{
Λ̄
}
=



λ̄abc,s1

...

λ̄abc,sk

λ̄abc,sn

λ̄abc,r


⇒

⇒


{
V̄
}
= [R] ·

{
Ī
}
+

d
dt

{
Λ̄
}

{
Λ̄
}
= [Ll] ·

{
Ī
}
+ [M] ·

{
Ī
}

(4.16)

4.1.1 Electromagnetic model

The electromagnetic torque generated by the the machine can be computed
with different approach. A straightforward method consists to energetic
balance. For each differential time dt the energetic balance is written as
[119]:

dE = dEM + dET + dEW , ∀dt (4.17)

where:

• dE stands for electrical energy infinitesimal variation;

• dEM stands for mechanical energy infinitesimal variation;

• dET stands for thermal energy infinitesimal variation;

• dEW stands for magnetic field energy infinitesimal variation;

The infinitesimal variations of electrical energy can be computed as in
Eq. (4.18), introducing the compact form of Eq. (4.16).

dE =
{
Ī
}T
·
{
V̄
}
· dt (4.18)

The infinitesimal variations of mechanical energy can be computed as in
Eq. (4.19), using the temporal integration of the mechanical power generated
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by the machine electromagnetic torque Tem:

dEM = Tem · dθm, dθm =
dθ
p

(4.19)

where:

• θm is the mechanical rotor position;

• θ is the electrical rotor position;

• p is the number of the machine pole pairs.

About the thermal energy it is generated by the Joule losses of the machine
due to the ideal iron for initial assumption (absence of losses and magnetic
saturation phenomena) and dET can be computed as:

dET =
{
Ī
}T
· [R] ·

{
Ī
}
· dt (4.20)

Finally the infinitesimal variations of the magnetic field energy is computed
as temporal derivation of the power stored in the machine magnetic field:

dEW = d
(1
2
·
{
Ī
}T
· ([Ll] + [M]) ·

{
Ī
})

(4.21)

By replacing the Eq. (4.18) - Eq. (4.21) in Eq. (4.17) the energetic balance is
expressed as:

{
Ī
}T
·
{
V̄
}
·dt = Tem

p
· dθr

dt
+
{
Ī
}T
·[R] ·

{
Ī
}
·dt+d

(1
2
·
{
Ī
}T
· ([Ll] + [M]) ·

{
Ī
})

(4.22)

where all symbols are consistent with the previous definition and the ma-
trices [Ll] and [M] are defined in Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.62). Using some
mathematical manipulations and Eq. (4.16), the electromagnetic torque is
expressed as:

Tem =
1
2
· p ·

{
Ī
}T
· d
dt

([Ll] + [M]) ·
{
Ī
}

(4.23)

Based on the matrices in Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) and considering the mag-
netic linearity as initial assumption, the electromagnetic torque of multi-
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three-phase machine is expressed as:

Tem = p ·
n∑

k=1

((
īabc,sk

)T
· d
dt

[Msk−r] · īabc,r
)

(4.24)

The electromagnetic torque is the sum of the contributions of the n=1, ..., k
stator sets interacting with the three-phase rotor.

4.1.2 Mechanical model

The mechanical model of an electrical machine is expressed by the torque
balance on the mechanical shaft Eq. (4.25) and temporal integration of the
mechanical speed ωm to get the mechanical rotor position θm Eq. (4.223).

Tem −TL =
Jeq
p
· dωm

dt
(4.25)

where:

• TL is the overall load torque, including eventual friction contributions;

• Jeq is the overall momentum of inertia around the axis of rotation,
considering both the machine’s rotor and mechanical load;

• ωm is the mechanical speed of the rotor shaft;

• ωr is the electrical speed of the rotor shaft.

The temporal integration of the mechanical speed to get the mechanical rotor
position θr is written as:

ωm =
1
p
· dθr

dt
,


ω =

dθr

dt

dθm =
dθr

p

(4.26)

The computation of the electromagnetic and mechanical models allows
to define the electromechanical machine model for the energy conversion
processes. The energy conversion model in phase coordinates is composed
as:
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{
V̄
}
= [R] ·

{
Ī
}
+

d
dt

{
Λ̄
}

{
Λ̄
}
= [Ll] ·

{
Ī
}
+ [M] ·

{
Ī
}

Tem = p ·
n∑

k=1

((
īabc,sk

)T
· d
dt

[Msk−r] · īabc,r
)

Tem −TL =
Jeq
p
· dωr

dt

ω =
dθr

dt

(4.27)

The equation system Eq. (4.27) represents the complete electromechanical
model of a multi-three-phase IM in phase coordinates. It is described as
follows:

• 3 ·n stator magnetic equations;

• 3 rotor magnetic equations;

• 3 ·n stator electrical equations;

• 3 rotor electrical equations;

• 1 electromagnetic torque equation;

• 2 mechanical equations .

Squirrel cage rotor model in phase coordinates with MS and VSD ap-
proaches

The electromechanical model in phase coordinates can be manipulated using
the reference transformations, similarly to the three-phase counterparts. This
model in phase variables can be used for MS and VSD model approaches
[115]. However, the procedure for the computation of the electromagnetic
model in phase coordinates using the VSD approach is similar to the one
presented before, which is typical for MS approach.
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Figure 4.3 Equivalent VSD magnetic scheme of a multi-three-phase squirrel cage
IM: multi-three phase stator (left) and multi-three phase rotor (right).

In VSD approach the squirrel cage rotor is modelled as an equivalent
multi-three-phase winding, thus emulating the stator winding configura-
tion, as shown in Fig. 4.3 [120]. Instead, using the MS approach the rotor
winding is modelled as a three-phase winding, as presented before [60]. By
doing so, the VSD magnetic model of a multi-three-phase IM machine in
phase coordinates is composed by 3 · (2n) algebraic equations, containing
the relationships between the current and flux of the phase windings. The
same consideration can be done for the electric model of a multi-three-phase
IM machine: 3 · (2n) differential equations, containing all the flux-to-voltage
relationships of the phase windings with VSD approach. However, based
on the assumption of multi-three-phase rotor windings, which is a virtual
definition of the three-phase rotor, an equivalent number of turns of each
virtual rotor phase winding must be introduced as [59]:

NVSD
r =

Nr√
3

(4.28)

The definition of NVSD
r allows the computation of:

• The matrix [Msk−rz] in Eq. (4.29) useful for the stator and rotor mag-
netic models (see Eq. (4.30)) which is the 3×3 mutual magnetizing
inductance matrix between the stator phase windings of k-set and the
rotor phase windings of the z-rotor winding;
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• The matrix [Mrk−sz] is defined as the 3×3 mutual magnetizing induc-
tance matrix between the rotor phase windings of k-set and the stator
phase windings of the z-set, reported in Eq. (4.29);

• The matrix [Mrkrz] is the 3×3 mutual magnetizing inductance matrix
between the rotor phase windings of k-set and the rotor phase windings
of the z-set.

Just to clarify the difference between rotor model with two different ap-
proaches, the stator magnetic equation using the VSD approach, introducing
Eq. (4.28) is expressed as the first equation in Eq. (4.30). As example, the
matrix [Msk−rz] is computed as:

[Msk−rz] =
Nsk ·NVSD

r

Req
·



cos(∆θsk−rz) cos
(
∆θsk−rz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−rz −

4
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−rz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−rz) cos
(
∆θsk−rz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−rz −

2
3
π
)

cos
(
∆θsk−rz +

2
3
π
)

cos(∆θsk−rz)


(4.29)

where ∆θsk−rk = θsk −θrk is the angular difference among the magnetic axes
of the first phases belonging to the stator k-set and the rotor z-set.

An overall electromagnetic model of the machine using the VSD approach
in phase-coordinates is expressed as in Eq. (4.30), where the generic variables
(v, i,λ) is a vector having a dimension equal to the total number of phases
m = 3 ·n. 

s −λi : λ̄s = Ll,s · īs + [Lss] · īs + [Lsr] · īrr

r −λi : λ̄r
r = Lrl,r · ī

r
r + [Lrs] · īs + [Lrr] · īrr

s − vi : v̄s = Rs · īs +
d
dt

λ̄s

r − vi : v̄rr = Rr · īrr +
d
dt

λ̄r
r

(4.30)
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The matrices in Eq. (4.30) are defined as in Eq. (4.31) and the matrices
[Msk/rk−sk/rk] are computed as reported for example in Eq. (4.29) for sk − rk.

[Lss] =



[Ms1−s1] [Ms1−s2] ... [Ms1−sn]

[Ms2−s1] [Ms2−s2] ... [Ms2−sn]

... ... ... ...

[Msn−s1] [Msn−s1] ... [Msn−sn]



[Lsr] =



[Ms1−r1] [Ms1−r2] ... [Ms1−rn]

[Ms2−r1] [Ms2−r2] ... [Ms2−rn]

... ... ... ...

[Msn−r1] [Msn−r1] ... [Msn−rn]



[Lrr] =



[Mr1−r1] [Mr1−r2] ... [Mr1−rn]

[Mr2−r1] [Mr2−r2] ... [Mr2−rn]

... ... ... ...

[Mrn−r1] [Mrn−r1] ... [Mrn−rn]



(4.31)
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Finally, in Eq. (4.32) a compact a compact is introduced for stator and
rotor variables: 

V̄s =


v̄abc,s1
...

v̄abc,sk
v̄abc,sm



V̄r =


v̄abc,r1
...

v̄abc,rk
v̄abc,rm



⇒
{
V̄
}
=

 V̄s

V̄r



Ī =

 Īs
Īr

 ; Λ̄ =

 Λ̄s

Λ̄s



(4.32)

The total machine model includes also the mechanical model which is
not affected by the employed modelling approach. Therefore, the electrome-
chanical VSD model of the machine in phase coordinates is defined as:

{
V̄
}
= [R] ·

{
Ī
}
+

d
dt

{
Λ̄
}

{
Λ̄
}
= [L] ·

{
Ī
}

Tem = p ·
{
Īs
}T
· d[LSR]

dt

Tem −TL =
Jeq
p
· dωr

dt

ωr =
dθr

dt

·
{
Īr
}

(4.33)

The new matrix [L] in Eq. (4.33) is defined as:

[L] =

 Ll,s · [I ]3nx3n + [Lss] [Lsr]

[Lrs] Ll,r · [I ]3nx3n + [Lrr]

 (4.34)
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4.2 Multi-Stator (MS) modelling approach

The MS modeling aims at computing the state-space model of each machine
set, which is essential for the decoupling model. Like for the three-phase
machines, the computation of the electromechanical model in the stationary
αβ frame allows for reducing the equation system complexity with more
manageable formulations. It requires the application of the general three-
phase Clarke transformation to get the machine model in the stationary
αβ frame, starting from the electromechanical model in phase-coordinates,
reported in Eq. (4.27). Indeed, the formulation given in Eq. (4.10) is valid for
both MS and VSD model approaches, except the squirrel cage rotor model
reported in Section 4.1.2.

4.2.1 Electromechanical model in stationary coordinates

The electromechanical model in stationary coordinates αβ is defined in this
section, considering the number of turns characterizing the three-phase
stator sets identical to each other, as reported in Eq. (4.35). This condition
is typical for the multiple three-phase machines as a uniform design of the
three-phase winding sets is performed [47].

Nsk =Nsn =Ns, k = 1, ...,n (4.35)

The rotor variables are redefined to the stator, introducing a transformation
ratio between the stator and rotor windings:

tsr =
Ns

Nr
(4.36)

Based on Eq. (4.37), the new rotor variables can be defined to the k-set stator
as:

īsabc,r =
1
tsr
· īabc,r

v̄sabc,r =
1
tsr
· v̄abc,r

λ̄s
abc,r =

1
tsr
· λ̄abc,r

(4.37)
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For each generic stator set k (k = 1,2, . . . ,n), the general Clarke transformation
(see Eq. (4.38)) is applied as in Eq. (4.39): each variable defined in the k-set
phase coordinates abck is computed in stationary αβ0 components using
Eq. (4.38) with amplitude-invariant transformation for the stator k-set.

[Csk] =


cos(θsk) cos

(
θsk +

2
3
π
)

cos
(
θsk +

4
3
π
)

sin(θsk) sin
(
θsk +

2
3
π
)

sin
(
θsk +

4
3
π
)

1/2
1/2

1/2


(4.38)

The angle θsk is defined as the position of the k-set first phase ask to the
α-axis, assumed coincident with the first phase of the first set as1, as shown
in Fig. 4.4.
Using the rotor position θr the transformation from abcr to αβ0r can be
applied to evaluate the rotor variables in stationary coordinates, as reported
in Eq. (4.39).
Consider a generic stator or rotor variable, called z̄ (i.e. v, i,λ) in αβ0 coordi-
nates is evaluated by applying Eq. (4.39) as:

z̄αβ0,sk = [Csk] · z̄abc,sk ; z̄sαβ0,r = [Cr] · z̄abc,r ;

z̄abc,sk = [Csk]
−1 · z̄αβ0,sk ; z̄sabc,r = [Cr]

−1 · z̄αβ0,r ;
(4.39)

Stator magnetic model

The magnetic model of the stator k-set having rotor variables defined in the
k-set stator coordinates by replacing Eq. (4.37) in Eq. (4.1) is obtained as:

λ̄abc,sk = Ll,s · īabc,sk +
n∑

z=1

(
[Msk−sz] · īabc,sz

)
+ [Msk−r] · īabc,r , tsr =

Ns

Nr
⇒

⇒ λ̄abc,sk = Ll,s · īabc,sk +
n∑

z=1

(
[Msk−sz] · īabc,sz

)
+ [Msk−r] ·

(
tsr · īsabc,r

)
(4.40)

The computation of the k-set stator magnetic model in terms of stationary
αβ0 variables is obtained by applying the three-phase Clarke transformation
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Figure 4.4 Magnetic axes angle displacement of the multi-three-phase IM in one
electrical revolution.

in Eq. (4.38) or the stator k-set and for the rotor set as:

[Csk] · λ̄abc,sk = [Csk] ·
(
Ll,s · īabc,sk

)
+
(

n∑
z=1

[Csk] ·
(
[Msk−sz] · īabc,sz

))
+ ...

...+ [Csk] ·
(
[Msk−r] ·

(
tsr · īsabc,r

))
⇒

⇒ λ̄αβ0,sk = Ll,s · īαβ0,sk +
(

n∑
z=1

[Csk] ·
(
[Msk−sz] · [Csk]

−1 · īαβ0,sz
))
+ ...

...+ [Csk] ·
(
[Msk−r] ·

(
tsr · [Cr]

−1 · īsαβ0,r
))
⇒

⇒ λ̄αβ0,sk = Ll,s · īαβ0,sk +
(

n∑
z=1

([
Mαβ0,sk−sz

]
· īαβ0,sz

))
+
([
Mαβ0,sk−r

]
·
(
tsr · īsαβ0,r

))
(4.41)

where:

• [Csk] is the three-phase Clarke transformation for the stator k-set based
on the position angle θsk ;

• [Cr] is the three-phase Clarke transformation for the rotor set based on
the rotor position angle θr .
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The new matrices [Mαβ0,sk−sz] and [Mαβ0,sk−r] are defined as:

[
Mαβ0,sk−sz

]
= [Csk] ·

(
[Msk−sz] · [Csk]

−1 · īαβ0,sk
)
=
3
2
· Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


[
Mαβ0,sk−r

]
= [Csk] ·

(
[Msk−r] ·

(
[Cr]

−1 · īsαβ0,r
))

=
3
2
· Ns ·Nr

Req
·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1


(4.42)

New coefficients are introduced for a more compact form defined as:

mss =
3
2
· Ns ·Ns

Req
; msr =

3
2
· Ns ·Nr

Req
(4.43)

By separating the αβ components from the zero-sequence 0 one, the stator
magnetic model is written as: λ̄αβ,sk = Ll,s · īαβ,sk +

n∑
z=1

(
mss · īαβ,sz

)
+msr · tsr · īsαβ,r

λ0,sk = Ll,s · i0,sk
(4.44)

Rotor magnetic model

Using the same procedure of the stator magnetic model, starting from
Eq. (4.180) and by replacing Eq. (4.37), the rotor model in stationary refer-
ence frame is written as:

λ̄s
abc,r = Ll,r · t2sr · īsabc,r + tsr ·

n∑
z=1

(
[Mrs] · īabc,sz

)
+ ...

...+ [Mrr] · t2sr · īsabc,r ⇒

⇒ λ̄s
αβ0,r = Ll,r · t2sr · īsαβ0,r + tsr ·

n∑
z=1

([
Mrαβ,s0

]
· īαβ0,sz

)
+ ...

...+
[
Mrαβ,r0

]
· t2sr · īsαβ0,r

(4.45)
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where:

[
Mrαβ,s0

]
= [Cr] · [Mrs] · [Cr]

−1 =
3
2
· Ns ·Nr

Req
·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


[
Mrαβ,r0

]
= [Cr] · [Mrr] · [Cr]

−1 =
3
2
· Nr ·Nr

Req
·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0


(4.46)

By separating the αβ components from the zero-sequence 0 one, Eq. (4.47)
is expressed as: λ̄s

αβ,r = Lsl,r · t
2
sr · īsαβ,r + tsr ·

n∑
z=1

(
mrs · īαβ,sz

)
+mrr · t2sr · īsαβ,r

λs
0,r = Lsl,r · t

2
sr · is0,r

(4.47)

where:
mrs =

3
2
· Ns ·Nr

Req

mrr =
3
2
· Nr ·Nr

Req

(4.48)

Stator electric model

The computation in stationary reference frame αβ of the stator electric model
is based on the application of the Clarke transformation in Eq. (4.38) to the
Eq. (4.8), obtaining the following αβ and 0 components.

v̄αβ,sk = Rs · īαβ,sk +
d
dt

λ̄αβ,sk

v0,sk = Rs · i0,sk +
d
dt

λ0,sk

(4.49)
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Rotor electric model

The computation in stationary reference frame αβ0 of the rotor electrical
model is based on the application of the Clarke transformation in Eq. (4.38)
to the Eq. (4.50), using the rotor electrical position θr .

v̄sαβ0,r = Rs
r · t2sr · īsαβ0,r +

d
dt

λ̄s
αβ0,r + [Cr] ·

(
d
dt

[Cr]
−1

)
· λ̄s

αβ0,r (4.50)

where:

[Cr] ·
(
d
dt

[Cr]
−1

)
· λ̄s

αβ0,r =
dθr

dt
·


1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

 · λ̄s
αβ0,r (4.51)

By separating the αβ components from the zero-sequence 0 one, Eq. (4.50)
is expressed as:

v̄sαβ,r = Rs
r · t2sr · īsαβ,r +

d
dt

λ̄s
αβ,r +ωr ·

 0 1
−1 0

 λ̄s
αβ,r

v̄s0,r = Rs
r · t2sr · īs0,r +

d
dt

λ̄s
0,r

(4.52)

where the rotor electrical speed is introduced as:

ωr =
dθr

dt
(4.53)

The rotor electric model in stationary coordinates in Eq. (4.52) corresponds
with the one of a conventional three-phase machine.

Finally, Eq. (4.40) - Eq. (4.52) can be further simplified by introducing
the complex vector notation defined as in Eq. (4.54) for a generic variable
i,v,λ as:

xαβ,sk = xα,sk + jxβ,sk ; xsαβ,r = xsα,r + jxsβ,r ; (4.54)

Based on Eq. (4.54) the electromagnetic model in stationary coordinates αβ0
is summarized in Eq. (4.55) in complex vector notation, where s and r stand
for stator and rotor, while λi and vi stand for magnetic and electrical model,
respectively.
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s −λi :

 λαβ,sk = Ll,sk · iαβ,sk +Lm ·
n∑

z=1
iαβ,sz +Lm · iskαβ,r

λ0,sk = Ll,sk · i0,sk

r −λi :


λs
αβ,r = Ls

l,r
· isαβ,r +Lm ·

n∑
z=1

iαβ,sz +Lm · isαβ,r

λs
0,r = Ls

l,r
· is0,r

s − vi :


vαβ,sk = Rs · iαβ,sk +

d
dt

λαβ,sk

v0,sk = Rs · i0,sk +
d
dt

λ0,sk

r − vi :


vsαβ,r = Rs

r
· isαβ,r +

d
dt

λs
αβ,r − jωr ·λs

αβ,r

vs0,r = Rs
r
· is0,r +

d
dt

λ̄s
0,r

(4.55)

where the new parameters are defines:

• the magnetizing inductance referred to the stator Lm is introduced as
in Eq. (4.56);

• the rotor resistance and leakage inductance, referred to the stator by
applying Eq. (4.35) and Eq. (4.36), reported in Eq. (4.57).

Lm =mss =msr =mss =mrr · t2sr =
3
2
· N

2
s

Req
(4.56)

Lsl,r = Ll,r · t2sr ; Rs
l,r = Rl,r · t2sr (4.57)

Electromagnetic torque

The electromagnetic torque has been introduced in the previous in phase-
coordinates and reported here for simplicity:

Tem = p ·
n∑

k=1

((
īabc,sk

)T
· d
dt

[Msk−r] · īrabc,r

)
(4.58)
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The rotor variables are referred to the k-set based on Eq. (4.36), obtaining
the following equation:

Tem = p ·
n∑

k=1

((
īabc,sk

)T
· d
dt

[Msk−r] · tsr · īsabc,r

)
(4.59)

The electromagnetic model in stationary reference frame αβ0 is evaluated
by applying Eq. (4.39) as:

Tem = p ·
n∑

k=1

((
[Csk]

−1 · īαβ0,sk
)T
· d [Msk−r]

dt
· tsr ·

(
[Cr]

−1īrαβ0,r
))

(4.60)

In Eq. (4.60), the rotor current use is avoided based on Eq. (4.40), replacing
as:

λαβ,sk =msr · tsr · isαβ,r +Ll,s · iαβ,sk ·
n∑

z=1

(
mss · iαβ,sz

)
⇒

⇒msr · tsr · isαβ,r = λαβ,sk −Ll,s · iαβ,sk ·
n∑

z=1

(
mss · iαβ,sz

) (4.61)

Based on the manipulation in Eq. (4.62), the electromagnetic torque is writ-
ten as in Eq. (4.63).

(
[Csk]

−1)T · d [Msk−r]
dt

· [Cr]
−1 =

9
4
· Nsk ·Nr

Req
·


0 −1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 (4.62)

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

n∑
k=1

(
tsr ·msr ·

(
isαβ,r × iαβ,sk

))
=

=
3
2
· p ·

n∑
k=1

(
λαβ,sk × iαβ,sk −

n∑
z=1

(
mss · iαβ,sz × iαβ,sk

))
=

=
3
2
· p ·

n∑
k=1

(
λαβ,sk × iαβ,sk

)
(4.63)

where X indicates the cross-product operator. The cross-product between
iαβ,sz and iαβ,sk is equal to zero since the subspaces αβ are overlapping.
In Eq. (4.63) it is noted that the torque contribution is given by the cross-
product between the stator k-set current vector and the rotor one, thus
respecting the induction machine operating principle.
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Figure 4.5 Equivalent MS circuit of a multi-three-phase IM in stationary αβ0 coor-
dinates.

In conclusion, the electromagnetic torque in αβ0 is evaluated as:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

n∑
k=1

(
λαβ,sk × iαβ,sk

)
(4.64)

In Eq. (4.64) it is noted how the k-set torque contribution is given by the
cross-product between the k-set flux-linkage vector and the k-set current
vector. Using the MS approach, the modularity is preserved, as shown with
the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.5. The MS approach defines n stator flux-
linkage vectors and n current vectors in n overlapped stationary αβ frame (n
stands for the three-phase winding sets number). Each stator k-set interacts
with the rotor, contributing to electromagnetic torque production. Instead,
the zero-sequence components do not contribute to the electromechanical
energy conversion, as the three-phase machine counterparts.

From now on the subscript s to identify the rotor parameters referred to
the stator will be absent for manageable equations.
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Figure 4.6 Rotating dq reference frame.

4.2.2 Electromechanical model in rotating coordinates

The electromechanical model can be evaluate in rotating reference frame,
like for three-phase counterparts, obtaining a more suitable formulations for
mapping algorithm. The rotating d-axis is aligned with the rotor flux vector
position λr , rotating at electrical speed ω (different than rotor speed ωr) as
shown in Fig. 4.6.

The MS approach requires the application of the rotational transforma-
tion to get the machine model in the dq rotating frame, defined as:

[R (θ)] =

 cos(θ) sin(θ)

−sin(θ) cos(θ)

 (4.65)

Starting from a generic variable z (i.e.., v, i, λ) defined in the stationary αβ

frame, the application of the rotational matrix allows the computation of the
rotating components and vice versa as:

z̄dq,sk = [R] · z̄αβ,sk , z̄dq,r = [R] · z̄αβ,r

z̄αβ,sk = [R]−1 · z̄dq,sk , z̄αβ,r = [R]−1 · z̄dq,r
(4.66)
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Stator magnetic equation

In Eq. (4.67) the stator magnetic model in stationary reference frame is
reported for simplicity, without subscript s for the rotor variables to the
stator side.

λαβ,sk = Ll,sk · iαβ,sk +Lm ·
n∑

z=1

iαβ,sz +Lm · iαβ,r (4.67)

Applying the rotation matrix in Eq. (4.66) to Eq. (4.67), the stator magnetic
model is written as reported in Eq. (4.68). The stator electric model in ro-
tating frame is formally identical with the one in stationary coordinates
Eq. (4.67) and the zero-sequence is not involved in the rotational transfor-
mation.

λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm ·
n∑

z=1

idq,sz +Lm · idq,r , k = 1, ..., n (4.68)

Rotor magnetic equation

The rotational matrix in Eq. (4.66) is applied to the rotor model in stationary
reference frame (see Eq. (4.47)), without involving the zero sequence compo-
nent to evaluate the rotor magnetic equation in rotating dq reference frame.
The following equation is obtained:

λdq,r = Llr · idq,r +Lm ·
n∑

z=1

idq,sz +Lm · idq,r (4.69)

Stator electric model

The stator electric model in rotating dq reference frame id obtained apply-
ing the rotational transformation in Eq. (4.66) to the one in stationary αβ

components, reported in Eq. (4.70) for simplicity. The zero sequence is not
involved by the rotational transformation.
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vαβ,sk = Rs · iαβ,sk +
d
dt

λαβ,sk (4.70)

By applying Eq. (4.66) to Eq. (4.70), the stator electrical model is evaluated
as:

vαβ,sk = Rs · iαβ,sk +
d
dt

λαβ,sk ⇒

⇒ [R (θ)] · vαβ,sk = [R (θ)] ·
(
Rs · iαβ,sk +

d
dt

λαβ,sk

)
⇒

⇒ vdq,sk = Rs · idq,sk +
d
dt

λdq,sk + [R (θ)]
(
d
dt

[R (θ)]−1
)
·λdq,sk

(4.71)

where:

[R (θ)]
(
d
dt

[R (θ)]−1
)
=
dθ
dt
·
 0 −1
1 0

 = ω ·
 0 −1
1 0

 (4.72)

where ω represents the electrical speed of the dq reference frame. Replacing
Eq. (4.72) in Eq. (4.71), the stator voltage model in rotating dq refrence frame
is written as in Eq. (4.73), introducing the motional voltage terms in the
stator electric model.

vdq,sk = Rs · idq,sk +
d
dt

λdq,sk +ω ·
 0 −1
1 0

 ·λdq,sk =

= Rs · idq,sk +
d
dt

λdq,sk + j ·ω ·λdq,sk , k = 1, ..., n

(4.73)

Rotor voltage model

The rotor voltage model in rotating dq reference frame is evaluated by ap-
plying the rotational transformation Eq. (4.66) to the one in stationary αβ

coordinates reported in Eq. (4.74), not including the zero sequence.

vαβ,r = Rr · iαβ,r +
d
dt

λαβ,r − jωr ·λαβ,r (4.74)
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The rotor electric model in rotating dq reference frame is computed as:

[R (θ)] · vαβ,r = [R (θ)] ·
(
Rr · iαβ,r +

d
dt

λαβ,r − jωr ·λαβ,r

)
⇒

⇒ vdq,r = Rr · idq,r +
d
dt

λdq,r − jωr ·λdq,r + [R (θ)]
(
d
dt

[R (θ)]−1
)
·λdq,r ⇒

⇒ vdq,r = Rr · idq,r +
d
dt

λdq,r − jωr ·λdq,r + jω ·λdq,r =

= Rr · idq,r +
d
dt

λdq,r + j
(
ω ·λdq,r −ωr ·λdq,r

)
=

= Rr · idq,r +
d
dt

λdq,r + jωsl ·λdq,r

(4.75)
where ωsl is the slip speed of the rotating reference frame and computed as:

ωsl = ω −ωr (4.76)

Electromagnetic torque

In Eq. (4.64) the torque is represented by the sum of n torque contributions
computed as the cross-product between the stator flux linkage vector and
stator current vector of the k-set. However, the torque does not depend on
the reference frame because it is related to the position of one vector with
respect to the other one. Formally the torque equation is invariant in dq
reference frame than αβ one:

Tem =
3
2
· p ·

n∑
k=1

(
λdq,sk × idq,sk

)
(4.77)

The mechanical model is not affected by the application of the rotational
transformation because the electrical and magnetic variables are not in-
cluded.
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4.3 Vector Space decomposition (VSD) modelling

approach

The VSD approach is one possible alternative to the MS one [115]. The
literature is the most employed but will prove that the mapping algorithm
presents more complicated modeling and is less intuitive. However, the VSD
model is investigated in this section, analyzing the difference between the
other model approaches.

The multi-three-phase model in phase coordinates presented before is
summarized in the system of differential equations as in Eq. (4.27). The VSD
model assumes a squirrel cage rotor modeled as an equivalent multiple three-
phase winding, thus emulating the stator winding configuration differently
than the MS approach. Indeed, Eq. (4.28) has been introduced, keeping a
general phase coordinates model.
For simplicity, the energy conversion in phase coordinates based on VSD
approach is reported in Eq. (4.78).

{
V̄
}
= [R] ·

{
Ī
}
+

d
dt

{
Λ̄
}

{
Λ̄
}
= [L] ·

{
Ī
}

Tem = p ·
{
Īs
}T
· d[LSR]

dt

Tem −TL =
Jeq
p
· dω
dt

ωr =
dθr

dt

·
{
Īr
}

(4.78)

Compared to the general model in phase coordinates coinciding with MS
approach, the electromechanical VSD model of the machine is composed as
follows:

• 3 ·n stator magnetic equations;

• 3·n rotor magnetic equations (using the MS approach only 3 equations);

• 3 ·n stator electrical equations;
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• 3·n rotor electrical equations (using the MS approach only 3 equations);

• 1 electromagnetic torque equation;

• 2 mechanical equations.

4.3.1 Electromechanical model in stationary coordinates

VSDmodel approach for stationary reference frame considers the application
of m-phase transformation, so all of the multiphase machines could be mod-
eled, not only the multiple 3-phase ones. Indeed, using the MS approach,
using multiple 3-phase Clarke’s transformations, just multiple three-phase
machines can be modeled. The VSD modeling approach is based on the sym-
metrical components theory. For this reason, the VSD approach is applicable
for symmetrical or asymmetrical machine configurations. This is a great
disadvantage, particularly for open-winding fault conditions. The machine
phase variables are multiplied by VSD matrix resulting in multiple decou-
pled two-dimensional subspaces and zero-sequence component(s). The first
subspace is a flux/torque-producing one, meaning that all electromechanical
energy conversion occurs here, assuming the sinusoidal winding distribu-
tion. The other subspace variables can be used as additional degrees of
freedom for some multiphase machine-specific purpose, i.e., fault tolerance,
sensorless control, dc-link voltage balancing, or harmonic elimination. In
summary, this approach decomposes the space of the machine variables into
m/2 decoupled subspaces by using mXm transformation matrix (m stands
for phases number).

However, different approaches are present in literature to get the VSD
matrix transformation with some limitations (i.e., method of producing
decoupling transformation only for asymmetrical machines or vice versa).
However, in [59] a straightforward algorithm is presented, and it applies to
any multiphase machine (symmetrical or asymmetrical) and enables rela-
tively simple creation of the required decoupling transformation matrix in
real or complex form. The application of the VSD transformation matrix
obtained with the proposed procedure [59, 115] leads to the decomposition
of the machine as follows:
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• 1 main subspace αβ;

• h = 1, ...,nh harmonic subspaces (µ+µ− called xy and numerated with
index h):

• z = 1, .., z homopolar subspaces (o + o− called 0 and numerated with
index z).

According to the literature, if a multi-three-phase machine having n three-
phase winding sets is considered, the application of the VSD transformation
leads to the definition of 1 main subspace, n − 1 harmonic subspaces, and
n zero-sequence components. The application of the VSD transformation
on the machine’s original space leads to the definition of (3 ·n)/2 orthogonal
subspaces, using a transformation matrix having a dimension equal to the
total number of phases.

In this dissertation, the procedure presented in [59] has been adopted for
producing decoupling transformation, focusing on the benchmark machine.
Considering a twelve-phase machine configured in quadruple-three-phase
winding (n = 4) with 4 common neutral points (single neutral point), 1 main
subspace, nh =3 harmonic subspaces and no =2 homopolar subspaces (4
components). Just for clarity, the VSD matrix used for the machine model is
expressed as:

[
T VSD
S/R

]
=

2
3 · 4
·



cs
(
1 ·

[
θm,S/R

])
cs

(
5 ·

[
θm,S/R

])
cs

(
7 ·

[
θm,S/R

])
cs

(
11 ·

[
θm,S/R

])
cs

(
3 ·

[
θm,S/R

])
cs

(
9 ·

[
θm,S/R

])


(4.79)

where:

cs
(
x ·

[
θm,S/R

])
2X12 =

 cos
(
x ·

[
θm,S/R

])
sin

(
x ·

[
θm,S/R

])  ,
 x = 1, 5, 7, 11, 3, 9

m = 1, ..., 12
(4.80)

Taking as an example the stator angle displacement of the benchmark ma-
chine (see Fig. 4.7), each row of the matrix [T VSD

S ] is composed by the phase
propagation angles reported in Eq. (4.81). The rotor phase magnetic axes is
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Figure 4.7 Phase magnetic axes in an asymmetrical twelve-phase machine.

the same of the stator one shown in Fig. 4.7, but shifted of θr (Fig. 4.3).

[
θm,S

]
=

[
0

π
12

2π
12

3π
12

8π
12

9π
12

10π
12

11π
12

16π
12

17π
12

18π
12

19π
12

]
(4.81)

For the benchmark machine, 2 homopolar subspaces are obtained, applying
the transformation in Eq. (4.79) - Eq. (4.81), while if multiple neutral points
are considered (isolated neutral points), the zero sequence will be obtained.
This difference is just related to mathematical manipulation.
The application of Eq. (4.80) leads to the definition of the stationary compo-
nents of each variable defined in phase coordinates. In terms of mathematical
formulations, this operation is obtained as:{

z̄VSD
S

}
=

[
T VSD
S

]
· {z̄S } ,

{
z̄VSD
R

}
=

[
T VSD
R

]
· {z̄R}{

z̄S
}
=

[
T VSD
S

]−1
·
{
z̄VSD
S

}
,

{
z̄R

}
=

[
T VSD
R

]−1
·
{
z̄VSD
R

} (4.82)

where z̄S and z̄R stand for a generic stator and rotor variables (i.e., v, i,λ) in
phase coordinates.
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Stator magnetic model

The application of Eq. (4.82) to stator magnetic model in phase coordinates,
reported in Eq. (4.83), allows to obtain the stator magnetic model in station-
ary ones.

λ̄s = Ll,s · īs + [Lss] · īs + [Lsr] · īrr (4.83)

The superscript r indicates that the variable is defined in the rotor coordi-
nates, making necessary its redefinition to the stator ones. For this reason,
the transformation ratio is introduced as reported in Eq. (4.84).

tVSD
sr =

Ns

NVSD
r

=
Ns

Nr
/√

n
=
√
n · Ns

Nr
(4.84)

The equivalent turns number introduced in Eq. (4.84) involves a notionally
increases in turns number with the consequence of reporting the variables to
the stator side, reducing the voltage and flux, increasing the current as:

v̄sr = tVSD
sr · v̄r ; īsr =

1

tVSD
sr

· īr ; λ̄s
r = tVSD

sr · λ̄r (4.85)

By replacing Eq. (4.85) in Eq. (4.83) and by applying Eq. (4.82), the stator
magnet model is overwritten as:

λ̄s = Ll,s · īs + [Lss] · īs + [Lsr] · tVSD
sr · īsr (4.86)

Using the VSD transformation in Eq. (4.82), the stator magnetic model is
evaluated as:[

T VSD
s

]
· λ̄s =

[
T VSD
s

]
·Ll,s · īs +

[
T VSD
s

]
· [Lss] ·

[
T VSD
s

]−1
· īVSD
s + ...

...+
[
T VSD
s

]
· [Lsr] · tVSD

sr ·
[
T VSD
r

]−1
·
(
īsr
)VSD

⇒

⇒ λ̄VSD
s = Ll,s · īVSD

s +
[
LVSD
ss

]
· īVSD
s +

[
LVSD
s

]
· tVSD

sr ·
(
īsr
)VSD

(4.87)
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where:

[
LVSD
ss

]
3n×3n

=
[
T VSD
s

]
·[Lss]·

[
T VSD
s

]−1
=
3 ·n
2
·Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0

 (4.88)

[
LVSD
sr

]
3n×3n

=
[
T VSD
s

]
· [Lsr] · tVSD

sr ·
[
T VSD
r

]−1
=
3 ·n
2
·Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0


(4.89)

Isolating each subspace to highlighted the main subspace and the others
subspaces and introducing Eq. (4.90),the stator magnetic model in Eq. (4.87)
can be expressed as reported in Eq. (4.91).

n ·Lsm =
3 ·n
2
· Ns ·Ns

Req
(4.90)


αβ : λαβ,s = Ll,s · iαβ,s +n ·Lsm · īαβ,s +n ·Lsm · īαβ,r

xy : λxy,sh = Ll,s · ixy,s, h = 1, ..., nh

0 : λ0,sz = Ll,s · i0,s, z = 1, ..., n0

(4.91)

Rotor magnetic model

The magnetic rotor model in stationary coordinates is obtained with the
same procedure as the stator magnetic model. Starting from the rotor model
in phase coordinates reported in Eq. (4.92), applying the Eq. (4.82), the rotor
magnetic model in VSD coordinates can be evaluated.

λ̄r
r = Lrl,r · ī

r
r + [Lrs] · īs + [Lrr] · īrr (4.92)
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The variables in Eq. (4.92) are referred to the rotor, but replacing Eq. (4.84)
the following rotor magnet model is obtained:

λ̄s
r = tVSD

sr · tVSD
sr ·Lrl,r · ī

s
r + [Lrs] · tVSD

sr · īs + tVSD
sr · [Lrr] · tVSD

sr · īsr ⇒

⇒
(
λ̄s
r

)VSD
=

(
tVSD
sr

)2
·Lrl,r ·

(
īsr
)VSD

+
[
LVSD
rs

]
· tVSD

sr · īs +
(
tVSD
sr

)2
·
[
LVSD
rr

]
·
(
īsr
)VSD

(4.93)
where the matrix [LVSD

rs ] and tVSD
sr · [LVSD

rr ] are defined as:[
LVSD
rs

]
= tVSD

sr ·
[
T VSD
s

]
· [Lrs] ·

[
T VSD
s

]−1
=

=
3 ·n
2
· Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0

 = n ·Lsm ·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0


(4.94)

(
tVSD
sr

)2
·
[
LVSD
rr

]
=

(
tVSD
sr

)2
·
[
T VSD
r

]
· [Lrr] ·

[
T VSD
r

]−1
=

=
3 ·n
2
· Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0

 = n ·Lsm ·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0


(4.95)

The leakage rotor inductance is defined as:

Lrl,r ·
(
tVSD
sr

)2
= Lrl,r ·

(√
n · tsr

)2
= n ·Lrl,r · t

2
sr = n ·Lsl,r (4.96)

Based on Eq. (4.93) - Eq. (4.96) the rotor magnetic model in each subspace is
expressed as:

αβ : λs
αβ,r = n ·Lsl,r · i

s
αβ,r +n ·Lsm · īαβ,s +n ·Lsm · isαβ,r

xy : λxy,rh = n ·Lsl,r · ixy,rh, h = 1, ..., nh

0 : λ0,rz = n ·Lsl,r · i0,rz, z = 1, ..., n0

(4.97)
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Stator electric model

The stator electric model in phase coordinates using the VSD approach is
expressed as:

v̄s = Rs · īs +
d
dt

λ̄s (4.98)

By applying Eq. (4.82) to Eq. (4.98) the stator voltage model is written in
stationary coordinates as:

v̄VSD
s = Rs · īVSD

s +
d
dt

λ̄VSD
s (4.99)

For each subspace, the components are expressed as:

αβ : vsαβ,s = Rs · iαβ,s +
d
dt

λ̄αβ,s

xy : vxy,sh = Rs · ixy,sh +Ll,s ·
d
dt

ixy,sh, h = 1, ..., nh

0 : v0,sz = Rs · i0,sz +Ll,s ·
d
dt

i0,sz, n0 = 1, ..., z

(4.100)

Rotor electrical model

The rotor electrical model in pase coordinates is expressed as:

v̄rr = Rr · īrr +
d
dt

λ̄r
r (4.101)

Using Eq. (4.85), the model is referred to the stator as:

v̄sr = n ·Rr
s · īsr +

d
dt

λ̄s
r (4.102)
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Finally, by applying Eq. (4.82), the model in stationary coodinates is evalu-
ated as:

(v̄sr )
VSD = n ·Rs

r ·
(
īsr
)VSD

+
d
dt

(
λ̄s
r

)VSD
+
[
T VSD
r

]
· d
dt

[
T VSD
r

]−1
·
(
λ̄s
r

)VSD
=

= n ·Rs
r ·

(
īsr
)VSD

+
d
dt

(
λ̄s
r

)VSD
+ωr ·


0 1 ... 0
−1 0 ... 0
... ... ... ...

0 0 ... 0


(4.103)

Based on Eq. (4.104) the rotor electrical model in each subspace is expressed
as: 

αβ : vsαβ,r = n ·Rs
r · isαβ,r +

d
dt

λ̄s
αβ,r + ωr ·

 0 1
−1 0

 ·λs
αβ,r

xy : vsxy,rh = n ·Rs
r · isxy,rh +

d
dt

λ̄s
xy,rh, h = 1, ..., nh

0 : vs0,rz = n ·Rs
r · is0,rz +

d
dt

λ̄s
0,rz, z = 1, ..., n0

(4.104)

Electromagnetic torque

The electromagnetic torque in phase coordinates using the VSD approach is
expressed as:

Tem = p · īTs ·
d
λr

[Lsr] · īrr (4.105)

By applying Eq. (4.85) in Eq. (4.105) to refer the rotor variables to the stator,
the electromagnetic torque is expressed as:

Tem = p · īTs ·
d
dθr

[Lsr] · tVSD
sr · īrr (4.106)
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Applying the matrix transformation to Eq. (4.106), the following result is
obtained:

Tem = p ·
(
īVSD
s

)T
·
([
T VSD
s

]−1)T
· d [Lsr]

dθr
· tVSD

sr ·
[
T VSD
r

]−1
·
(
īsr
)VSD

=

= p ·
(
īVSD
s

)T
· 9 ·n

2

4
· Ns ·Ns

Req
·


1 0 ... 0
0 1 ... 0
... ... ... 0
0 0 ... 0

 ·
(
īsr
)VSD

=

= p · 9 ·n
2

4
· Ns ·Ns

Req
·
(
isα,r · iβ,s − i

s
β,r · iα,s

)
=

= p · 3 ·n
2
·Lsm ·

(
isαβ,r × iαβ,s

)
(4.107)

Finally, replacing Eq. (4.91) to use only stator variables, the electromagnetic
torque is expressed as:

Tem = p · 3 ·n
2
·
(
λαβ,s × iαβ,s

)
=

= p · 3 ·n
2
·
(
λα,s · iβ,s −λβ,s · iα,s

) (4.108)

In conclusion, using the VSD approach the main subspace αβ contains the
torque and flux producing current components, equal to the three-phase
IM one. The others subspace do not take part to the electromechanical
energy conversion because they contain only the harmonics and homopolar
components. The equivalent circuit using VSD approach representative of
Eq. (4.91), Eq. (4.97), Eq. (4.100), Eq. (4.104) is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Form now on the superscript s on the rotor variables is not used anymore,
thus simplifying the formulation of the equation system.
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Figure 4.8 Equivalent VSD circuit of a multi-three-phase IM in stationary compo-
nents.

4.3.2 Electromechanical model in rotating coordinates

The electromechanical model in a rotating reference frame using the VSD
approach is evaluated in dq reference frame, aligning the d-axis with the
rotor flux λr at the electrical speed ω. By applying the rotational matrix of
Eq. (4.66) to Eq. (4.109) referred to the main subspace, the electromagnetic
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model is expressed as reported in Eq. (4.110).

s −λi : λαβ,s = Ll,s · iαβ,s +n ·Lm · iαβ,s +n ·Lm · iαβ,r

r −λi : λαβ,r = n ·Ll,r · iαβ,r +n ·Lm · īαβ,s +n ·Lm · iαβ,r

s − vi : vαβ,s = Rs · iαβ,s +
d
dt

λαβ,s

r − vi : vαβ,r = n ·Rr · iαβ,r +
d
dt

λ̄αβ,r + ωr ·
 0 1
−1 0


(4.109)

Rotational transformation does not change the magnetic rotor and stator
models. As for three-phase counterparts, the motional voltage terms are
introduced on both stator and rotor electric models applying the rotational
transformation. The harmonic and homopolar subspaces are still valid
in stationary coordinates, and the vectors are referred to the stationary
coordinates.



s −λi : λdq,s = Ll,s · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,r

r −λi : λdq,r = n ·Ll,r · idq,r +n ·Lm · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,r

s − vi : vdq,s = Rs · idq,s +
d
dt

λdq,s + jω ·λdq,s

r − vi : vdq,r = n ·Rs
r · idq,r +

d
dt

λdq,r + jωsl ·λdq,r

(4.110)

where, as will be demonstrated, the following parameters are defined as:

n ·Lm = LVSD
m , n ·Ll,r = LVSD

l,r , n ·Rs
r = (Rs

r)
VSD , (4.111)

where n stands for the three-phase winding sets number.
Finally, the electromagnetic model in rotating dq coordinates is expressed as
in Eq. (4.112), while the mechanical model does not depend on the consid-
ered coordinates.

Tem = p · 3 ·n
2
·
(
λd,s · iq,s −λq,s · id,s

)
(4.112)
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4.4 Decoupling multi-stator (DMS) modelling ap-

proach

The decoupling multi-stator (DMS) approach represents a competitive al-
ternative to the VSD one for the thesis goal [116]. The DMS approach is
necessary when the multi-three-phase machines are neither symmetrical
or asymmetrical [59]. Compared to the MS machine model presented in
Section 4.2, the DMS approach removes the magnetic couplings between the
winding sets [63]. The electromagnetic model of multi-three-phase IM using
the DMS approach is similar to the model obtained with VSD presented in
Section 4.3. Still, the modularity of the MS approach is conserved [116].
According to the literature, the decoupling methods can be defined using sev-
eral approaches [121]. In this work, the method focuses on the computation
of the machine’s common and differential modes. The main goal is to concen-
trate the energy conversion in a common-mode subspace. The unbalances
between the three-phase data in flux and torque production are mapped
in specific differential-mode subspaces. For a multi-three-phase machine
havingm winding sets, 1 common subspace and (n−1) differential subspaces
are identified. These subspaces should be defined to be independent and
decoupled from each other.

4.4.1 Electromechanical model

The multi-three-phase machine model in stationary coordinates is evalu-
ated by applying the transformation [TD] to the one obtained with the MS
approach. For simplicity, the electromagnetic model using MS model in
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rotating coordinates at electrical speed ω is reported:

λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk +Lm · idq,r

λdq,r = Ll,r · idq,r +Lm ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk +Lm · idq,r

vdq,sk = Rs · idq,sk +
d
dt

λdq,sk + jω ·λdq,sk

0 = Rr · idq,r +
d
dt

λdq,r + jωsl ·λdq,r

(4.113)

In the following analysis, the subscript dq is not reported to simplify the no-
tation. The stator and rotor magnetic models in Eq. (4.113) can be expressed
as in Eq. (4.114) to highlight the coupling between the stator sets.


λs1

λs2

...

λsn


= Ll,s ·


is1
is2
...

isn


+Lm ·


[I ]2x2 [I ]2x2 ... [I ]2x2
[I ]2x2 [I ]2x2 ... [I ]2x2
... ... ... ...

[I ]2x2 [I ]2x2 ... [I ]2x2

︸                              ︷︷                              ︸
[IDss]

·


is1
is2
...

isn


+Lm ·


[I ]2x2
[I ]2x2
...

[I ]2x2


· ir

λr = Lm ·
[
[I ]2x2 [I ]2x2 ... [I ]2x2

]
︸                              ︷︷                              ︸

[IDrs]

·


is1
is2
...

isn


+
(
Lm +Ll,r

)
· ir

(4.114)
where n stands for the three-phase set number, [I ]2X2 is the identity matrix.
The generic variable zs1, ..., zsn is referred to the rotating coordinates dq, and
so has a dimension 2X1. The stator flux vector has the dimension of 2 ·nX1,
considering a multi-three-phase machine. However, the matrices called
[IDss] and [IDrs] are not a identity matrices and so a decoupling matrix [TD]
must be defined. The decoupling matrix allows to define the following linear
combination for a generic variable z (i.e. v, i, λ) between the common and
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differential modes as:

zsk = zcm +wk · zdmk,s +
k∑

u=1
u,k

(
qu · zdmu,s

)
(4.115)

where u is the index of differential modes (k = 1, ..., (n−1)) with one common
mode of the set k. The coefficients wk and qu are defined as Eq. (4.116),
ensuring that sum of elements for each row is equal to zero to get the
decoupling. Indeed, the decoupling transformation [TD] is computed based
on this consideration.

wk =

√
n · (n− k)
(n− k +1)

, qu =
√

n
(n−u +1) · (n−u)

(4.116)

The decoupling matrix [TD] characterized by the amplitude invariant feature
with a power coefficient n is defined as:

[TD] =
1
n
·



1 1 1 1 ... 1 1 1 1
w1 q1 q1 q1 ... q1 q1 q1 q1
0 w2 q2 q2 ... q2 q2 q2 q2
0 0 w3 q3 ... q3 q3 q3 q3
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

0 0 0 0 ... 0 wn−2 qn−2 qn−2
0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 wn−1 qn−1


(4.117)

The decoupling transformation from rotating coordinates using the MS
approach to the common and differential modes and vice versa is expressed
as: 

zcm,s1

zdm1,s

...

zdmk,s


= [TD] ·


zs1
zs2
...

zsn


, k = 1, ..., (n− 1)


zs1
zs2
...

zsn


= [TD]

−1 ·


zcm,s1

zdm1,s

...

zdmk,s


, k = 1, ..., (n− 1)

(4.118)
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Note that the decoupling matrix does not depend on the angle displace-
ment and can be applied to any multi-three-phase ac machine, regardless
of the number n of three-phase winding sets and machine configuration.
Indeed, then the [T VSD] the [TD] can be applied to any machine configura-
tion, regardless of the winding, while [T VSD] requires the symmetrical or
asymmetrical machine configuration.

Stator magnetic model

The decoupling transformation is applying to the stator magnetic model in
rotating coordinates (the subscript dq is not reported for simplicity) obtained
with the MS approach. The decoupling matrix is applied to all stator sets
k = 1, ...,n as:

λsk = Ll,s · isk +Lm ·
n∑

k=1
isk +Lm · ir ⇒

⇒ [TD] ·


λs1

λs2

...

λsn


= Ll,s · [TD] ·


is1
is2
...

isn


+Lm · [TD] · [IDss] · [TD]−1 ·


icm

idm,s1

...

idm,sn−1


⇒

⇒ λDMS
s = Ll,s · iDMS

s +n ·Lm · iDMS
s +Lm · ir

(4.119)
where the matrices are consistent with the previous definition. Based on
Eq. (4.119), the stator magnetic model in each subspaces is expressed as:

cm : λcm,s = Ll,s · icm,s +n ·Lm · icm,s +Lm · ir

dm : λdm,su = Ll,s · idm,su , u = 1, ..., (n− 1)
(4.120)

Rotor magnetic model

As for the stator magnetic model, the rotor one is evaluated by applying
the decoupling transformation [TD] of Eq. (4.117) to the model in rotating
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coordinates based on MS approach, obtained the following model:

λr = Ll,r · ir +Lm ·
n∑

k=1
isk +Lm · ir ⇒

⇒ λr = Ll,r · ir +n ·Lm · iDMS
s +Lm · ir ⇒

⇒ λr = Ll,r · ir +n ·Lm · icm,s +Lm · ir

(4.121)

Stator electrical model

The stator electrical model in rotating coordinates presents the coupling
between the winding sets. by applying the decoupling transformation
Eq. (4.117) the decoupled model is obtained as:

vsk = Rs · isk +
d
dt

λsk + jω ·λsk ⇒

[TD] ·


vs1
vs2
...

vsn


= Rs · [TD] ·


is1
is2
...

isn


+

d
dt

[TD] ·


λs1

λs2

...

λsn



+ω · [TD] · [J] · [TD]−1 ·


λcm

λdm,s1

...

λdm,sn−1


⇒

⇒


vcm

vdm,s1

...

vdm,sn−1


= Rs ·


icm

idm,s1

...

idm,sn−1


+

d
dt


λcm

λdm,s1

...

λdm,sn−1


+ jω ·


λcm

λdm,s1

...

λdm,sn−1


⇒

⇒ vDMS
s = Rs · iDMS

s +
d
dt

λDMS
s + jω ·λDMS

s

(4.122)
where:

[J] =


[j] [j] ... [j]
[j] [j] ... [j]
... ... ... ...

[j] [j] ... [j]

 , [j] =

 0 −1
1 0

 (4.123)
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Based on Eq. (4.122), the stator electrical model in each subspaces is ex-
pressed as:

cm : vcm,s = Rs · icm,s +
d
dt

λcms + jω ·λcm,s

dm : vdm,su = Rs · idm,su +
d
dt

λdm,su u = 1, ..., (n− 1)
(4.124)

Rotor electrical model

The rotor electrical model is not affected by this transformation and it is
written as:

vr = n ·Rr · ir +
d
dt

λr + jωsl ·λr (4.125)

Electromagnetic torque

The electromagnetic torque in stationary reference frame using DMS ap-
proach based on decoupling transformation of Eq. (4.117) is expressed as:

Tem = p · 3 ·n
2
·
(
λcm,s × icm,s

)
(4.126)

According to Eq. (4.126), the electromagnetic torque is given by the cross-
product between the stator flux linkage vector and stator current vector, both
belonging to the common-mode subspace since only there the interaction
with the rotor is present. Therefore, the equivalent MS circuit of the multi-
three-phase IM after applying the decoupling transformation is shown in
Fig. 4.9. It can be noted that the magnetic couplings among the MS subspaces
have been removed.
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Figure 4.9 Equivalent MS circuit of a multi-three-phase IM in stationary coordinates
after the application of the decoupling transformation.

4.5 Adaptive decoupling multi-stator (A-DMS) mod-

elling approach

As mentioned above, some disadvantages are involved for the mapping
algorithm using the VSD or DMS modelling when an open three-phase fault
occurs. A solution is to adapt the machine modeling just considering the
active winding sets nON than the nominal set n [63]. Consider the decoupling
transformation defined in Eq. (4.117) and reported here for semplicity:

[TD] =
1
n
·



[ID] [ID] [ID] [ID] ... [ID] [ID] [ID] [ID]
w1 q1 q1 q1 ... q1 q1 q1 q1
0 w2 q2 q2 ... q2 q2 q2 q2
0 0 w3 q3 ... q3 q3 q3 q3
... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

[0] [0] [0] [0] ... [0] wn−2 qn−2 qn−2
[0] [0] [0] [0] ... [0] [0] wn−1 qn−1


wk =

√
n · (n− k)
(n− k +1)

, qu =
√

n
(n−u +1) · (n−u)

(4.127)
where n stands for the nominal winging sets (for quadruple-three-phase
IM n = 4), [ID] and [0] are the identity and zero 2×2 submatrices. For a
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quadruple-three-phase machine, Eq. (4.127) is expressed as:

[TD]4X4 =
1
4
·



[ID] [ID] [ID] [ID]

√
3[ID] −

√
1/3[ID] −

√
1/3[ID] −

√
1/3[ID]

[0]
√
8/3[ID] −

√
8/3[ID] −

√
8/3[ID]

[0] [0]
√
2[ID] −

√
2[ID]


(4.128)

However, the matrix in Eq. (4.127) can be adapted in faulty conditions, chang-
ing the decoupling transformation and adapting to the healthy windings. For
example, if one three-phase winding is lost, the considered n in Eq. (4.127)
becomes (n − 1) and maybe a VSD transformation cannot be defined for
this faulty configuration because it is neither symmetrical nor asymmetri-
cal. Based on the Eq. (4.118), the mathematical relation for a generic stator
variable z (v, i,λ) is still valid. Still, the decoupling transformation must be
adapted and thus applied only to the healthy/active winding sets as:

zcm,s1

zdm1,s

...

zdmk,s


= [TD]|nON

·


zs1
zs2
...

zsnON


, k = 1, ..., (nON − 1)


zs1
zs2
...

zsnON


= [TD]

−1∣∣∣
nON
·


zcm,s1

zdm1,s

...

zdmk,s


, k = 1, ..., (nON − 1)

(4.129)

For example, considering the asymmetrical quadruple three-phase wind-
ing with stator angle displacement of 15◦ in faulty condition: the second set
is fault and just 3 sets are active (nON = 3, n = 4). In this condition, the VSD
matrix cannot be defined (symmetrical and asymmetrical neither winding
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configuration), and the adaptive transformation [TD]|nON=3 id defined as:

n = nON = 4 :


zcm,s1

zdm1,s

zdm2,s

zdm3,s


= [TD]|n=4 ·


zs1
zs2
zs3
zs4


, k = 1, ..., 4

nON = 3 , n :


zcm,s1

zdm1,s

zdm2,s

 = [TD]|nON=3 ·


zs1
zs2
zs3

 , k = 1, ..., 3

(4.130)

where:

[TD]|nON=3 =
1
3
·


[ID]2X2 [ID]2X2 [ID]2X2
√
2[ID]2X2 −

√
1/2[ID]2X2 −

√
1/2[ID]2X2

[0]2X2
√
3/2[ID]2X2 −

√
3/2[ID]2X2

 (4.131)

The electromagnetic model based on A-DMS approach in rotating dq rotor
flux frame is expressed as:

s −λi : λdq,s = Ll,s · idq,s +nON ·Lm · idq,s +nON ·Lm · ir,dq

r −λi : λr,dq = nON ·Ll,r · ir,dq +nON ·Lm · idq,s +nON ·Lm · ir,dq

s − vi : vdq,s = Rs · idq,s +
d
dt

λ̄dq,s + jω ·λdq,s

r − vi : vr,dq = nON ·Rs
r · ir,dq +

d
dt

λr,dq + jωsl ·λr,dq

(4.132)

where the rotor parameters and magnetizing inductance are rescaled by the
factor nON , starting by the ones evaluated with VSD approach.
Three-phase model can be used to compute the losses of a multi-three-phase
machine both in healthy and faulty operation without implementing specific
equations to perform the efficiency evaluation in faulty operation, using the
machine model based on A-DMS approach. Indeed, the A-DMS approach
allows to keep the differential-mode quantities of currents and fluxes always
equal to zero regardless of the machine operating conditions (healthy or
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faulty) and consequently the losses in these subspaces are zero.
Also, the stator winding configuration can be different from the symmetrical
or asymmetrical ones since all the advantages of the A-DMS modeling are
preserved with the added value of keeping the machine model as simple as
possible.

In summary, the common-mode torque-producing current is adapted
using the A-DMS model approach in open-winding faulty conditions. The
adaptive decoupling transformation (Eq. (4.127)) automatically performs
some variations without implementing particular precautions. The currents
of differential-mode subspaces in normal conditions are zero, and related
losses are zero. According to the A-DMS approach, the decoupling trans-
formation for the post-fault is redefined in faulty conditions, keeping only
differential-mode currents of healthy windings equal to zero.
Consider the quadruple-three-phase IM in faulty conditions (i.e., nON = 3,
the second winding is lost): only two differential-mode currents are kept
at zero, meaning zero losses, but in a normal condition, the common-mode
torque-producing current is changed, changing the respective losses. There-
fore, the fault differential-mode subspace, which does not exist anymore, is
ignored after the fault event, redefining the decoupling matrix.

4.6 Comparison between modeling approaches

The decoupled MS model, DMS, and VSD model become formally identical
after applying the decoupling transformation to the MS model. Indeed,
starting from the MS machine model, the decoupling model introduces a
further reference frame transformation that removes the magnetic couplings
between the winding sets. The MS modularity is conserved, and decoupled
MS model and the VSD model become formally identical. However, the
mathematical physical meaning of VSD and DMSmodels is entirely different:

• The VSD modeling performs a time-harmonic decoupling of the ma-
chine space. Therefore, the energy conversion is performed by the main
subspace having the meaning of the time-fundamental model of the
machine. The VSD approach models the rotor cage as an equivalent
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winding, emulating the stator. Consequently, the rotor harmonic and
homopolar subspaces are defined (see Fig. 4.8). However, the rotor sub-
spaces do not have physical meaning. Therefore, the limitations of the
VSD are analytically overcome without using numerical workarounds:
stator winding hardly satisfies the constraint of being symmetrical or
asymmetrical, which is necessary for VSD application.

• The DMS subspaces, common and differential modes, are computed
through linear combinations of the MS variables. Therefore, the de-
coupling transformation performs its action on the time-fundamental
subspaces of the machine, thus preserving the modularity of the energy
conversion. The harmonic and homopolar subspaces are not defined,
avoiding unnecessary complications. No constraints exist on apply-
ing the decoupling transformation to machine winding configuration.
However, this method can only be used for electric machines with
non-prime number of phases.

In summary, the DMS differential-mode subspaces do not possess the
same properties as the VSD time-harmonic ones in terms of time-harmonic
decoupling. If the control scheme is based on the DMS approach for time-
harmonic injection or compensation strategies, the DMS is impractical. The
DMS approach removes the MS couplings among the machine’s winding
sets. Nevertheless, compared to VSD-based modeling, the modularity is
preserved.
Nevertheless, if an open three-phase fault occurs, the VSD and DMS models
involve currents in the secondary subspaces to keep the machine currents
balanced and to get the torque production continuity. In other words, the
computation of additional losses must be computed in the time-harmonic
subspaces for the VSD approach and the differential-mode subspaces for the
DMS one. In terms of the control scheme, implementing additional control
modules with dedicated fault-tolerant strategies is necessary to manage the
secondary subspaces for both approaches. As a result, the simplicity that
characterizes the VSD and DMS approaches is lost. Therefore, the DMS
approach in faulty conditions needs the active control of the secondary sub-
spaces to keep the machine currents balanced and within their boundaries
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and ensure the continuity of the torque production. The A-DMS modeling
approach avoids this limitation, just adapting the decoupling matrix.
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4.7 Machine investigation

4.7.1 Case of study: quadruple-three-phase IM

The benchmark machine for mapping validations is an asymmetrical 12-
phase IM featuring a quadruple-three-phase (4 sets) configuration of the
stator winding, rated 10 kW at 6000 rpm. The sketch of the magnetic axes of
the machine windings is shown in Fig. 4.10 [93, 44]. The machine has four
poles, 1 slot/pole/phase, and 19 conductors per slot. Thus, the single-layer
winding is inserted in 48 stator slots. The distribution of the conductors in
the stator slots is shown in Fig. 4.11. The conductors are not supplied when
the machine operates in open-three-phase fault conditions.

Quadruple-three-phase machines can be modeled with different math-
ematical approaches presented before. For example, the MS approach de-
composes the space of the machine variables in 4 parallel time-fundamental
models, thus applying a dedicated Clarke transformation to each three-phase
winding set. This way, the contributions to the machine flux and torque
provided by each three-phase winding set are highlighted.

b1

b4

b3

b2

a2

a1

a4

15°

a3

c2

c1
c4c3

Stator winding
x=1, …, 4

Figure 4.10 A view of the magnetic axes of the asymmetrical 12-phase IM.
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fpd

Figure 4.11 Conductors’ distribution of the 12-phase IM.

4 dq subspaces, 4 different stator flux linkage, and current vectors are ob-
tained, leading to a significant cross-coupling effect among the equations of
the different three-phase winding sets, as shown before. It also does not offer
clear insights into the machine operation and harmonic mapping.

The VSD-model approach decomposes the space of the machine variables
into 6 decoupled subspaces for twelve IM [114]. Through this approach,
the flux and torque production can be modeled as an equivalent three-
phase machine in the fundamental subspace αβ by using the well-known
VSD transformation. Nevertheless, there is no possibility of distinguishing
the contribution of each set to the total flux linkage and electromagnetic
torque of the machine. Indeed, the remaining VSD subspaces represent the
machine’s harmonics and zero-sequence model that do not contribute to
the electromechanical energy conversion. Therefore, for the machine under
study (nph = 12 in asymmetrical configuration with π/12 spatial shift), it
is necessary to define six subspaces: the main subspace αβ, the harmonic
subspaces (x5, y5), (x7, y7) , (x11, y11), and four zero-sequence components
(01, 02, 03, 04) with isolated neutral points [60].
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4.7.2 Measurement parameters

The no-load and locked-rotor tests are allowed to account for the following
nonidealities considered in the equivalent circuit [122]:

• the saturation effect on the magnetizing inductance Lm, which profile
depends on the number of active sets using the A-DMS approach and
vice versa using the VSD one [123];

• the impact of the frequency and the number of active sets on the rotor
resistance Rr depending by the used approach;

• the impact of the number of active sets on the equivalent locked-rotor
inductance Lcc, i.e., Ll,s +Ll,r (the subscript s is not reported for simplic-
ity);

• the influence of the frequency and the stator voltage on the iron losses
PFe, depending on the machine operating conditions (normal or open-
winding fault).

Note that based on the data recorder, the post-process must be performed
in phase coordinates or stationary reference frame. If the data recorder can
register the variables’ temporal trend, the post-process VSD approach can
be adopted. Otherwise, if different three-phase power sources are available
and the data recorder can record only the RMS values, the post-process of
the standard tests is performed in phase coordinates. However, the avail-
ability of multiple three-phase power sources is complex. In the following,
capital letters will be used for RMS values, while lowercase letters will be
for instantaneous ones.

Phase-coordinates

No-load and locked-rotor tests under sinusoidal supply were performed
using an open-loop voltage/frequency algorithm (V/Hz) implemented on
the real-time control prototyping board PLECS RT-BOX 1 – see Fig. 4.12.
The reference voltage signals were applied to four independent three-phase
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power sources operated as linear power amplifiers and synchronized to each
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Figure 4.12 Sketch of the test rig used for parameter measurement elaborated in
phase-coordinates.

The electrical quantities at the machine terminals were recorded using high-
accuracy digital two wattmeter in Aron configuration for each three-phase
winding set since these operate with an isolated star-point. The tests in
faulty conditions have been emulated through the shut-off of the three-phase
power source for all possible permutations. The data recorders were able to
register the RMS values. The registered RMS values allow the definitions in
Eq. (4.133). In this case, the analysis adapts the variables and parameters to
the active sets number nON .

Veq =
1

nON
·
nON∑
k=1

Vk , Vk =
Vab,k +Vbc,k

2

Ieq =
1

nON
·
nON∑
k=1

Ik , Ik =
Ia,k + Ib,k

2

Peq =
nON∑
k=1

Pk , Pk = Pab,k +Pbc,k

(4.133)

where:

• Ia,k and Ib,k are the stator RMS phase currents measured with power
meters in Aron configuration located on phase a and b;

• Pac,k and Pbc,k stand for the power measured by power meters in two
wattmeter method (Aron configuration) located between the phase a
and phase c and phase b and phase c for each k-three-phase winding
set ;
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• Pelt,k stands for the electrical power of the k-three-phase set which is
not zero if the k set is active.

An equivalent magnetizing inductance is introduced, which decreases discon-
necting one or more sets. Indeed, a more magnetizing current is necessary
to provide a given magnetizing flux as the number of active three-phase
sets nON is reduced than the nominal sets n. For this reason, an equivalent
magnetizing inductance Lm,eq is introduced and computed as Eq. (4.134),
also suitable in saturation conditions. Eq. (4.134) is a typical concept of the
A-DMS model approach, adapting the rotor parameters to the number of
active sets nON .

Lm−eq = Lm ·
nON

n
, nON ≡ nactive (4.134)

Lm is the magnetizing inductance measured in normal conditions (4 sets ON,
nON = n) or the VSD value , while nON is the number of active sets. The same
rescaling procedure as in Eq. (4.134) can be used to calculate the equivalent
rotor resistance and the equivalent rotor leakage inductance referred to the
stator side as Eq. (4.135) based on the A-DMS approach presented before.
Using the definition of Eq. (4.134) and Eq. (4.135) the equivalent circuit in
Fig. 4.13 is not valid because the rotor parameters must be adapted with
nON .

Lsl,r−eq = Lsl,r ·
nON

n
, Rs

r−eq = Rs
r ·

nON

n
(4.135)

The rescaling procedure described above is not valid for conventional
iron losses. The no-load and locked-rotor tests performed on the bench-
mark machine are reported below, demonstrating the rescale of the rotor
parameters, magnetizing inductance, and iron loss behavior. After this, the
magnetomotive force (MMF) analysis in ideal conditions is presented to
investigate the substantial increase in iron losses in faulty conditions.

VSD

The VSD approach leads to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.13, which
considers the main αβ subspace responsible for the flux and torque pro-
duction in the machine. For this reason, the VSD approach was considered
the most convenient for the machine parameters investigation necessary for
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mapping. In Fig. 4.13 an equivalent iron resistance is reported to model the
iron losses.
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Figure 4.13 Equivalent VSD circuit of the machine in the main subspace in the
stationary reference frame αβ including the iron losses.

Based on the VSD approach, the test elaboration procedure is independent
of machine operation (healthy or faulty). The equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.13
is valid for all machine operations in the main αβ subspace: all symbols are
consistent with the ones defined before and the components αβ stand for the
equivalent defined using the VSD model approach.
The no-load and locked-rotor tests are analyzed as an equivalent three-phase
machine by computing the average value of each variable from the ones of
all active three-phase sets. The average of the values belonging to each of the
three-phase sets allows computing the variables of the associated equivalent
circuit as [93]:

iα =
1
n
·

n∑
k=1

iα,k , iβ =
1
n
·

n∑
k=1

iβ,k (4.136)

vα =
1
n
·

n∑
k=1

vα,k , vβ =
1
n
·

n∑
k=1

vβ,k (4.137)

where iα, iβ , vα, vβ are the current and voltage instantaneous components
in the main subspace αβ, while iα,k , iβ,k , vα,k , vβ,k are the values of the
considered variable in each k-three phase set, and n is the number of three-
phase sets.

It is necessary to record the instantaneous values of the generic variables
(αβ)k because the matrix in Eq. (4.138) introduces an angle displacement
between the RMS variables. The current components k is zero if the k-three-
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phase set is fault, while the voltage components are equal to back-emf for
the fault three-phase winding.
The components in αβ are evaluated by applying the Clarke transformation
[C(θk)] to the k-three-phase set as:

zαβ0,k = [C (θk)] · zabc,k

[C (θk)] =
2
3
·


cos(θk) cos(θk +2π/3) cos(θk − 2π/3)
sin(θk) sin(θk +2π/3) sin(θk − 2π/3)
1/2 1/2 1/2


(4.138)

where zα,i and zβ,i components correspond to the first two rows (the zero-
sequence component in not relevant) and the angle θk is defined as the
position of the first phase a of the k-three-phase set respect to the α-axis.

Based on the instantaneous values, the RMS ones can be computed as in
Eq. (4.139) for a generic variable z in the period T:

ZRMS =

√√√√√√
1
T
·

T∫
0

(z(t))2dt (4.139)

Finally, the power components in the main subspace Pα , Pβ are computed
for the analysis of the standard test as:

Pα =
3
2
·n ·Vα · Iα , Pβ =

3
2
·n ·Vβ · Iβ (4.140)

where the capital letters stand for RMS values (i.e. Vα represents the RMS
value of vα). The current, voltage and power components allow defining the
phase RMS current Is, phase RMS voltage Es, and the input power Pin as:

Is =
√
I2α + I2β

Es =
√
V 2
α +V 2

β

Pin = Pα +Pβ

(4.141)
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Figure 4.14 Sketch of the test rig used for parameter measurement elaborated using
VSD approach.

To record the instantaneous variables, a more sophisticated test rig is
necessary. A sketch of the test bench used for the machine characterization
under power converter is shown in Fig. 4.14 for a generic winding set kth

(k = 1, 2, 3, 4). The experimental tests have been performed using four
independent three-phase inverters that are part of a modular converter to
which the voltage and frequency references have been provided. A single
DC power source feeds the inverter modules [124].The inverter modules are
fed by a single DC power source providing a DC link voltage of 270 V. The
digital controller is the dSpace, and the sampling frequency and the inverter
switching frequency have been set at 5 kHz.
Two wattmeter method configuration for electrical variables measurement
has been used. The phase currents have been measured using the high-
performance current transducers LEM IT 200-S Ultrastab, and line-to-line
PWM voltages have been measured using the HBM, consisting of a voltage
card equipped with high-voltage/high-speed acquisition channels (1000 V,
18 bit, 2 MS/s). The electrical quantities have been sampled and stored with
a sampling frequency of 2 MS/s using the data recorder HBM. In this way,
using the data elaboration software integrated with the instrument, the time-
fundamental electric power of the IM has been computed. Open-winding
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fault conditions have been emulated through the shut-off of the three-phase
power converter units for all possible permutations.

A sketch of the procedures for the standard tests elaboration is reported
in Fig. 4.15. It is essential to highlight that using the VSD approach, the RMS
variables of the k- and z-three-phase sets cannot be summed related to the
displacement angle introduced by the Clarke transformation Eq. (4.138). For
this reason, the instantaneous measurements of the variables both healthy
and fault sets are necessary.
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Figure 4.15 Procedures of the standard tests elaboration.
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4.7.3 Locked-rotor tests

Phase-coordinates
The locked-rotor test is performed by imposing the machine-rated current at
different supply frequencies [82] in different machine configurations. The
locked-rotor tests have been performed to determine the rotor resistance as
a function of the slip frequency (to account for the skin effect on the rotor
bar), limiting the supply frequency. In this way, the skin effect on the stator
resistance is practically always negligible, and the rotor resistance can be
estimated by the difference of the locked-rotor resistance and Rs,0 reported
at the test temperature Eq. (4.142). In normal and faulty conditions, the
measured equivalent rotor resistance as a function of the slip frequency is
reported in Fig. 4.16. By extrapolating at zero frequency the trends shown
in this figure, the dc values of the rotor resistance are obtained. The ro-
tor resistances at different machine configurations were thus estimated by
the difference between the locked-rotor resistance and the stator winding
resistance measured by a dc test. The capital letters stand for RMS values.

Rcc = Rs,0 +Rr−eq =
Pelt

3 ·nON · I2s
, Rs,0 = Rsk,0, ∀k = 1, ..., n (4.142)

where:

Is =
1

nON
·

n∑
k=1

Iks, Iks =
1
2
·
(
Ia,sk + Ib,sk

)
(4.143)

Pelt =
n∑
i=1

Pelt,i , Pelt,k = Pac,k +Pbc,k (4.144)

where:

• Ia,sk and Ib,sk are the stator RMS phase currents measured with power
meters in Aron configuration located on phase a and b;

• Pac,k and Pbc,k stand for the power measured by power meters in Aron
configuration located between the phase a and phase c and phase b and
phase c for each k-three-phase winding set ;

• Pelt,k stands for the electrical power of the k-three-phase set which is
not zero if the k set is active.
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Figure 4.16 The equivalent rotor resistance for different winding configurations as a
function of the slip frequency.

The equivalent locked rotor resistance depends on the active sets number,
and the rescaling in Eq. (4.145) is confirmed by Fig. 4.16: the rescaling
allows to evaluate of the rotor parameters just in normal conditions because
applying Eq. (4.145) the profiles are overlapped.

Rr−eq = Rr ·
n

nON
(4.145)

The total leakage inductance Lcc has been measured at different supply
frequencies and machine conditions (normal and faulty). For each test, the
Lcc has been evaluated as:

Xcc = Rcc · tg (ϕcc) , Lcc =
Xcc

2 ·π · f
(4.146)

where Rcc is computed in Eq. (4.142). The power factor of locked-rotor test
is computed as:

cos(ϕcc) =
Pelt

nON · 3 ·Es · Is
(4.147)

where Pelt and Is are consistent with Eq. (4.144) and the stator RMS phase
voltage Es is computed as:

Es =
1

nON
·

n∑
k=1

Es,k , Es,k =
1
2
· (Ea,skb +Eb,skc) (4.148)
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Figure 4.17 The equivalent locked-rotor inductance for different winding configura-
tions.

Finally, the leakage rotor inductance is computed as in Eq. (4.149), assum-
ing the Ll,s = 1mH , evaluated with another test [123]. The trends at different
machine configurations are reported in Fig. 4.17. Lcc value decreases as the
number of faulty winding sets increases, as already highlighted in Eq. (4.135).
In contrast, the stator leakage inductance Ll,s is not influenced by the number
of active sets.

Ll,r−eq =
Xcc

2 ·π · f
−Ll,s (4.149)

VSD
The same result can be obtained by elaborating the locked-rotor test based on
the VSD-based model obtaining the rotor parameters and the magnetizing
inductance independent of the active sets. However, a more sophisticated
data recorder is necessary for recording instantaneous values.
The rotor resistance can be expressed as:

Rr =
Pjr

n · 3 · Is
(4.150)

where:
Pjr = Pelt −n · 3 ·Rs · I2s , (4.151)

Is and Pelt represent the RMS stator current and the input electrical power.
Note that in Eq. (4.150) and Eq. (4.151) the equations depend on nominal
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number sets n and and not on the active number sets nON related to the
VSD approach. The tests elaborated based on VSD approach confirm the
trends in Fig. 4.16, overlapping the profiles based on Eq. (4.150), providing
a Rr = 126mΩ at lowest frequency. The rotor resistance profile in the slip
frequency function is shown in Fig. 4.18.

About the stator leakage inductance, elaborating the locked-rotor test
based on VSD-based model the following variables can be defined:

Qelt =
√
(3 ·n ·Es · Is)2 −

(
3 ·n ·Rs · I2s

)2
Ql,s = 3 ·n · 2 ·π · f ·Ll,s · I2s

(4.152)

The reactive power associated to the leakage rotor inductance is expressed
as:

Ql,r =Qelt −Ql,s (4.153)

Based onQl,r the equivalent leakage rotor inductance is computed as Eq. (4.154),
obtaining the profiles overlapped for all machine conditions, confirming
Eq. (4.135).

Ll,r =
Ql,r

2 ·π · f · 3 ·n · I2s
(4.154)

The value of Ll,r do not depend on the frequency as shown in Fig. 4.17 and it
is assumed Ll,r = 1.2mH .

Figure 4.18 The rotor resistance as a function of the slip frequency.
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4.7.4 No-load test

From the no-load operation of the machine, it is possible to estimate the con-
ventional iron losses. Here, the nomenclature conventional refers to the iron
losses measured by the standard no-load test procedures. This contribution
considers the magnetic losses in the core (i.e., hysteresis and eddy current)
and the additional losses due to secondary effects, e.g., harmonic Joule losses
in the rotor cage. These other harmonic losses are not load-dependent; thus,
they are ‘automatically’ included in the measured conventional iron losses.
In this way, they can also estimate the machine’s efficiency in different load
conditions.
Phase-coordinates
The conventional iron losses Pc,Fe can be estimated from the power balance
of the machine operating at no-load as:

Pc,Fe = Pelt −Pjs −Pf v (4.155)

where Pelt, Pf v and Psj are the no-load active power, the mechanical losses
(related to the friction and ventilation) and the stator Joule losses, respec-
tively computed as Eq. (4.156). Note that the active power of k-three-phase
set can be positive or negative. The total Pelt must be positive.

Pelt =
n∑

k=1
Pelt,k Pelt,k = Pk,ab +Pbc,k

Pjs =
n∑
i=1

Pjs,k Pjs,k = 3 ·Rs · I2sk
(4.156)

In no-load tests, the Is has not been calculated because the three-phase sets
are unbalanced in currents despite the symmetry in the supply of voltages
between the sets.

Concerning the mechanical losses Pf v are computed by extrapolating the
intercept of Eq. (4.157) for a supply voltage equal to zero. Moreover, since
the slip speed is negligible in no-load conditions, the mechanical speed is
assumed to be identical to the synchronous one, i.e., ωm = 60 · fs/p (rpm).
Finally, the ratio between the mechanical losses and the mechanical speed
provides the value of the torque loss. The profile of mechanical losses of the
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benchmark machine is reported in Fig. 4.19.

Pc,Fe +Pf v = Pelt −Pj (4.157)

The following procedure has been adopted for magnetizing inductance
evaluation. The no-load reactive power Qelt in input to the machine is first
calculated as Eq. (4.158). The reactive power of the i-three-phase set Qelt,i is
zero if the considered set is a fault.

Qelt =
n∑

k=1

Qelt,k , Qelt,k =

√(
3 ·Esk · Isk

)2
−
(
Pelt,k − 3 ·Rs · I2sk

)2
(4.158)

where Esi is the measured value of the RMS phase voltage of the k-three-
phase set (Esi = 1/2 · (Eab,sk + Ebc,sk)). Later, the machine’s back-emf EFe is
obtained as:

EFe =
VFe√
3
, VFe = Vs −DV (4.159)

where Vs stands for the stator line-to-line voltage computed as Eq. (4.160) ,
while DV represent the stator resistance drop on Rs expressed as Eq. (4.160).
Note that Vs is the mathematical mean of the stator voltages of all sets; the
stator voltage of the i-three-phase set is zero if the i set is fault. The no-load
tests are carried out imposing the stator voltage, so the sets in terms of

Figure 4.19 Mechanical losses of the tested IM.
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voltage are symmetrical.

Vs =
1

nON
·

n∑
k=1

Vsk , Vsk =
1
2
·
(
Vab,sk +Vbc,sk

)
DV =

1
nON

·
n∑

k=1
DVk , Dvk =

√
3 ·Rs · Isk · cos

(
ϕFe,k

) (4.160)

The power factor cos(ϕFe,k) is evaluated downstream of stator resistance as:

cos
(
ϕFe,k

)
=

Pelt,k −Pjs,k√
Q2

elt,k +
(
Pelt,k −Pjs,k

)2 (4.161)

Computed the back-emf EFe in Eq. (4.160), the magnetizing current can be
computed as Eq. (4.162). It is reasonable to assume that the rotor currents,
due to the mechanical losses, give a negligible contribution to the magnetiz-
ing current. Therefore, the stator inductance Ls is computed considering the
equivalent circuit of the machine shown in Fig. 4.23, but neglecting the rotor
current related to the mechanical losses.

Im =

√
Q2

elt +
(
Pelt −Pjs −Pc,Fe

)2
3 ·nON ·EFe

, Pjs =
n∑

k=1

Pjs,k (4.162)

Finally, the stator equivalent inductance is computed as:

Ls =
EFe

2 ·π · f · Im
⇒

⇒ Lm−eq = Ls −Ll,s

(4.163)

In Fig. 4.20, the equivalent magnetizing inductance Lm−eq based on Eq. (4.163)
is reported in all four different operating conditions, obtaining different pro-
files related to different active number sets nON . In Fig. 4.20, only some
cases among all the permutations of the faulty three-phase windings are
shown because it has been noticed that the results exclusively depend on
the number of active sets. Also, the trends do not depend on the supply
frequency. In saturated conditions, the no-load current measured with one
active set is higher than that in normal conditions by a factor 4/nON .
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Figure 4.20 The equivalent magnetizing inductance for different winding configura-
tions.

If the number nON of the active set decreases, the remaining active sets
draw more current to produce the same flux, injecting the same equivalent
current, defined as Eq. (4.136). Considering faulty conditions, i.e., nON = 3,
the respective current is zero iα,s3 = iβ,s3 = 0 A. The equivalent current is
decreased, but the current injected in the machine is higher at the same flux.
The magnetizing profiles confirm Eq. (4.134), and applying a scaling factor
non/4, the profiles are overlapped.

Based on Eq. (4.164) and Eq. (4.157), Fig. 4.21 reports the measured
conventional iron loss profiles obtained. The conventional iron losses are
shown at different supply frequencies only in the case of one and four active
winding sets to help readability. Their value increases with the frequency
for each possible machine configuration. However, according to Fig. 4.21,
comparing the conventional iron loss profiles in normal conditions (4 sets
ON) with those in faulty conditions (1 set ON) at the same supply frequency
(60 Hz), they are not overlapped, demonstrating that the additional studies
are necessary. Also, it is interesting to notice that a factor cannot scale their
variation 4/non, as observed for the rotor and magnetizing parameters. The
complete maps of the conventional iron losses in the function of the supply
frequency and stator flux linkage values are shown in Fig. 4.22.
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Figure 4.21 Iron losses for one and four active sets at different frequencies (left) and
iron losses at 60 Hz (right).

Figure 4.22 Experimental iron losses map with 1 active set (left) and four active sets
(right) in function of frequencies and stator flux linkage.

It is noted how the iron losses significantly increase when the machine
operates in the worst faulty condition, i.e., one active set. For comparison, it
is interesting to observe their maximum value at the rated stator flux linkage
of 0.15 Vs and maximum supply frequency of 200 Hz. In the case of one
active set, the losses are about 650W, while with 4 active sets, they are almost
halved, i.e., 320 W. Based on the considerations reported before, confirmed
by the experimental results, the conventional iron losses modeled with an
equivalent iron loss resistance RFe cannot be rescaled in faulty conditions
as was done for the rotor magnetizing parameters. An experimental 2D
look-up table is thus necessary to accurately map the conventional iron
losses for the efficiency evaluation in different load conditions. The trend of
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conventional iron losses is related to the MMF in the air gap. For this reason,
the following section investigates analyzing the harmonic content. Further
analysis would be necessary to investigate the iron losses trend in normal
and faulty conditions of multi-three-phase IM.
VSD
The magnetizing inductance trend can be obtained by introducing the post-
process of the no-load tests based on VSD modeling. The equivalent circuit
valid for the no-load tests is reported in Fig. 4.23 Indeed, defining the current,
voltage and power components in the main subspace αβ using Eq. (4.136)
and Eq. (4.140), the conventional iron losses are expressed as:

Pc,Fe = Pelt −Pjs −Pf v (4.164)

where Pelt stands for no-load electrical power and Pjs stands for the total
stator Joule losses related to all three-phase sets n expressed as:

Pelt = Pα +Pβ , Pjs = n · 3 ·Es · Is (4.165)

where:
Es =

√
V 2
α +V 2

β , Is =
√
I2α + I2β

Pα = n · 3 ·Vα · Iα , Pα = n · 3 ·Vβ · Iβ
(4.166)

The back-emf on equivalent iron resistance EFe (peak value) can be computed
as:

EFe =
SFe

n · 3 · Is
(4.167)

where:

,l sL
,0sR

FeR mL

FeI mI

sI

sE
fvP

FeE

0rI 

eltP

Figure 4.23 Multi-three-phase IM’s equivalent circuit of the no-load test.
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SFe =
√
P2
Fe +Q2

elt , Qelt =
√
(n · 3 ·Es · Is,rms)2 −P2

elt (4.168)

Based on Eq. (4.168) and assuming the rotor currents due to the mechanical
losses give a negligible contribution to the magnetizing current Im, the
magnetizing current Im is thus calculated as:

Im =
SFe

n · 3 ·Es
, Im−eq = Im ·

n
nON

(4.169)

Finally, the stator inductance is computed as:

Ls =
1

2 ·π · f
· Qelt

n · 3 · I2m
(4.170)

where:
Lm = Ls −Ll,s, Ll,s = 1mH (4.171)

By applying the procedure presented in Eq. (4.164) - Eq. (4.171), the pro-
files of the magnetizing inductance presented in Fig. 4.20 are overlapped,
confirmed Eq. (4.134).

In conclusion, the no-load and locked-rotor tests can be performed even
in healthy conditions (for the benchmark machine with 4 active sets) since
the rescaling of the machine parameters is confirmed by the presented
experimental tests. For the considered machine prototype, the no-load and
locked-rotor tests with all three-phase sets active (normal conditions) led to
the following results:

nON = 4 : Lm−eq = 18mH, Ll,r−eq = 1.14mH, Rr−eq = 126mΩ

VSD : LVSD
m = 18mH, LVSD

l,r = 1.14mH, RVSD
r = 126mΩ⇒

⇒MS : LMS
m = 4.5mH, LMS

l,r = 0.28mH, RMS
r = 31.5mΩ

(4.172)

The profile of the magnetizing inductance with both MS and VSD approaches
is shown in Fig. 4.24, where the rescaling of the magnetizing current and
inductance is perceteble.
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Figure 4.24 Magnetizing inductance vs. peak magnetizing current with MS and
VSD approach.

However, the tests in healthy conditions are insufficient to investigate the
machine’s iron losses. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22 the trend is not
proportional to the active sets number, as in Eq. (4.134) and Eq. (4.135). For
the thesis goal of accurately mapping multi-three-phase IM in normal and
open-winding faulty conditions, the iron losses must be considered on the
whole torque-speed range. Still, in particular, for high-speed applications
when this loss contribution is relevant.

4.7.5 MMF Distribution in normal and faulty conditions

This subsection analyses the stator magnetomotive force (MMF) distribution
in normal and faulty conditions for multi-three-phase machines to investi-
gate the iron losses trend in different machine configurations [122]. Under
the assumptions of ideal magnetic cores (µFe→∞) and an infinitesimal slot
opening, it is simple to determine the air-gap MMF step-like distribution
summing the contribution of each three-phase set. The MMF distribution
can be computed as:

MMF (α,t) =
∑

x=1,2,3,4

 ∑
h=6k+1

3
2
· Îm ·

Zf · kw,h
hpπ

sin
(
h pα −ωt − (x − 1) · (h− 1)π

12

)
(4.173)

where Îm is the peak value of themagnetizing phase current, Zf is the number
of conductors in series per phase, kw,h is the harmonic winding factor (equal
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to 1 for each harmonic because the winding has been distributed using 1
slot/pole/phase), p is the pole pair number, h is the harmonic index (h =
1 for the fundamental four-pole distribution), x is the set index and k = 0,
±1, ±2, ..., ±∞. When all four three-phase sets are active, Eq. (4.173) can be
simplified in Eq. (4.174), where it is possible to observe that only the tooth
harmonics are present in the MMF harmonic spectrum.

MMF (α,t) = 6 · Îm ·
∑

h=24k+1

Zf · kw,h
hpπ

sin(hpα −ωt) (4.174)

However, Eq. (4.173) is more general, and it can be used to investigate better
the MMF harmonic spectrum fault conditions of one or more three-phase
sets. For this purpose, it is helpful to represent each MMF harmonic of a
three-phase winding as a spatial vector, where the shift angle between the
vectors must be defined considering the harmonic order h with its correct
sign.
The sketch of these vector diagrams is shown in Fig. 4.25: the color identifies
the set, like in Fig.4.10. In this table, the amplitude of the harmonics is not in
scale for readability reasons. Looking at Fig. 4.25, it is evident that when all
the three-phase sets are supplied with the same magnetizing current, all the
harmonic sums are equal to zero. The exception is just for the fundamental
and the tooth harmonics (i.e., h = 23 and h = 25). For example, in the case
of the faults of the second set (Set 2 in Fig. 4.10), the black dashed arrow
disappears, and the harmonic sums are no longer equal to zero for all the
harmonics orders. It is interesting to observe that different MMF harmonics
can be present in the air gap for a fault of two sets if the two active sets are
shifted by 15 or 30 electrical degrees, respectively.

The step-like MMF waveforms for selected working conditions of the
quadruple-three-phase winding are reported in Fig. 4.26 - Fig. 4.29, while
their harmonic contents are computed Table 4.1 to Table 4.25. The MMF
harmonics have been calculated using Îm = 1 A, assuming the problem is
magnetically linear. With respect to the lower order MMF harmonics (i.e. the
belt harmonic h = 5 and h = 7), in absolute terms the most severe case is the
considered two-sets fault (see Table 4.3), while the one-set and the three-sets
faults are substantially comparable. It is also interesting to observe that the
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23rd and 25th tooth harmonics decrease with the increase of the number of
faulty sets. Also, the fundamental components show the same trend.

1h 

7h 

13h 

19h 

5h  

11h  

17h  

23h  

Set 1, Set 2, Set 3, Set 4

Figure 4.25 Spatial vector diagrams of the air-gap MMF harmonics for the 4-three-
phase winding.

Figure 4.26 MMF distribution for each set (x = 1, . . . , 4) (left), the MMF distribution
in the air-gap (right) with four active sets.
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Table 4.1 Harmonic content of the MMF with four active sets.

Harmonic spectrum

Harmonic order(-) Magnitude (%)

1 72.6 A (100.0%)
5 0.0%
7 0.0%
13 0.0%
17 0.0%
19 0.0%
23 31.1 A(4.3%)
25 2.9 A(4.0%)

Figure 4.27 MMF distribution for each set (x = 1, . . . , 4) (left), the MMF distribution
in the air-gap (right) with three active sets.
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Table 4.2 Harmonic content of the MMF with 3 active sets.

Harmonic spectrum

Harmonic order(-) Magnitude (%)

1 54.4 A (100.0%)
5 3.6 A(6.7%)
7 2.6A (4.8%)
11 1.6 A (3.0%)
13 1.4 A(2.6%)
17 1.1 A(2.0%)
19 1 A(1.8%)
23 2.3 A(4.3%)
25 2.2 A(4.0%)

Figure 4.28 MMF distribution for each set (x = 1, . . . , 4) (left), the MMF distribution
in the air-gap (right) with two active sets.
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Table 4.3 Harmonic content of the MMF with 2 active sets.

Harmonic spectrum

Harmonic order(-) Magnitude (%)

1 36.6 A (100%)
5 5.1 A(14.0%)
7 3.6A (10.0%)
11 0 A (0.0%)
13 0 A(0.0%)
17 1.5 A(4.2%)
19 1.3 A(3.7%)
23 1.6 A(4.3%)
25 1.4 A(4.0%)

Figure 4.29 MMF distribution for each set (x = 1, . . . , 4) (left), the MMF distribution
in the air-gap (right) with one active sets.
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Table 4.4 Harmonic content of the MMF with 1 active set.

Harmonic spectrum

Harmonic order(-) Magnitude (%)

1 18.1 A (100.0%)
5 3.6 A(20.0%)
7 2.6 A (14.3%)
11 1.6 A (9.1%)
13 1.4 A(7.7%)
17 1.1 A(5.9%)
19 1.0 A(5.3%)
23 0.8 A(4.3%)
25 0.7 A(4.0%)

4.8 Magnetic model based on the flux maps

The optimal operating criteria, such as maximum torque per ampere (MTPA),
field-weakening (FW), and maximum torque per volt (MTPV), are often im-
plemented to enhance the efficiency and control performance of three-phase
IM. However, for the three-phase counterparts, the mentioned locus is be-
coming increasingly crucial in multi-three-phase IM. Indeed, an optimal flux
selection represents a key factor in the multi-three-phase machine, especially
in faulty conditions: a wrong selection of the flux operating point involves a
lower efficiency, and the torque capability is heavily compromised. However,
an optimal choice of the flux operating point can be performed following
the MTPA, both normal and faulty conditions [123]. For this reason, in this
section, the study to investigate the MTPA trajectory is presented, showing
how the different approaches presented before provide the same results in
all machine configurations (nON = 4, nON = 3, nON = 2, nON = 1).

4.8.1 MS approach

The manipulation of the magnetic model based on the flux maps allows the
definition of the MTPA locus in both normal and faulty conditions. The
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magnetic model of a multi-three-phase in rotating dq coordinates at the
electrical speed ω based on the MS approach, representing this section’s
starting point. All details about the MS approach are reported in Section 4.2,
reporting here for simplicity the magnetic model expressed as in Eq. (4.175).
The lowercase letters stand for dynamic values. The capital letter will be
introduced for the model in steady-state conditions.

s −λi : λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk +LMS
m ·

n∑
k=1

idq,sk +LMS
m · idq,r

r −λi : λdq,r = LMS
l,r · idq,r +LMS

m ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk +LMS

m · idq,r
(4.175)

where:

• λdq,sk and λdq,r stand for the stator flux linkage vector of the k-three-
phase set (k = 1, ..,n) and rotor flux linkage vector (the rotor in MS
approach is modelled with a three-phase winding), respectively;

• idq,sk and idq,r stand for the stator current of the k-three-phase set and
rotor current;

• Ll,s and LMS
l,r are the stator of the k-three-phase set ad rotor leakage

inductances, respectively;

• LMS
m is the magnetizing inductance.

From now on, the subscript MS will not report because, in this section, all
parameters are to be understood referred to MS, otherwise specified. The
rotor parameters and magnetizing inductance are referred to MS values,
reported in Eq. (4.172) for the benchmark machine. The equivalent three-
phase currents cannot be measured or directly controlled for a rotor cage.
Therefore, the stator and rotor flux equations in Eq. (4.175) are combined in
a single vector as:

λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm ·
n∑

k=1

idq,sk +
Lm

Lm +Ll,r
·

λdq,r −Lm ·
n∑

k=1

idq,sk

 (4.176)
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By introducing the rotor coupling factor kr in Eq. (4.177), Eq. (4.176) is
manipulated as in Eq. (4.178).

kr =
Lm

Lm +Ll,r
(4.177)

λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk + kr ·λdq,r − kr ·Lm ·

n∑
k=1

idq,sk =

= Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm · (1− kr) ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk + kr ·λdq,r =

= Ll,s · idq,sk +Lm ·
(
Lm −Lr

Lr

)
·

n∑
k=1

idq,sk + kr ·λdq,r =

= Ll,s · idq,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk + kr ·λdq,r

(4.178)

The stator flux equation can be expressed in components as:

λdq,sk = Ll,s · idq,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·
n∑

k=1
idq,sk + kr ·λdq,r ⇒

⇒


d : λd,sk = Ll,s · id,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·

n∑
k=1

id,sk + kr ·λd,r

q : λq,sk = Ll,s · iq,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·
n∑

k=1
iq,sk + kr ·λq,r

(4.179)

In steady-state conditions, the rotor flux can be expressed as:
d : Λd,r = Lm ·

n∑
k=1

Id,sk

q : Λq,r = 0
(4.180)

where the componentΛq,r is zero because the considered rotating coordinates
is characterized by the d-axis aligned with the rotor flux λr . By replacing
Eq. (4.180) in Eq. (4.179), the stator magnetic model in components is ex-
pressed as Eq. (4.181). Please note that the parameters are intended as MS
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ones, and the flux components are related to the k-three-phase set.
d : Λd,sk = Ll,s · Id,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·

n∑
k=1

Id,sk + kr ·Lm ·
n∑

k=1
Id,sk

q : Λq,sk = Ll,s · Iq,sk + kr ·Ll,r ·
n∑

k=1
Iq,sk

(4.181)

In a balanced machine the following relations are valid:
λdq,sk = λdq,s

Λd,sk =Λd,s

Λq,sk =Λq,s

, ∀k = 1, ...., nON (4.182)

By opportunely adapting the rotor andmagnetizing parameters in Eq. (4.181)
and based on Eq. (4.182), the stator flux linkage components in Eq. (4.183)
represent the machine flux of all active sets and not only the stator flux of
the k-three-phase set. Indeed, the stator magnetic model equations can be
expressed as in Eq. (4.183) where the rotor parameters and magnetizing
inductance evaluated with MS approach are rescaled with nON as:

d : Λd,s = Ll,s · Id,s + kr ·nON ·Ll,r · Id,s + kr ·nON ·Lm · Id,s

q : Λq,s = Ll,s · Iq,s + kr ·nON ·Ll,r · Id,s
(4.183)

In conclusion, rescaling the MS parameters using the active sets number
nON , the stator flux represents the machine stator flux related to all active
sets. The equations of the stator flux components reported in Eq. (4.183)
allow us to define the flux maps based on the MS approach for the active sets,
which are equal to the machine flux maps (see Eq. (4.182)). Then the compu-
tation of the MTPA trajectory for both normal and faulty machine conditions
is performed simply by changing the active sets number in Eq. (4.183).
The stator flux linkage of the k-three-phase inactive/fault set (n−nON ) can
be expressed as in Eq. (4.184) . The subscript OFF stands for fault set and the
flux maps are different than the ones of the active sets for the contribution
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related to the leakage stator inductance. d : Λd,s−OFF =Λd,s −Ll,s · Id,s
q : Λq,s−OFF =Λq,sk −Ll,s · Iq,s

(4.184)

Before presenting the flux maps, and MTPA computation algorithm, a
distinction is necessary. In Eq. (4.183) the stator flux linkage components
depend on the stator currents. Therefore, considering the iron losses, the
stator flux components depend on the flux- and torque-producing currents
(Id,f t , Iq,f t). The iron losses are modeled using an equivalent iron resistance
for each active set, assuming RFe,k = RFe. For simplicity, the subscript ft is
removed, but where the subscript is omitted is to be understood as the flux-
and torque-producing currents. The magnetic stator flux in Eq. (4.183) is
replaced as: d : Λd,s = Ll,s · Id + kr ·nON ·Ll,r · Id + kr ·nON ·Lm · Id

q : Λq,sk = Ll,s · Iq + kr ·Ll,r · Id
(4.185)

where
(
Id , Iq

)
≡

(
Id,f t , Iq,f t

)
. Therefore, flux and torque maps of the IM are

correlate the flux- and torque- producing dq currents Id , Iq with the steady-
state values of dq stator flux linkages Λd ,Λq and electromagnetic torque Tem,
which is expressed as:

Tem =
3
2
·nON · p ·

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.186)

.

Flux- and torque- maps are computed using the results of the no-load
and locked-rotor tests and machine and/or converter limits, as reported
in the following. Starting from the saturation profile of the magnetizing
inductance Lm as a function of the peak magnetizing current Îm (all variables
(flux, current, etc. are peak values even if not specified ˆ ), the MS profile
is extrapolated for the active sets nON . Thus directly using the saturation
profile of the MS magnetizing inductance obtained from the no-load test,
shown in Fig. 4.24, the magnetizing inductance profile based on the active
sets is obtained. According to the MS multi-three-phase model defined in the
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rotating dq frame, the magnetizing current can be expressed as a function of
the flux- and torque-producing currents as in Eq. (4.187).

Lm = f (Im) , Im =

√
Id

2 +
(
Iq + Iq,r

)2
(4.187)

Please note that:
IMS
m = n · Im, LMS

m =
1
n
·Lm (4.188)

Extending the expression in Eq. (4.187), using Iq,r = − (Lm/Lr) · Iq, the magne-
tizing current is expressed as:

Im =

√
I2d + I2q ·

(
1− Lm

Lm +Ll,r

)2
(4.189)

However, Eq. (4.189) can be reasonably simplified as in Eq. (4.190) since the
magnetizing inductance is relatively higher than rotor leakage one regardless
of the saturation condition.

Im ≃ Id , Id ≡ Id,f t (4.190)

A regular mesh grid based on the magnetizing current Im of flux- and torque-
producing dq currents can be defined, and whose limits are set as:

0 ≤ Id ≤ Im,max

−Imax ≤ Iq ≤ Imax

(4.191)

where Im,max is the maximum value of magnetizing current for which the
magnetizing inductance has been experimentally identified. In contrast, Imax

is the amplitude limit of the phase currents (peak value). The latter usually
consists of the maximum overload current of the IM under consideration.
Alternatively, it consists of the current limit imposed by the power electronics
converter feeding the machine. It is highlighted that the steps of the dq
currents composing the mesh grid must be set to define the flux- and torque
maps with reasonable resolution. The current mesh grid, denoted with the
subscriptmap, which dimension depends on the step current∆I , is organized
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as:

I
map
d =


0 0+∆I ... Im,max

0 0+∆I ... Im,max

... ... ... ...

0 0+∆I .... Im,max

 , I
map
q =


−Imax −Imax ... Imax

−Imax +∆I −Imax +∆I ... −Imax +∆I

... ... ... ...

Imax −Imax .... Imax


(4.192)

Now, to apply Eq. (4.185) the magnetizing inductance is extrapolated based
on the active sets to get a mesh grid as:

L
map
m = interp1

(
IMS
m ,LMS

m ,nON · I
map
d

)
⇒

⇒ L
map
m =


Lunsatm ... ... Lsatm

Lunsatm ... ... Lsatm

... ... ... ...

Lunsatm .... .... Lsatm


(4.193)

where interp1 consists of one-dimensional interpolation and Lunsatm and Lsatm

stand for unsaturated (maximum) and saturated (minimum) magnetizing
values. The product (nON · I

map
d ) represents the sum of the stator currents, as

visible on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.5.

For each dq point of the mesh grid defined in Eq. (4.192), the correspond-
ing dq stator flux linkages are extracted based on Eq. (4.185), obtaining the
2-dimensional look-up tables of the stator flux components, defined as:

Λ
map
d,s =


Λd,s (0,−Imax) ... ... Λd,s

(
Im,max,+Imax

)
... ... ... ...

... ... ... ...

Λd,s (0,−Imax) ... .... Λd,s
(
Im,max, Imax

)


Λ
map
q,s =


Λq,s (0,−Imax) ... ... Λq,s (0,−Imax)

... ... ... ....

... ... ... ...

Λq,s
(
Im,max,+Imax

)
... .... Λq,s

(
Im,max,+Imax

)


(4.194)

When the above stator flux maps are known, the computation of the torque
map on the selected Id , Iq grid is straightforward: by repeating these oper-
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ations for each dq point of the defined mesh grid Eq. (4.192) the torque is
computed using Eq. (4.186). The torque map includes motor and generator
operations due to the assumed symmetrical limits for the q-axis current in
Eq. (4.191).

The profiles of themagnetizing inductance evaluated using the Eq. (4.193)
of the 12-phase IM with a quadruple-three-phase configuration are reported
for different machine conditions. The profiles of the magnetizing inductance
do not change when the number of active three-phase sets changes. There is
only a reduction in the saturated value.

The stator flux and torque maps for the tested 12-phase IM require the
knowledge of the following inputs to compute the maps of the mesh grid
defined in Eq. (4.192):

• Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax equal to 24 A;

• The magnetizing profile reported in Fig. 4.30 Im,max = 36 A;

• The active sets number nON .

According to the above-reported inputs and constraints, the stator flux and
torque maps of the current mesh grid are computed for both normal and fault
conditions. In Fig. 4.31 - Fig. 4.34 the components of the stator flux linkage

Figure 4.30 Magnetizing inductance in both normal and faulty conditions based on
MS approach.
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are reported, showing the same trend of the three-phase IM counterparts.
The stator flux maps for each machine condition (nON = 4, ...,1) represent
the total machine flux and match the stator flux of each active set. Focusing
on Fig. 4.31, the maps in the figure represent the machine flux and the flux
of each of the four active sets (in this case, all sets are active). Focusing on
Fig. 4.32: the maps in the figure represent the machine flux and the flux of
each of the three active sets, while the stator flux of the inactive/fault set
is different than the flux in the figure, and it can be computed as reported
in Eq. (4.184). The maximum stator flux components are lower when the
number of active sets decreases, and fixing the stator flux requires more
current in fault conditions, as confirmed in Fig. 4.35.

Figure 4.31 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the 12-phase IM in normal conditions: 4
active set (MS approach).

Figure 4.32 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the 12-phase IM in open-winding fault
conditions: 3 active sets (MS approach).
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Figure 4.33 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the 12-phase IM in open-winding fault
conditions: 2 active sets (MS approach).

Figure 4.34 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the 12-phase IM in open-winding fault
conditions: 1 active set (MS approach).

A straightforward comparison of the stator flux components in both
normal and faulty conditions is shown in Fig. 4.35. On the left, the d-axis
flux is shown, setting the q-current equal to zero, which is representative of
the magnetization: fixing the stator flux in the machine, in fault conditions,
more current is required. However, the saturation phenomena visible in
this figure are analyzed in stator flux: the machine has a sufficient value
to saturate, increasing the number of active sets. While in the right of the
figure, both q-axis flux in motor and generator modes are reported: the
saturation phenomena are not tangible. The straight profiles highlight this
because the stator flux along q-axis depends only on stator and rotor leakage
inductances, not affected by the saturation. By applying Eq. (4.63), the
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Figure 4.35 Stator flux linkage dq profiles of 12-phase IM in different machine
conditions using MS approach: Iq=0 A (left) and Id=0 A (right).

electromagnetic torque maps are computed for the tested 12-phase IM. The
torque capability, as shown in Fig. 4.36 is heavily affected by the machine
conditions. However, not to compromise even more the torque capability, the
optimal flux selection is a key factor, especially in fault operations. Indeed,
there is an optimal combination of dq currents, giving a working point in
terms of torque and flux, following the MTPA. If the machine does not
perform the MTPA operation in normal conditions involves a reduction of
efficiency. While in a fault condition, in addition to the efficiency reduction
related to the wrong selection of the flux, the torque capability is even more
compromised (i.e., q-current is reduced) and probably more heat on the
healthy sets. For this reason, the computation of the MTPA profile assumes
relevant importance in the multi-three-phase machine. The procedure is
described hereafter.

MTPA computation algorithm - MS approach

The computation of the MTPA variable is performed in a rotating dq rotor
flux frame, as mentioned before. Therefore, more details are provided in
this section using the MS approach. In the following, it will be shown that
different approaches give the same optimal trajectories. The MTPA algorithm
needs as input the maximum current Imax, and the first and fourth quadrant
of the dq current plane is mapped for evaluating the MTPA in motor and
generator modes.
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(a) nON = 4 (b) nON = 3

(c) nON = 2 (d) nON = 1

Figure 4.36 Electromagnetic torque maps of the 12-phase IM in both conditions: 4
active sets (a), 3 active sets (b), 2 active sets (c), 1 active set (d).

A current vector matrix is composed of vectors current, which is com-
posed by the two components along d- and q-axes [87]. The stator current
magnitude I spans between zero and Imax, while the current position spans
between a minimum value and 90 electrical degrees, as for a three-phase
machine (see Fig. 4.37. The minimum value of the current position span
ensures that the d-axis current is lower than Id,max, justifying the forbidden
area in Fig. 4.37. The relation Id,max ≃ Im,max is still valid leads to negligible
errors. For each current vector I , the stator flux, rotor flux and electro-
magnetic torque are computed, using Eq. (4.183) and Eq. (4.60). For each
current amplitude I , the optimal MTPA is selected from all possible current
positions θ that present the maximum electromagnetic torque. In other
words, given the stator current magnitude I , the stator current position θ

is varied in the mapping area (minimum value up to 90 electrical degrees).
The selected MTPA flux is the value that corresponds to the maximum elec-
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I

θ

q

Iq

dImaxId,maxId

Figure 4.37 Stator current mapping in dq rotor flux fame.

tromagnetic torque. By repeating the procedure for all points between 0 and
Imax the MTPA profile is computed. This process is automatically performed
by the function contourc which specifies the d- and q-current coordinates
for the values in torque map such as those reported in Fig. 4.36. Selected
the dq-current optimal components, the stator flux components are easily
evaluated based on the flux maps presented before. However, the limit of the
current must be respected (IMTPA ≤ Imax). In this way, the optimal machine
command signals can be obtained in both normal and faulty conditions,
suctioning opportunely the flux and torque maps based on the active sets
number. Please note that, the starting point in terms of flux and torque
maps changes based on the machine conditions (see Fig. 4.31 - 4.34), but
the procedure for MTPA computation is invariant. The achievable MTPA
maximum torque is heavily dependent on the machine conditions. For the
12-phase IM the MTPA profiles are shown: in Fig. 4.38 the MTPA in current
and flux planes in normal conditions are shown, while Fig. 4.39 - 4.41 report
the MTPA trajectories in faulty conditions. Looking at these figures, the
torque capability reduction when the number of active sets decreases is
heavily tangible. The MTPA maximum torques are reported in Table 4.5,
considering the maximum current Imax equal to 24 A, independently by the
active sets number.
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Figure 4.38 MTPA profile in current (left) and flux (right) planes in normal condi-
tions: nON = 4.
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nON = 3.
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Figure 4.40 MTPA profile in current (left) and flux (right) planes in faulty conditions:
nON = 2.
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Figure 4.41 MTPA profile in current (left) and flux (right) planes in faulty conditions:
nON = 1.

Table 4.5 MTPA maximum torque @ Imax = 24 A

Torque capability

Active sets number nON Tmax
em,MTPA

4 32.7 Nm
3 24.0 Nm
2 12.5 Nm
1 3.6 Nm
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4.8.2 VSD and DMS approaches

As for the MS approach, the aim is to get the magnetic model based on flux
maps in normal and faulty conditions. The MTPA trajectories will be defined,
which must match those evaluated using the MS approach, manipulating the
flux and torque maps opportunely. It is just a mathematical manipulation
using different approaches, but the torque capability of the machine at the
same conditions is invariant, independently of the used approach.

Starting from the stator and rotor magnetic models in rotating dq rotor
flux frame evaluated in Eq. (4.110) and reported here for simplicity, the
steady-state model is considered.

s −λi : λdq,s = Ll,s · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,r

r −λi : λdq,r = n ·Ll,r · idq,r +n ·Lm · īdq,s +n ·Lm · idq,r
(4.195)

where:

• λdq,s and λdq,r stands for the stator and rotor linkage vector fluxes;

• idq,s and idq,r stands for the stator and rotor current vectors;

• n stands for the rated/nominal three-phase sets;

• Ll,s and Ll,r stand for the stator and rotor leakage inductances, respec-
tively;

• Lm stands for the magnetizing inductance.

As demonstrated before, the parameters evaluated with the standard tests
elaborated using the VSD approach do not depend on the active sets number,
and so the products n ·Lm and n ·Ll,r are intended constant in both normal
and faulty conditions. In short, LVSD

m = n ·Lm and LVSD
l,r = n ·Ll,r . Considering

the tested 12-phase IM LVSD
m = 18mH in unsaturated conditions and LVSD

l,r =
1.2mH .

However, based on Eq. (4.8.2) and clarified that the parameters are de-
fined in VSD approach (no subscript is reported), the magnetic stator model
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is manipulated by replacing the rotor model to avoid the rotor current de-
pendency:

λdq,s = Ll,s · idq,s +n ·Lm · idq,s +n ·Lm ·
λdq,r −n ·Lm · idq,s

n ·Lr

 =
= Ll,s · idq,s +Lm · idq,s +Lm ·

(
λdq,r −Lm · idq,s

Lr

) (4.196)

where the kr stands for the rotor coupling coefficient: Lm/(Lm + Ll,r). The
stator magnetic model components are expressed as: d : λd,s = Ls · id,s + kr ·

(
λd,r −Lm · id,s

)
q : λq,s = Ls · iq,s + kr ·

(
λq,r −Lm · iq,s

) (4.197)

where Ls stands for the total stator inductance (Ls = Ll,s +Lm).
In steady-state operation with constant flux and torque, the rotor flux vector
components in rotor flux frame as follow: d : Λr,d = Lm · Id,s

q : Λr,q = 0
(4.198)

By replacing Eq. (4.198) in Eq. (4.197) and expressing the stator magnetic
model in steady-state, Eq. (4.197) is expressed as: d : Λd,s = Ls · Id,s

q : Λq,s = σ ·Ls · Iq,s
(4.199)

where σ = 1− kr · ks is the total coupling factor and ks is the stator coupling
factor (ks = Lm/Ls).

Based on Eq. (4.199), the magnetic model of a multi-three-phase machine
can be computed in both normal and faulty conditions. The stator flux
represents just the flux of the main VSD subspace. However, in normal
conditions, the harmonic subspaces are inactive, so the stator flux of the
main subspace coincides with the machine flux. While in faulty conditions,
the other harmonic subspaces became active, and the harmonic stator flux
is only related to the leakage stator inductance. So in faulty conditions, the
stator flux computed with Eq. (4.199) is not representative of the machine,
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but just of the main subspace, but for the flux maps just the flux of the main
subspace is considered because is the subspace responsible for the flux and
torque producing.
As for the MS approach, iron losses are considered. In this case, equivalent
iron resistance is introduced in the main subspace. Now, the stator flux
components depend on the flux- and torque-producing currents (Id,f t , Iq,f t).
For simplicity, the subscript ft is removed, but where the subscript is omitted
is to be understood as the flux- and torque-producing currents. The magnetic
stator flux in Eq. (4.199) is replaced as: d : Λd,s = Ls · Id

q : Λq,s = σ ·Ls · Iq
(4.200)

Finally, the electromagnetic Tem is expressed as:

Tem =
3
2
·n · p

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.201)

Please, note that the electromagnetic torque in Eq. (4.201) depends on the
rated three-phase sets n based on the VSD approach, while the one based
on MS approach depends on the active sets number nON as reported in
Eq. (4.186).

The procedure adopted for evaluating the stator flux and torque maps
based on the MS approach Eq. (4.187) - Eq. (4.194), is replaced here based on
VSD model. The magnetizing inductance profile of the tested 12-phase IM
used for the maps evaluation is reported in Fig. 4.42, obtained by the no-load
tests. The magnetizing inductance is not evaluated for different machine
conditions with respect to the interpolation in MS approach reported in
Eq. (4.193). Indeed, in Eq. (4.193) the function is related to the active sets
number nON and the respective map is adequate, while based on the VSD
approach no adjustments are necessary. The stator flux maps based on
Eq. (4.199) and using the magnetizing profile in Fig. 4.42, are reported in
Fig. 4.43. The maps are in agreement with the ones reported in Fig. 4.31,
evaluated with the MS approach in healthy conditions. In this case, the stator
maps in Fig. 4.43 are valid for all machine configurations. When the number
of active sets decreases, the stator flux maps is invariant. The maps represent
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Figure 4.42 Magnetizing inductance in all machine configurations based on VSD
approach.

the stator flux of the main αβ subspace in all machine configurations, but
they are not representative of the all flux machine. However, this is not an
approximation, since the torque and flux production is associated to the
main subspace. Also, the torque map computed with Eq. (4.201) is shown in
Fig. 4.44, representative of all machine conditions, in agreement with the
map reported in Fig. 4.36a.

Figure 4.43 Stator flux linkage dq maps of the 12-phase IM in all machine configura-
tions (VSD approach).
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Figure 4.44 Electromagnetic torque map of the 12-phase IM in all machine configu-
rations (VSD approach).

MTPA computation algorithm - VSD approach

The MTPA trajectory is computed with the same approach shown in Section
4.8.1. In Section 4.8.1, the starting point for different machine conditions
(nON = 4, ...,1) was adapted based on the number of active sets, as reported
in the stator flux and torque maps shown in Fig. 4.31 - 4.36, setting the same
maximum current value to satisfy Imax = 240 A.

However, the machine conditions (normal or faulty) must be considered
independently of the approach. Using the VSD approach starting from the
same stator flux and torque maps, the amplitude limit of the phase currents
Imax is adequate. An equivalent maximum phase current Imax−eq is defined
as reported in Eq. (4.202). This constraint is considered for MTPA trajectory
computation and does not impact the maps presented before. The constrain
related to the amplitude limit of the equivalent phase currents Imax−eq is
satisfied when:

Is ≤ Imax,−eq, Imax−eq = Imax ·
nON

n
(4.202)

When the number of active sets nON decreases, the equivalent current Imax−eq
reduces, consequently derating torque production. This procedure allows
the use of the same regular current grid Eq. (4.192) and the magnetizing
profile of Fig. 4.42. Still, the maximum allowed value of the phase currents
considers the opportune machine condition, impacting MTPA trajectory. The
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MTPA trajectories for both normal and faulty conditions evaluated based
on VSD approach are reported in Fig. 4.45: they are in agreement with the
ones reported in Fig. 4.38 - 4.41. Note that the colors are in agreement:
red is referred to nON = 4; green is referred to nON = 3; black is referred to
nON = 4; blue is referred to nON = 1. The MTPA profiles on the flux plane
are not reported because they agree with the profiles in the MS approach.

Please note that the methodology developed in this section, related to
the VSD approach, is identically replaced with the DMS approach to get
the stator flux and torque maps and then the MTPA trajectories. Indeed,
the DMS-model based, as for the VSD approach, concentrates the energy
conversion in a common-mode subspace, while the other subspaces do not
participate in energy conversion. These analogies commit that the procedure
of this section is preserved for the DMS approach, despite the mathemati-
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Figure 4.45 MTPA profile in current plane in both normal and faulty conditions:
nON = 4, ...,1.
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cal/physical meaning of these two models being entirely different from each
other.

In summary, the procedure to get the flux and torque maps based on the
MS approach depends on the active sets number nON . Conversely, using the
VSD/DMS approach, the maps do not depend on the active sets, but just
on the rated number sets n, rescaling the maximum stator phase current
opportunely, introducing the concept of the equivalent maximum current
Imax−eq. Indeed, about the parameters: using the MS approach, the values
are rescaled by 1/n than the ones evaluated with VSD; using the VSD ap-
proach, the parameters of the main subspace do not depend on the machine
conditions.

4.8.3 A-DMS approach

The A-DMS modeling has been presented in Section 4.5, which combines the
advantages of MS and VSD approaches and alleviates the disadvantages of
both approaches, as mentioned before. The electromechanical model based
on A-DMS model is obtained in Eq. (4.132) in a rotating dq rotor flux frame.
It is similar to the VSD one Eq. (4.110), but with the characteristic of adapting
the machine modeling by considering a stator winding configuration based
on healthy/active winding sets. For this reason, the stator flux and torque
maps require a different procedure from the previous one, as shown in the
following.

The electromechanical models evaluated with VSD and A-DMS approach
are formally identical, and the relation in Eq. (4.199) in steady-state condi-
tions are still valid and reported here for simplicity: d : Λd,s = LA−DMS

s · Id,s
q : Λq,s = σ ·LA−DMS

s · Iq,s
(4.203)

However, the parameters in Eq. (4.203) assume the same meaning. Still, their
values are different: the rotor parameters and magnetizing inductance must
be adapted to the number of active sets nON . Based on the mathematical
model evaluated with the adaptive matrix, the magnetizing and leakage
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rotor inductances are rescaled as:

LA−DMS
m = LVSD

m · nON

n
, LA−DMS

l,r = LVSD
l,r · nON

n
(4.204)

The total coupling factor σ is computed as:

σ = 1− ks · kr = 1− LA−DMS
m

LA−DMS
s

· L
A−DMS
m

LA−DMS
r

(4.205)

where:

LA−DMS
s = Ll,s +LA−DMS

m , LA−DMS
s = LA−DMS

l,r +LA−DMS
m (4.206)

Finally, the electromagnetic torque based on A-DMS model is expressed as:

Tem =
3
2
·nON · p ·

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.207)

The torque equation Eq. (4.207) is formally the same based on MS approach
Eq. (4.186), but different flux maps are used.

The regular current mesh grid is built as reported in Eq. (4.192), set-
ting the maximum stator phase current Imax consistent with the machine
and/or converter limits. The magnetizing inductance profile is extrapolated
considering an equivalent current of the machine as:

L
map
m = interp1

(
Im,L

A−DMS
m ,

nON

n
· Imap

d

)
(4.208)

where the definition of interp1 function is consistent with the previous, Im is
the magnetizing vector evaluated during the no-load tests, and the flux- and
torque- current producing along d-axis Imap

s is opportunely rescaled respect
with the active sets number. The magnetizing map L

map
m is organized as in

Eq. (4.193), starting from the magnetizing inductance profiles reported in
Fig. 4.46. For the tested 12-phase IM, the maximum phase current is set
to 24 A, and the maximum magnetizing current during the no-load tests is
36 A.

The stator flux and torque maps based on the A-DMS approach for both
normal and faulty conditions are shown according to the above-reported
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Figure 4.46 Magnetizing inductance in all machine configuration based on A-DMS
approach.

inputs and constraints. The maps for each machine’s conditions represent the
total machine flux. Indeed, compared to the VSD approach, the differential
subspaces are always inactive in both normal and faulty conditions. For this
reason, the stator flux of the common subspace is evaluated by mapping the
stator flux of the machine. Still, the rotor parameters and magnetizing induc-
tance must be adapted by the factor nON /n. The stator flux of all differential
subspaces (u = nON − 1) is zero also in faulty conditions.
The stator flux profiles along d- and q-axes setting the current in quadra-
ture to zero for both normal and faulty conditions are reported in Fig. 4.47.
The profiles in the figure agree with those reported in Fig. 4.35, evaluated

Figure 4.47 Stator flux linkage dq profiles of 12-phase IM in different machine
conditions using A-DMS approach: Iq=0 A (left) and Id=0 A (right).
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with the MS approach. This demonstrates that, independently of the used
mathematical approach, the profiles are confirmed, even if the physical inter-
pretation must be adapted and parameters must be opportunely considered.
The torque maps can only be confirmed based on the same stator flux maps.
Regarding the MTPA profiles, the trajectories are confirmed as the ones
reported in Fig. 4.41 - Fig. 4.38, without rescaling the maximum current,
unlike the VSD approach.

In conclusion, with all approaches, MS, VSD/DMS, and A-DMS have
presented the stator flux and torque maps, representing the input of the
multi-three-phase IM mapping. However, depending on the approach used,
rescaling the currents and parameters is required. Since the different models
are just mathematical manipulations, the results are in agreement, and the
physical meanings are different:

• MS approach: all rotor and magnetizing parameters are rescaled by
1/n of those computed using VSD/DMS modeling, while the currents
are higher in normal conditions. Also, the iron losses are related to the
active sets. The whole machine is analyzed since the flux maps of the
machine are representative of each active set, considering just the dq
subspace. The torque map represents the machine based on active sets
nON .

• VSD/DMS approach: all rotor and magnetizing parameters are con-
stant in the main or common subspace. They do not depend on
the number of active sets, but the maximum stator phase current is
rescaled with the factor nON /n, introducing an equivalent current. The
main/common subspace in healthy conditions is active, while the other
subspaces (harmonic/differential) become active in faulty conditions.
The presented flux maps represent the active sets, and in faulty con-
ditions, the harmonic/differential subspaces must be considered for
energetic balance. However, for torque and flux maps, just the main
subspace is considered because it is responsible for energy conversion.
The presented flux and torque maps represent the active sets, and in
faulty conditions, the harmonic/differential subspaces must be consid-
ered for energetic balance. However, for torque and flux maps, just
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the main subspace is considered because it is responsible for energy
conversion.

• A-DMS approach: parameters of the common subspace depend on
active sets number. The (n−1) differential subspaces are always inactive
and in faulty conditions. The presented flux and torque maps represent
the whole machine.

Based on the presented analysis, some approaches can bemore convenient
than another based on the work aim. Also, this section shows how different
methods provide the same results in stator flux, torque capability, and MTPA
profiles for both normal and open-winding faulty conditions.

4.9 Maximum torque per speed profile (MTPS) in

normal and open-winding faulty conditions

The MTPS profile delimits the working area of the machine for given values
of dc-link voltage Vdc and machine temperature ϑ. Thus, in this section,
the computation of the MTPS profiles based on electromagnetic variables
reconstruction is presented. The analysis is carried out for both normal and
ope-winding faulty conditions of multi-three-phase IM. The results of the
benchmark 12-phase IM are reported, showing the heavy torque capability
reduction. Also, the MTPS profiles have been obtained with different math-
ematical approaches: MS, VSD/DMS, and A-DMS approaches deliver the
same results.
The working points that satisfy the current Imax and voltage Vmax limits
of the machine and/or converter are considered; vice versa, the others are
ruled out. Among the acceptable points, those that lead to the maximum
torque are selected for each electrical pulsation. This way, the MTPS for the
different dc-link voltage and temperature values are computed. In addition,
the MTPS profiles are calculated for all the possible machine conditions
(nON = 4,3,2,1).
A flow diagram of the MTPS computation able to handle different math-
ematical approaches (i.e., MS, VSD/DMS, A-DMS) for both normal and
open-winding faulty conditions is reported in Fig. 4.48. The flowchart in
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Figure 4.48 A flow diagram of the MTPS computation able to handle different
mathematical approaches (i.e., MS, VSD/DMS, A-DMS) for both normal and open-
winding faulty conditions is reported in Fig. 4.48.

Fig. 4.48 shows the step-by-step algorithm for any used approach to compute
the MTPS profile in any machine conditions. In the figure, the numbering
refers to the steps hereafter briefly described. In the flow diagram descrip-
tive of the MTPS computation procedure, the input parameters/maps are
highlighted with yellow arrows, and the already analyzed magnetic model is
reported in yellow blocks. The if conditions are represented by pink rhom-
bus. The flow in red between Step 6 and Step 6.b highlights an alternative
path for the VSD-based model. Details are reported hereafter.
Step 1 - Adapt the parameters
The rotor parameters Ll,r , Rr , and themagnetizing inductance Lm are rescaled
considering the used approach and machine conditions. Starting from the
parameters evaluated with the VSD approach (see Fig. 4.42 and Fig. 4.18),
selecting the MS approach the parameters and magnetizing current are
computed in Eq. (4.209), while selecting the A-DMS approach the ones are
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computed in Eq. (4.210).

LMS
m =

1
n
·Lm, LMS

l,r =
1
n
·Ll,r , RMS

r =
1
n
·Rr

IMS
m = n ·Lm

(4.209)

LA−DMS
m =

nON

n
·Lm, LA−DMS

l,r =
nON

n
·Ll,r , RA−DMS

r =
nON

n
·Rr

IA−DMS
m =

nON

n
·Lm

(4.210)

where n and nON are the rated sets and active sets number, respectively.
Please note that the parameters adaption is related to the squirrel cage
model presented in Section 4.1.2.
Step 2 - Stator Flux and Torque maps computation
The magnetic model based on flux maps is built in this step. The stator flux
components in rotating dq rotor flux frame in steady-state conditions are
computed, as reported in Section 4.8. In summary, the stator flux components
and torque are expressed as:
MS: 

d : Λd,s = Ll,s · Id + kr ·nON ·Ll,r · Id + kr ·nON ·Lm · Id

q : Λq,s = Ll,s · Iq + kr ·Ll,r · Id
(4.211)

Tem =
3
2
·nON · p ·

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.212)

where the parameters without subscript are referred to VSD approach, follow-
ing Eq. (4.209). The stator parameters Ll,s do not depend on themathematical
approach. The equations of the stator flux components and electromagnetic
torque are applied for each point of the current mesh grid rescaled by the
factor nON , presented in Eq. (4.192). Note that the stator flux components
and electromagnetic torque depend on the active sets number nON . The
stator flux thus calculated corresponds to the flux of the active sets.
VSD/DMS: 

d : Λd,s = Ls · Id,s

q : Λq,s = σ ·Ls · Iq,s
(4.213)
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Tem =
3
2
·n · p ·

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.214)

where the rotor leakage and magnetizing inductances to compute Ls = Lm +
Ll,s and σ = 1−ks ·kr are referred to the VSD approach and they do not depend
on the machine conditions (healthy/faulty). The electromagnetic torque
depends on rated sets number n, independently of the active sets number.
Also, the equations are applied for each point of the current mesh grid in this
case, obtaining the stator flux and torque maps. The stator flux corresponds
to the flux of the main subspace (VSD) or common-mode subspace (DMS).
The latter corresponds to the machine stator flux only in normal conditions.
In contrast, in faulty conditions (n , nON ), the harmonic subspaces (VSD) or
differential-mode subspaces (DMS) became active subspaces.
A-DMS: 

d : Λd,s = LA−DMS
s · Id,s

q : λq,s = σ ·LA−DMS
s · Iq,s

(4.215)

Tem =
3
2
·nON · p ·

(
Λd,s · Iq −Λq,s · Id

)
(4.216)

where the parameters LA−DMS
s follows Eq. (4.210), depending on the active

sets number. Obviously, the total coupling factor σ is computed based on
LA−DMS
m and LA−DMS

l,r . The electromagnetic torque depends on active sets
number nON . In this case, the equations are applied for each point of the
current mesh grid, rescaled by the factor nON /n, obtaining the stator flux
and torque maps. In this case, the flux of the common-mode subspace
corresponds to the machine flux both in normal and open-winding faulty
conditions. Indeed, the differential subspace (n−1) are always inactive using
the A-DMS approach.

Based on Step 1 and Step 2, the magnetic model of the machine is de-
fined. Note that the current components Id , Iq are flux- and torque-current
producing. These currents are obtained based on the current mesh grid
in Eq. (4.192), based on the maximum current and maximum magnetizing
current evaluated during the no-load tests.
Step 3 - Speed point selection
Based on the maximum expected pulsation, the vector composed by nsp
points, having the dimension of 1Xnsp, is built in according to the speed
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resolution ∆ω as:

[ω]1Xnsp = 0 : ∆ω : ωmax, s = 0, ...,nsp (4.217)

For each pulsation value, sth will correspond to the rotor speed based on the
reconstruction of the reporter’s electromechanical variables hereafter. The
maximum torque is sought for each speed point, respecting the current and
voltage limits.
Step 4 - Back-emf, Iron losses, Currents computation
For each point of the vector [ω] the back-emf map is computed as:

d : Ed,s = −ω ·Λq,s

q : Eq,s = +ω ·Λd,s

Es =
√
E2
d,s +E2

q,s

(4.218)

where (Λd,s,Λq,s) are the elements of the stator flux maps computed at the
previous step. The equations are applied for all elements of the maps,
obtaining the back-emf map. The equations in Eq. (4.218) are applied for
each element of the stator flux and current maps for the selected pulsation
s=0,...,Nsp, obtaining the maps of back-emf components. Obviously, since
they are the maps for each pulsation, the product and the division are
performed using the matrix element-wise product and division. In the
following the latter consideration is assumed.

The iron losses (including the stator skin effect) are computed from the
stator frequency (f = ω/(2 ·π)), and amplitude of the machine’s back-emf Es

by interpolating the iron losses map obtained after performing the no-load
tests. However, the iron losses map is an input of this step and is selected
based on the active sets numbers. Indeed, Section 4.7.4 has discussed the
contribution of the iron losses, which strongly depends on the machine
conditions (normal/faulty). The rescaled based on the active sets number
nON is not applicable as for the rotor and magnetizing parameters, involving
an experimental look-up table opportunely selected, as shown in the flow
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diagram of Fig. 4.48. In mathematical formulation can express as:

PFe = interp2
(
ωmap,E

map
s ,P

map
Fe−nON

,ω,Es

)
(4.219)

where the function interp2 returns interpolated iron losses value of the iron
losses map in input Pmap

Fe−nON
of two variables (pulsation and back-emf) at

specific query points (pth − pulsation using linear interpolation. P
map
Fe−nON

stands for the experimental iron losses map related to the active sets number
nON , while ωmap and E

map
s stand for the respective pulsation and back-emf

experimental maps (see Section 4.7.4).

Computed the iron losses related to the pth-pulsation point and the back-
emf value Eq. (4.218), the equivalent iron losses resistance is computed
as:

MS : RFe =
3
2
·nON ·

E2
s

PFe

VSD/DMS : RFe =
3
2
·n · E

2
s

PFe

A−DMS : RFe =
3
2
·nON ·

E2
s

PFe

(4.220)

Finally, the iron current components are computed as:
d : Id,Fe =

Ed,s

RFe

q : Iq,Fe =
Eq,s

RFe

(4.221)

Step 5 - Mechanical torque computation
For each pth-pulsation and each current component of the regular mesh
grid, the mechanical speed ωr can be computed, based on the slip speed ωsl ,
expressed as:

ωsl =
1
τr
·
Iq
Id
, τr =

Lr

Rr

(
fsl ,K

r
θ

) (4.222)

In Eq. (4.222) the rotor resistance Rr is required. However, this parameter
depends on the slip frequency fsl according to the experimental profile
obtained from the locked-rotor tests (see Fig. 4.18). Also, the rotor resistance
is adapted to the operating rotor temperature ϑr , including the coefficient
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K r
θ related to the characteristic temperature of the conductive material of

the rotor cage.

Finally, the mechanical speed is expressed as:

ωr = ω −ωsl (4.223)

According to the mechanical speed, ωr of the considered pulsation, the
torque loss Tf v due to the friction and ventilation is computed by interpo-
lating the experimental profile obtained after performing the no-load tests
(see Fig. 4.19. In this way, the mechanical torque Tm is computed from the
electromagnetic one Tem as reported in Eq. (4.224). The electromagnetic
torque Tem is evaluated in Step 2 for the magnetic model definition.

Tm = Tem −Tf v (4.224)

The mechanical power is expressed as:

Pm = Tm ·ωm (4.225)

Step 6 - Stator variables computation
According to themulti-three-phase IM’s equivalent circuit reported in Fig. 4.49,
the dq current components are computed as:

d : Id,s = Id,Fe + Id

q : Iq,s = Iq,Fe + Iq

Is =
√
I2d,s + I2q,s

(4.226)

The stator voltage components are computed as:
d : Vd,s = Rs · Id,s +Ed,s

q : Vq,s = Rs · Iq,s +Eq,s

Vs =
√
V 2
d,s +V 2

q,s

(4.227)
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Figure 4.49 Multi-three-phase IM steady-state equivalent circuit in the rotating dq
reference frame.

The stator resistance Rs is computed according to the operative temperature
of the stator winding ϑ considering the characteristic temperature of the
conductive material of the stator windings. The stator voltages calculated in
Eq. (4.245) assume different physical meanings based on the used approach.

• MS: the stator voltages in Eq. (4.245) represent the ones of active sets
(Eq. (4.228)) and do not represent the whole machine (for the faulty
sets the stator voltage is equal to the back-emf).

d : Vd,s = Vd,sk

q : Vq,s = Vq,sk

, k = 1, ...,nON (4.228)

• VSD: the stator voltages in Eq. (4.245) represent the ones of the main
subspace (VSD) or common-mode subspace (DMS), but they are un-
suitable for defining the stator voltages of active/healthy sets of the
machine. For this reason, if the selected approach is VSD, the flow
diagram presents a branch line to evaluate the stator voltages of healthy
sets starting from the ones of the main/common subspace computed at
this step.

• A-DMS: the stator voltages in Eq. (4.245) represent the ones of the
common-mode. However, based on A-DMS theory, they represent
the whole machine because the other subspaces are always inactive,
independently of machine conditions (healthy/faulty).
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Step 6 - Approach: VSD/DMS & Healthy sets stator voltage computation
Please remember that the aim is the computation of MTPS profiles. The
goal can be reached with different mathematical approaches, but the results
must match. The VSD approach, until the stator flux and torque maps
computation, appears as simple due to the parameters opportunely evaluated
and invariant ones in the main/common subspace, independently by the
active sets number nON . However, an equivalent maximum current will
be introduced as for the MTPA computation. However, based on the stator
voltage components in Eq. (4.245) representative of the main subspace, it
is necessary the computation of the stator voltages of healthy sets. The
knowledge of the latter is required to verify the voltage limit. The stator
voltage of healthy sets is expressed as:

Vs−ON =

√
P2
e +Q2

e

3
2
·nON ·

n
nON

· Is
(4.229)

where Is is computed in Eq. (4.226), and Pe andQe stand for electrical (active)
and reactive powers of the machine, respectively, computed as:

Pe = Pm +Pjs +Pjr +PFe︸          ︷︷          ︸
Pl−tot

Qe = −
3
2
·n ·

(
Vd,s · Iq,s −Vq,s · Id,s

)
︸                              ︷︷                              ︸

Qαβ/cm

+
3
2
·n ·Xs · I2s ·

(
n

nON
− 1

)
︸                        ︷︷                        ︸

Qh/dm

(4.230)

where Pjs and Pjr stand for the stator and rotor Joule losses computed in
Eq. (4.231) that added to the iron losses PFe define the total losses Pl−tot.
The stator Joule losses are computed for the main/common-mode sub-
space and the harmonic/differential-mode subspaces, as highlighted in
Eq. (4.231). The last factor n/nON involves increased losses related to the
harmonic/differential subspaces that become active in faulty conditions. In
normal conditions, this factor is equal to one. For the rotor Joule losses,
just the main/common-mode subspace is considered because the rotor does
not involve in other subspaces. The mechanical power Pm is computed in
Eq. (4.225).
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Regarding the reactive power: Qαβ/cm andQh/dm stand for the reactive power
of the main/common-mode and harmonic/differential-mode subspaces, re-
spectively. The sum of the reactive powers of the main/common-mode
subspace and one of the harmonic/differential-mode subspaces allows com-
puting the total reactive power of the machine Qe.

Pjs =
3
2
·n ·Rs · I2s ·

n
nON

Pjr =
3
2
·n ·Rr · I2r

(4.231)

where the rotor current Ir is expressed as in Eq. (4.232), as mentioned above,
the rotor current along d-axis is zero. The relation in Eq. (4.231) are valid
only for VSD-based model.

Ir = −kr · Iq, kr =
Lm
Lr

(4.232)

Based on Eq. (4.229) - Eq. (4.232), the stator voltages of healthy sets is
computed.
Step 7 - Voltage and current limits All equations in Step 3 - Step 6 define
the maps for each pulsation of the vector ω (s = 1, ...,nsp) because they are
computed using the stator flux and current maps defined in Step 2. For each
element of the map, the current and voltage limits are verified: the ones
that break the amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax or the amplitude
limit of the phase voltages Vmax are ruled out. The elements of the map that
satisfy both the above-reported limits are indicated as follows:

X |
Vs ≤ Vmax

Is ≤ Imax

(4.233)

where for VSD approach means Vs−ON .
The range of the map elements that satisfy the voltage and current limits
is selected, organized the values in a vector that corresponds to the pulsa-
tion/speed. The range is the same for all maps. Note that, the voltage limit
Vmax is defined according to the converter limit and modulation technique.
Step 8 - Select Maximum Torque per Speed
Let’s consider the torque vector for each pulsation value that satisfy both volt-
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age and current limits. The position index of the vector leading to maximum
torque corresponds to the one that maximizes the torque at the considered
speed. In this way, the maximum torque per speed profile is defined for a
fixed dc-link voltage and machine temperature.

MTPS profiles of 12-phase IM

The presented procedure has been applied to the 12-phase IM. The magnetic
model of the benchmark machine based on flux maps for both normal and
open-winding faulty conditions has been presented in the previous section
(see Section 4.8). For each point of the current, flux, and electromagnetic
torque maps presented before, fixing the speed/pulsation, the maximum
mechanical torque is investigated based on the electromechanical variables
reconstruction, as shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 4.48. The maximum me-
chanical torque obtained at sth-pulsation, satisfying the voltage and current
limits, becoming a value of the MTPS vector at the position s. s stands for
the pulsation/speed position index of the vector [ω] defined in Eq. (4.217).
The developed algorithm for the MTPS computation deals with different
mathematical approaches, i.e., MS, VSD/DMS, and A-DMS for different dc-
link voltages and machine temperatures. The iron losses are included, but
disabling the ones, the first region of the MTPS profile coincides with the
MTPA maximum torque. The difference is negligible for the tested machine.

In Fig. 4.50, the MTPS profiles of the mechanical torque, mechanical
power, stator current, and stator flux for all machine conditions (nON =
4,3,2,1) are reported, selecting the MS approach in the flow diagram of
Fig. 4.48. The dc-link voltage has been set at 100 V, rescaling by the factor
1/
√
3, assuming the MinMax modulation technique to compute the maxi-

mum stator voltage (Vmax = Vdc/
√
3) at the stator temperature of 25◦C. The

maximum current has been set at 24 A. The dc-link voltage is kept low to
enjoy the flux weakening: the maximum speed equal to 6 krpm has been
set for experimental test limits. The continuous lines stand for the profiles
in motoring mode, while the dashed line is for generating mode. The color
lines are in agreement with the ones in other plots.
In the base region, the amplitude of the currents assumes the maximum
value Imax = 24 A , corresponding to the MTPA operation. Also, in the first
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Figure 4.50 MTPs torque, mechanical power, stator current, stator flux profiles in
normal and faulty conditions.

region of the flux weakening, the current is kept at the same value, later
reduced in the second region of the flux weakening (MTPV).

Fig. 4.51 shows examples of MTPS profiles for 12-IM obtained by the
developed MTPS algorithm (Fig. 4.48), selecting the VSD approach. Note
that, selecting different approach in Fig. 4.51 (VSD) than Fig. 4.50 (MS), the
profiles in green at Vdc = 100V are perfectly in agreement.
Focusing on Fig. 4.51: the profiles show the dc-link voltage’s impact on
the MTPS profiles. These plots show that regardless of the mathematical
approach or machine conditions (normal/faulty), the available maximum
voltage strongly affects the MTPS profiles. Lower dc-link voltage markedly
reduces the base speed at which the flux weakening operation occurs, thus
reducing the MTPA operation of the machine. Moreover, the flux weakening
occurs in generation mode for a speed value higher than that in motoring
mode at the same dc-link voltage value. This difference is related to the sign
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Figure 4.51 MTPS torque and mechanical power profiles in faulty conditions (nON =
3) for different dc-link voltages.

change of both the slip speed and the voltage drops on stator resistance. In
detail, the sign-changing of the slip speed has a higher impact since it leads
to a lower amplitude of the stator voltages for a given amplitude of the stator
flux linkage. In contrast, the effect of the winding temperatures on the MTPS
profiles is marginal. In particular, the temperature impact on the base speed
value is due to the increment of the voltage drop on the stator resistance.
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4.10 Multi-Three-Phase IM mapping in normal

and faulty conditions

The procedure for multi-three-phase IM mapping is formally similar to the
one for three-phase IM, but after understanding the physical meaning of
the variables to correspond a sort of equivalent three-phase machine. The
physical meaning change based on the mathematical approach and machine
conditions: the machine model must be adopted and opportunely emulated
in faulty conditions. The losses for energetic balance are computed based on
detailed knowledge of the machine model, and all approaches must be in
agreement. The calculated results hereafter are validated experimentally on
12-phase IM.

4.10.1 Mapping initialization: approach and machine con-
ditions

The proposed algorithm estimates the multi-three-phase IM efficiency maps
in the operative torque-speed range. The algorithm features are the follow-
ing:

• Approach: different mathematical approaches are implemented, pro-
viding the same results, demonstrating the MS or A-DMS simplicity
than the VSD approach.

• Machine conditions: normal and open-winding faulty conditions are
implemented for a full investigation.

• Working conditions; different dc-link voltages and machine tempera-
tures are implemented for an impact study on the maps.

The required input data of the algorithm and preliminary computation are
discussed in the previous and summarized in the following:

• Amplitude limit of the phase currents Imax: it usually consists of the
minimum value between the overload motor current and the current
limit of the inverter. Using the VSD approach, the maximum current
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Imax is rescaled by the factor nON /n for faulty conditions. Otherwise,
the maximum phase currents are invariant for MS, and VSD/DMS ap-
proaches, independently of the machine conditions (normal or faulty).

• Limit of the phase voltage Vmax: this value is the maximum amplitude
of the fundamental voltage component provided by the PWM inverter.
For the case study, a space vector modulation has been considered.
Thus the maximum value is computed based on dc-link voltage Vdc as:

Vmax =
Vdc√
3

(4.234)

• The machine parameters were extracted by elaborating the no-load and
locked-rotor tests. The elaboration of the standard tests performed on
multi-three-phase machines depends on the available data recorder.
However, the VSD elaboration results are more immediate but require
sophisticated facilities. However, these tests are not easy to perform
due to the availability of sinusoidal multiphase sources. Details are
reported in Section 4.7.2.

• Flux and torque maps of the tested 12-phase IM: these maps correlate
the flux- and torque-producing currents Id , Iq with the steady-state
values of stator flux linkages Λd,s,Λq,s and electromagnetic torque Tem.
Details are reported in Section 4.8: for the multi-three-phase machine,
the procedure for the map computation depends heavily on the used
approach.

4.10.2 Mapping algorithm: approach and machine condi-
tions

According to the considered speed and torque steps ∆ωm and ∆Tm resolu-
tions for a fixed dc-link voltage Vdc and machine temperature , a regular
mesh grid in the torque-speed range is generated. The speed limit of the
mesh grid corresponds to the maximum operative multi-three-phase IM’s
speed. Conversely, the absolute torque limit corresponds to that of the torque
map, which heavily depends on the active sets number (see Table 4.5). There-
fore, the efficiency map is obtained by computing the efficiency of each point
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composing the mesh grid. It is noted how the mesh grid is composed of
torque-speed points that cannot be operated since they overcome the MTPS
profile. However, the proposed mapping procedure automatically rules
out these points, as shown in the following. Please note that the mapping
algorithm does not require the computation of the MTPA and MTPS profiles.
They are accessories, but the results must be in agreement.
According to the above-reported inputs and constraints, the efficiency map
of the torque-speed mesh grid in normal and faulty conditions with different
mathematical approaches is computed based on the flow diagram shown
in Fig. 4.52, and whose description is reported in the following. The input
parameters/maps are highlighted with yellow arrows/blocks in the flow dia-
gram descriptive of the mapping computation procedure. The if conditions
are represented by pink rhombus. The flow in red between Step 6 and Step
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MS: Active sets currents
VSD: Main currents
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Figure 4.52 Flow diagram of the mapping algorithm with different approaches in
both normal and open-winding faulty conditions.
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6.b highlights the alternative path for the VSD-based model analyzed in the
previous section. The blue arrows highlight details related to the approaches
and control strategies.
Step 1 - Electromagnetic torque computation
According to the mechanical speed ωm of the considered torque-speed point,
the torque loss Tf v due to friction and ventilation is computed by interpolat-
ing the experimental profile obtained after performing the no-load tests (see
Fig. 4.19). In this way, the electromagnetic torque Tem is computed from the
mechanical one Tm.
Step 2 - Flux- and torque- currents producing computation
The electromagnetic torque computed in Step 1 reflects in an isocontour on
the surface of the torque map, which heavily depends on the active sets num-
ber. This means that infinite dq combinations generate the imposed torque
at Step 1. The isocontour is discretized in nc points and the corresponding
Id , Iq values are stored in two nc-dimensional vectors denoted as Ivctd and Ivctq

(superscript vct stands for vector variables). The number nc is variable with
the electromagnetic torque value, with the discretization assumed for the
torque and obviously with the machine conditions.
As highlighted in the flow diagram in Fig. 4.52, the flux- and torque-currents
producing assume a different physical meaning based on the used approach:
in MS-, VSD/DMS, A-DMS-based models, these currents correspond to the
ones of each active sets, to the ones in the main/common-mode subspace, to
the ones in common-mode subspace, respectively.
Step 3 - Stator flux linkages computation
For each combination of the equivalent dq currents, the dq stator flux link-
ages are extracted by interpolating the flux maps, obtaining the two nc-
dimensional stator flux linkage vectors Λvct

d,s and Λvct
q,s . The flux maps depend

on the active sets number as shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 4.52 and as
mentioned before in Section 4.8. Also, the flux maps are computed using the
methodology presented before based on the mathematical approach. The
flux maps are built by opportunely rescaling the magnetizing profile and
selecting the current maps.
Step 4 - Rotor variables computation
The rotor q-axis rotor current Ivctr and flux linkage Λvct

r are computed as
reported in Eq. (4.235), based on nc-dimensional vector of magnetizing in-
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ductance Lvctm based on Eq. (4.236) and rotor resistance Rvct
r .

Ivctr = −Lvctm .
/
Lvctr .∗Ivctq , Λvct

r = Lvctm .∗Ivctd (4.235)

where .∗ and ./ are the element-wise operators of product and division, re-
spectively. The magnetizing inductance vector Lvctm is evaluated differently
depending on the used approach as reported in Eq. (4.236).

MS : Lvctm = interp1
(
n · Im,

Lm
n
, Ivctd ·nON

)
VSD : Lvctm = interp1

(
Im, Lm, I

vct
d

)
A−DMS : Lvctm = interp1

(
Im, Lm ·

nON

n
, Ivctd ·

nON

n

) (4.236)

where Im and Lm are the magnetizing current and inductance evaluated
with the no-load tests (see Fig. 4.42) and the function interp1 is consistent
with the previous definition. In this way, the magnetizing inductance vector
composed by nc combination related to the nc combination of d-current
opportunely rescaled based on the used approach to realize the imposed
electromagnetic torque at Step 1 is built.

The nc-dimensional vector of rotor Joule losses Pvct
jr is computed based

on the rotor current vector computed in Eq. (4.235) and the rotor resistance
vector as:

MS : Pvct
jr =

3
2
·Rr

vct .∗Ivctr .∗Ivctr

VSD : Pvct
jr =

3
2
·n ·Rr

vct .∗Ivctr .∗Ivctr

A−DMS : Pvct
jr =

3
2
·nON ·Rr

vct .∗Ivctr .∗Ivctr

(4.237)

where the rotor resistance vector Rvct
r depends on the slip frequency fsl ,

according to the experimental profile obtained from the locked-rotor tests –
see Fig. 4.18. Note that the relation in Eq. (4.237) in VSD-based model is in
agreement with the one in Eq. (4.231).
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The rotor resistance depends on the used approach as:

MS : Rvct
r =

1
n
·Rvct

r

VSD : Rvct
r = Rvct

r

A−DMS : Rvct
r =

nON

n
·Rvct

r

(4.238)

where Rvct
r is evaluated based on the profile shown in Fig. 4.18 interpolating

based on the slip frequency fsl computed as:

f vct
sl =

1
2 ·π

·Rvct
r .

/
Lvctr · Ivctq .

/
Ivctd (4.239)

where Lvctr is computed based on Lvctm and Ll,r , which vector is built repeating
the constant value of rotor leakage inductance. The computation of the vari-
ables is expressed using the same approach. The rotor resistance is correct
in rotor temperature ϑr considering the variation of the rotor resistance to
the operating rotor temperature.

Please note that the physical meaning of the rotor Joule losses Eq. (4.237)
depends on the used approach: MS-, VSD/DMS-, A-DMS-based models the
ones corresponding to the rotor Joule machine losses, rotor Joule losses of
the main/common-mode subspace, rotor Joule losses of the common-mode.
The mathematical manipulation in Eq. (4.237) is justified as follows:

• MS: squirrel cage rotor is modeled as an equivalent three-phase wind-
ing composed of identical single-phase windings. Therefore, no rescal-
ing of the rotor current and resistance is required.

• VSD: squirrel cage rotor is modeled as an equivalent multi-three-phase
winding, thus emulating the stator winding configuration. Conse-
quently, the adjustment of the rotor resistance by the factor n (rated
sets number) is required.

• A-DMS: The squirrel cage rotor is modeled for the VSD approach but is
adapted to the machine conditions. For this reason, the rotor resistance
is adjusted by the factor non (active sets number).
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Step 5 - Iron losses and currents computation
From the slip frequency fsl in Eq. (4.239), the corresponding vector of syn-
chronous speed ω is computed as:

ω = ωm +ωsl (4.240)

At the same time, the nc-dimensional vector of the stator frequency f vct is
easily obtained as f vct = ωvct/2π. Therefore, the dq components of the back-
emf Evct

d,s ,E
vct
q,s and amplitude Evct

s of the machine’s back-emf are computed
as:

Evct
d,s = − ωvct .∗Λvct

q,s , Evct
q,s = ωvct .∗Λvct

d,s

Evct
s =

√
Evct
q,s .∗E

vct
d,s +Evct

q,s .∗E
vct
q,s

(4.241)

where ωvct is computed in Eq. (4.240) based on ωvct
sl and the stator flux

components vector are computed in Step 2. The iron losses, including the
stator skin effect, are evaluated from the stator frequency f and amplitude
of the machine’s back-emf Es by interpolating the corresponding map based
on the active sets number. For example, considering the normal conditions,
the map on the right of Fig. 4.22 is interpolated, while the map on the left is
interpolated if just one set is active.
Therefore, the nc-dimensional vector of iron losses Pvct

Fe is obtained, while
the corresponding current components Ivctd,Fe I

vct
q,Fe are computed using the

multi-three-phase IM equivalent circuit as:

Ivctd,Fe = Evct
d,Fe.

/
Rvct
Fe , Ivctq,Fe = Evct

q,Fe.
/
Rvct
Fe (4.242)

where the equivalent iron resistance vector Rvct
f e is computed according to

the used approach as:

MS : Rvct
Fe =

3
2
·nON ·Evct

s .∗Evct
s .

/
Pvct
Fe

VSD : Rvct
Fe =

3
2
·n ·Evct

s .∗Evct
s .

/
Pvct
Fe

A−DMS : Rvct
Fe =

3
2
·nON ·Evct

s .∗Evct
s .

/
Pvct
Fe

(4.243)
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Eq. (4.243) gives an equivalent iron resistance of the active sets, main sub-
space, or common mode based on the MS-, VSD-, or A-DMS-based models,
respectively.
Step 6 - Stator variables computation
According to the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 4.49, the nc-dimensional
vectors of dq stator currents Ivctd,s ,I

vct
q,s are computed (see Eq. (4.244)), as well

as the dq stator voltages V vct
d,s ,V

vct
q,s in Eq. (4.245), in according to Eq. (4.241).

For this calculation, the stator resistance Rs is evaluated to the considered
operative temperature of the stator winding ϑ. Finally, the nc-dimensional
vector of the stator Joule losses Pvct

js can be computed.

Ivctd,s = Ivctd,Fe + Ivctd , Ivctq,s = Ivctq,Fe + Ivctq

Ivcts =
√
Ivctd,s .

∗Ivctd,s + Ivctq,s .∗I
vct
q,s

(4.244)

V vct
d,s = Rs (ϑ) · Ivctd,s +Evct

d,s , V vct
q,s = Rs (ϑ) · Ivctq,s +Evct

q,s

V vct
s =

√
V vct
d,s .
∗V vct

d,s +V vct
q,s .∗V

vct
q,s

(4.245)

The physical meaning of the dq stator current and voltage depend on the used
approach, as already explained many times. However, the working point
selected at the beginning of the mapping procedure in the flow diagram
of Fig. 4.52, is acceptable if the current and voltage limits are satisfied.
The voltage limit must be compared to the healthy sets’ voltage because
the voltage of other sets (inactive/faulty) is lower than that of healthy sets.
Please note that inactive sets in faulty conditions are subjected to the back-
emf Eq. (4.241), while the stator voltage drop is zero in open-winding faulty
conditions. For this reason, knowing the physical meaning of the stator
voltage in Eq. (4.245), a further step is necessary if the VSD approach is used.

The nc-dimensional vector of the stator Joule losses Pvct
js is computed as:

MS : Pvct
js =

3
2
·nON ·Rs

vct .∗Ivcts .∗Ivcts

VSD : PjsI
vct
r =

3
2
·n ·Rs

vct .∗Ivcts .∗Ivcts ·
n

nON

A−DMS : Pvct
js =

3
2
·nON ·Rs

vct .∗Ivcts .∗Ivcts

(4.246)
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The relation in Eq. (4.246) in VSD-basedmodel is in agreement with Eq. (4.231).

Finally the computation of the mechanical and electrical power is per-
formed as:

Pvct
e = Pvct

m +Pvct
l−tot

Pvct
m = Tm ·ωvct

m

Pvct
l−tot = Pvct

js +Pvct
jr +Pvct

f v

(4.247)

where Pvct
l−tot stands for the nc-dimensional overall losses vector, Tm is the

mechanical torque referred to the speed/torque point selection and any other
are consistent with the previous definitions.
Step 6 - VSD: healthy sets stator voltages computation
The current and voltage limits must be verified according to the stator volt-
ages computed in the previous step. However, a new step is added if the
used approach is the VSD-based model. In Step 6.b of the flow diagram
in Fig. 4.52, the computation of the stator voltages of healthy sets is per-
formed, starting from the ones of the main/common-mode subspace for the
VSD/DMS approach. The stator voltage of the healthy sets is computed with
the same procedure reported in Step 6 of Section 4.9. The reconstruction
of the stator voltage of the healthy sets is obtained with energetic balance
because, in faulty conditions, the harmonic/differential-mode subspaces
become active sets. Consequently, the main subspace is not representative
of the healthy sets, and the stator voltages in Eq. (4.78) represent just the
voltage of the main subspace, which is not representative of healthy sets.
Also, the harmonic subspaces are not representative of the faulty sets; conse-
quently, the reconstruction of the stator voltage of the healthy sets is required.
This step is not required for other approaches (i.e. MS and A-DMS) because
the stator voltages in Eq. (4.245) coincide with the ones of the active sets.
Based on the above, the nc-dimensional vectors of the stator voltage of the
healthy sets, the reactive power, and electrical power are computed, using
the relation in Eq. (4.230) and Eq. (4.229) as:

V vct
s−ON =

√
Pvct
e−ON .

∗Pvct
e−ON +Qvct

e−ON .
∗Qvct

e−ON

3
2
·nON ·

n
nON

· Ivcts

(4.248)
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Step 7 - Current and voltage limits
All the elements of the nc-dimensional vectors computed in the previous
steps that do not respect the Imax and/or Vmax limits are ruled out, avoiding
the saving. Obviously, for the grid points that overcome the MTPS profile
(see Section 4.9), and therefore cannot be physically obtained, the algorithm
skips the computation of the efficiency moving to consider the next torque-
speed combination, as shown in Fig. 4.52. Note that the MTPS profile is
implicitly computed in this step. The previous computation in Section 4.9
is not necessary for mapping algorithm. Therefore, the MTPS profiles must
match independently by mathematical approach and as obtained.
For clarity, by considering any one of the nc-dimensional vectors computed
in the previous steps and for simplicity denoted wit hXvct , the elements of
this vector that satisfy both the above-reported limits are indicated as:

Xvct
∣∣∣
V vct
s ≤ Vmax

Ivcts ≤ Imax

(4.249)

It is highlighted that since the nc-dimensional vectors have been com-
puted using element-wise operators (i.e., .∗ and ./ ), the position indexes of
the elements that satisfy the voltage and current limits are the same for all
vectors.
Step 8 - Control strategy
The developed mapping algorithm, in addition, considers:

• Different mathematical approaches (MS, VSD/DMS, A-DMS),

• Different machine condition (healthy, faulty),

• Different dc-link voltage values,

• Different machine temperature values,

and it is able to consider different control strategies:

• Maximum efficiency,

• Minimum stator Joule losses.
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Let’s consider the elements of the nc-dimensional vectors that satisfy both
voltage and current limits. The position index of the element that emulates
one of the possible control strategies corresponds to the one that minimizes
the overall losses, minimizes the stator Joule losses (MTPA), and minimizes
the stator flux. In other words, only one specific combination of dq variables
(voltages, currents) leads to emulating the chosen strategy control.
For clarity, considering any one of the nc-dimensional vectors again Xvct , the
element of this vector that leads to emulating the control strategy is denoted
with the superscript opt as in Eq. (4.250) based on the chosen control strategy.

Xopt =min
(
Pvct
jr +Pvct

js +Pvct
Fe

)∣∣∣∣Vvct
s ≤Vmax

Ivcts ≤Imax

Xopt =min
(
Pvct
js

)∣∣∣∣Vvct
s ≤Vmax

Ivcts ≤Imax

(4.250)

Finally, if considering a torque-speed point in the motor operation, the
machine’s efficiency ηopt is computed as:

ηopt =
Tm ·ωm

Tem ·ωm +P
opt
jr +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
js

(4.251)

Conversely, if considering a torque-speed point in the generation operation,
the machine’s efficiency is computed as:

ηopt =
Tem ·ωm +P

opt
jr +P

opt
Fe +P

opt
js

Tm ·ωm
(4.252)

The mathematical equations for efficiency computation for multi-three-phase
IM coincide with the one for the three-phase IM counterpart. As reported,
the procedure for loss evaluation formally coincides, but the mathematical
manipulations are fundamental for a correct performance evaluation.

Once the multi-three-phase IM’s efficiency has been computed in all
machine conditions (healthy and faulty), the proposed mapping procedure
stores it and proceeds to consider the next torque-speed point, as shown in
the flow diagram of Fig. 4.52. However, other variables of interest like the
stator dq currents are saved, thus computing the stator dq currents maps if
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considering this case. As reported in the next Section, the stator currents
maps have been used to perform the experimental validation of the proposed
mapping procedure. In other words, the proposed method can potentially
map all machine’s electromagnetic variables, thus representing a promising
solution for accurately virtualizing multi-three-phase IMs operated in wide
torque-speed ranges. An important feature of the mapping is the ability
to virtualize the machine in open-winding faulty conditions, which is an
advantage of the multi-phase machines over the three-phase counterparts.
The torque capability is reduced in faulty conditions, but the machine can
work, covering a key factor in safety applications.

The efficiency algorithm using MS-based model provides the same results
as the algorithms based on the VSD and A-DMS approaches, showing how
the difference is related to the mathematical manipulations. However, the
VSD approach presents the same disadvantages, i.e., the reconstruction of
the stator voltage of the active sets and the stator Joule losses related to the
harmonic subspaces, which became active in faulty conditions. Indeed, using
the A-DMS approach, the differential-mode subspaces are always inactive,
independently of the machine conditions. The modularity of MS approach is
preserved, avoiding the coupling between the active sets.

The mapping algorithm provides in output a set of efficiency maps in the
torque-speed plane, computed for each combination of maximum available
dc-link voltage and operating temperature considered for the analyses and
the healthy and faulty conditions (nON = 4,3,2,1). In Fig. 4.53 - Fig. 4.55 are
reported some examples of maps computed for the machine under test when
a control strategy that maximizes the machine efficiency is considered: three
different mathematical approaches are used, analyzing different machine
operating conditions.
The efficiency map is insignificant when just one set is active (nOn = 1):
torque values are adapted than nON = 4,3,2, but the maximum available
torque is relatively low, and the efficiency value had no great significance.
The other maps confirm the maximum available torque presented in Ta-
ble 4.5. In addition, in Fig. 4.53 - Fig. 4.55 can be observed the agreement
between different mathematical approaches: Fig. 4.53 reports the efficiency
map obtained with MS approach; Fig. 4.54 reports the efficiency map ob-
tained with VSD/DMS approach; Fig. 4.55 reports the efficiency map ob-
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tained with A-DMS approach.
The following figures are reported:

• MS: in Fig. 4.53 - Fig. 4.56 the efficiency maps of 12-phase IM calcu-
lated with proposed algorithm based on MS approach are reported,
implementing the maximization of the efficiency and minimization of
stator Joule losses, respectively.

• VSD/DMS: in Fig. 4.54 - Fig. 4.57 the efficiency maps of 12-phase
IM calculated with proposed algorithm based on VSD/DMS approach
are reported, implementing the maximization of the efficiency and
minimization of stator Joule losses, respectively.

• ADMS: Fig. 4.55 - Fig. 4.58 the efficiency maps of 12-phase IM calcu-
lated with proposed algorithm based on A-DMS approach are reported,
with both control strategies.
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MS

Figure 4.53 Computed efficiency maps based on the MS approach maximizing the
efficiency: nON = 4,3,2,1.
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VSD

Figure 4.54 Computed efficiency maps based on the VSD/DMS approach maximiz-
ing the efficiency: nON = 4,3,2,1.
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ADMS

Figure 4.55 Computed efficiency maps based on the A-DMS approach maximizing
the efficiency: nON = 4,3,2,1.

Similarly, Fig. 4.56 - Fig. 4.58 show the efficiency maps computed as-
suming a control strategy that minimizes the machine stator Joule losses. It
has been verified that the two considered control strategies do not present
significant differences in efficiency because the IM under test is characterized
by relatively low iron losses, especially in overloaded conditions. In any case,
it was found that the developed algorithm can discriminate between the two
control strategies. In particular, for the same operation point, the efficiency
results are slightly higher in the maximum efficiency control (Fig. 4.53 -
Fig. 4.55) with respect to the minimum Joule loss strategy – see Fig. 4.56 -
Fig. 4.58.
As expected, the obtained maps does not depend on the mathematical ap-
proaches.
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MS Pls

Figure 4.56 Computed efficiency maps based on the MS approach minimizing the
stator Joule: nON = 4,3,2,1.
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VSD Pls

Figure 4.57 Computed efficiencymaps based on the VSD/DMS approachminimizing
the stator Joule: nON = 4,3,2,1.
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ADMS Pls

Figure 4.58 Computed efficiency maps based on the A-DMS approach minimizing
the stator Joule: nON = 4,3,2,1.

The developed mapping algorithm based on the MS and A-DMS ap-
proaches provides the same results (see Fig. 4.53 - Fig. 4.55 and Fig. 4.56 -
Fig. 4.58). Indeed, based on the DMS/VSD approach (Fig. 4.54 - Fig. 4.57),
the mapping algorithm provides minimal differences in the efficiencies in
faulty conditions. One possible reason could be the flux contribution in the
differential/harmonic subspaces for the iron losses computation. However,
the results are pretty consistent, and the results based on VSD/DMS ap-
proaches can be considered perfectly valid and in agreement with the ones
based on MS and A-DMS approaches. For simplicity, the MS and A-DMS
approaches are highly recommended for mapping analysis, independently
by the adapted control strategy.
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4.11 Experimental validation

This section presents the experimental validation of the 12-phase IM map-
ping algorithm. The proposed mapping algorithm has been validated with
a multi-modular power converter feeding a squirrel cage quadruple three-
phase IM prototype, 10 kW, 4 poles, 200 Hz IM. Their primary data are
listed in Table 4.6. The 12-phase IM under test consists of a reduced-scale
prototype of a starter-generator for aircraft applications. The tested machine
is shown in Fig. 4.59.

4.11.1 Test rig

The machine under test has been mounted on a test rig for validation, as
shown in Fig. 4.60. The rotor shaft has been coupled to a driving machine
acting as a prime mover (speed-controlled). However, due to the limitation of
the test rig, the 12-phase IM’s speed has been limited to 6000 rpm. The ma-
chine parameters have been evaluated based on the no-load and locked-rotor
tests, as explained in Section 4.7.2. The iron losses have been investigated
and integrated into the modeling through the lookup tables based on the
machine conditions (healthy or faulty).

Table 4.6 Machine primary data

Electrical data
Phase number 12 (4 x 3-phase)
Pole number 4
Rated power 10 kW
Rated speed 6 krpm
Rated phase-voltage 115 Vrms
Rated phase-current 10 Arms

Machine parameters
Stator resistance Rs = 160 mΩ

Stator leakege inductance Ll,s = 1 mH
Magnetizing inductance Lm = 18 mH
Rotor resistance Rr = 126 mΩ

Rotor leakege inductance Ll,r = 1.14 mH
Rated stator flux amplitude λs = 115 mVs
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Figure 4.59 12-phase IM.

The power electronics feeding the 12-phase IM consists of four indepen-
dent three-phase inverter power modules based on an IGBT power module,
rated 100 A, 1200 V, and fed by a bidirectional programmable dc source.
The switching and sampling frequencies have been set at 5 kHz to provide
a compatible scenario with the industrial implementations. A software-
implemented dead-time of 3µs has been used. Finally, a single DC voltage
source is employed according to the power converter structure. This con-
sisted of a battery emulator.

Finally, the digital controller is the dSpace DS1103 fast prototyping board,
allowing the online operations of setup and monitoring of the experimental
tests, including the real-time data acquisition. The control algorithm has
been developed in C-code. A schematic of the test rig is reported in Fig. 4.61.

Figure 4.60 Schematic block diagram of the test rig for the experimental validation
of multi-three-phase IM mapping.
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Figure 4.61 Schematic block diagram of the test rig for the experimental validation
of multi-three-phase IM mapping.

Efficiency maps measurement

The torque transducer T40B from HBK has been mounted along with the
mechanical coupling between the 12-phase IM under test and the driving
machine, as shown in Fig. 4.63, as for the experimental validation of three-
phase IM. In this way, the mechanical quantities of torque and position have
been measured. In detail, the mechanical position has been used for two
purposes. On the one hand, its elaboration allowed the detection of the
mechanical speed for computing the 12-phase IM’s mechanical power. On
the other hand, it has consisted as one of the feedback for the torque control
algorithm thanks to its good resolution (1024 pulses/rev).

The electric measurements of the 12-phase IM’s phase currents of all
stator phases have been measured using the high-performance current trans-
ducers IT 200-S Ultrastab from LEM. In parallel, the line-to-line PWM
voltages have been measured using the GN610B from HBM, consisting of a
voltage card equipped with high-voltage/high-speed acquisition channels
(1000 V, 18 bit, 2 MS/s). Both mechanical and electrical quantities have
been sampled and stored with a sampling frequency of 212 MS/s by the data
recorder GEN2tB from HBM, consisting of a high-performance transient
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recorder and calibrated data acquisition system. The time-fundamental
components of phase voltages and phase currents have been extracted from
the sampled data using the data elaboration software integrated with the
instrument. In this way, the time-fundamental electric power has been com-
puted, thus ruling out the additional harmonic losses introduced by the
PWM modulation.

In summary, the experimental efficiency maps shown in the following
subsections have been computed considering a predefined number of time-
fundamental electric periods for each test point. In this time window, the
average values of mechanical and time-fundamental electric power have
been computed, allowing the evaluation of the efficiency considering its time-
fundamental behavior, i.e., the same one calculated by the proposedmapping
procedure. The same procedure has been adopted to validate healthy and
faulty machine conditions. All efficiency maps have been evaluated at the
same operating temperature in which the no-load and locked-rotor tests
have been performed (i.e., ϑ0 = 25◦C).

Validation approach

The proposed mapping procedure has been validated by directly compar-
ing the experimental efficiency maps with those computed for healthy and
faulty conditions (nON = 4 ,3 ,2 ,1). Each experimental efficiency map has
been evaluated by setting a reasonable resolution in speed and torque, thus
leading to a predefined number of test points in the torque-speed range.
Also, consider that the efficiency maps validated experimentally have been
obtained using the mapping procedure summarized in Fig. 4.52, selecting
the maximum efficiency as the control strategy based on the A-DMS-based
model. The validation based on the A-DMS approach has been sufficient
because the results with different approaches have perfectly agreed with
the used one. Regarding the control strategy, only the maximum efficiency
results are validated due to the few differences in computed results varying
the control strategy (i.e., minimum Joule losses, minimum stator flux).

The stator flux and q-current torque producing of the 12-phase IM un-
der test has been controlled in each test point using a multi-three-phase
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direct flux vector control (DFVC) scheme [125] to regulate the stator flux
and torque of a multi-three-phase IM. However, to correctly validate the
proposed procedure, the reference stator q-current i∗q for the torque control
and the stator flux λ∗s have been generated using the following approach. The
efficiency maps have been preliminarily computed using the proposed pro-
cedure based on the maximum efficiency control strategy using the A-DMS
mathematical approach and by considering the same operating conditions
subsequently imposed in the experimental validation, i.e., the same work-
ing temperatures, voltage Vmax and current Imax limits, machine conditions
(healthy or faulty). However, the q-current and stator flux maps related to
each computed efficiency map have been stored and converted in lookup
tables (LUTs), shown in Fig. 4.63, to be implemented and interpolated in the
motor control algorithm. Therefore, the reference q-current and stator flux
have been generated for each test point by first selecting the LUTs reporting
the reference maps to the same experimental conditions (actual operating
temperatures, dc-link voltage value vdc, machine conditions). Finally, accord-
ing to the reference values of torque T ∗m and speed ω∗m of the considered test
point, the selected LUTs have been interpolated, getting the reference of the
q-current i∗q and stator flux λ∗s. The interpolated value of q-axis current an
stator flux represent the reference input i∗q, λ

∗
s of the DFVC machine control.

The used validation approach brings the following advantage. The multi-
three-phase IM’s torque is controlled using the optimal references of the q-
axis current and stator flux, thus maximizing the efficiency in each operating
point since the validated mapping procedure considers all the IM’s losses
sources. Conversely, almost all the commercial torque controllers for IM
drives perform the torque regulation using control schemes that, in the
luckiest cases, minimize the stator Joule losses according to the voltage and
current constraints imposed by the inverter feeding the machine, [125]. In
contrast, in the worst cases, most commercial torque control solutions set
the IM’s rated flux below the base speed regardless of the load torque. Above
the base speed, the flux level is reduced using several strategies proposed
in the literature. The control scheme is implemented in rotating stator flux
coordinates dqs. Therefore, the ds-axis position θs corresponds with that of
the stator flux vector. Since the dqs frame is adopted, the synchronous speed
is defined as the angular speed of the stator flux vector to the stationary
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Figure 4.62 Rotating stator flux frame dqs.

α-axis. Finally, the machine load-angle δ is defined as the ds-axis position
to the rotor flux vector, where the latter determines the conventional d-axis,
used until now. The control scheme implemented for the mapping validation
can only manage a balanced operation among the healthy units. This means
that the healthy units must operate with the same stator flux amplitude and
torque values.

The proposed drive scheme regulates the machine torque by directly con-
trolling the common-mode values of flux amplitude and torque-producing
current. In parallel, the flux amplitude and qs-axis current of each differential-
mode subspace are controlled at zero. The q-axis current i∗q reference and
stator flux reference λ∗s, evaluated interpolating the efficiency mapping LUTs,
are compared with the observed stator flux λ̂s and measured stator current.
The latter reference values are transformed based on the adaptive decou-
pling matrix in the common-mode and differential-mode subspace reference
values. Adaptive decoupling transformation means that the matrix is built in
according to the active sets number nON Eq. (4.129) - Eq. (4.131), reported
in Section 4.5.
These common-mode reference values λ∗cm−dqs, λ

∗
dm−dqs and i∗cm−dqs, i

∗
dm−dqs

are compared with the observed stator flux and measured current evaluated
in common-mode and differential-mode subspaces. Both the common- and
differential-mode quantities are controlled using PI regulators. The outputs
of these last correspond to the reference voltages of the machine in terms of
common-mode v∗cm−dqs and differential-mode v∗dm−dqsu , where the subscript
u represents the index of the differential-mode subspaces equal to the active
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sets minus one (u = 1, ...,nON −1). Remember that all values are referred to
rotating stator flux reference frame dqs.
Based on the reference voltages in common- and differential-mode, the in-
verse adapting decoupling matrix is applied, obtaining the dq reference
voltages of the healthy units in the active dqs frame vdqs,sk (k = 1, ...,nON ).
Finally, after applying the inverse rotational transformation and the inverse
Clarke transformations, the reference voltages of each active unit in phase-
coordinates vabc,sk (k = 1, ...,nON ) are computed, as shown in Fig. 4.63.

The DFVC implemented for the mapping algorithm validation needs a
stator flux observer to estimate the stator flux vectors of all winding sets.
In this way, the common- and differential- mode values of stator fluxes
amplitudes can be computed, as well as the active stator frame dqs used to
calculate the torque-producing currents of the machine as highlighted in
Eq. (4.253).

Tem =
3
2
·nON · p ·λcm−s · icm−s (4.253)

Each three-phase set is observed combining two model-based estimators
implemented in the stationary coordinates αβ. At low speed, the stator flux
is estimated based on Iθ current model. The Iθ based estimator is immune
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Figure 4.63 Drive configuration for the experimental validation of multi-three-phase
IM mapping.
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to the voltage errors introduced by the k-set inverter module since it imple-
ments the currents-to-flux relationships of the machine. This Iθ estimator
gets a high observation accuracy in the low-speed range of the machine.
For this reason, at the machine’s medium/high-speed range, the stator flux
estimator is based on VI-based estimator. The latter estimator relies on re-
constructing the k-set phase-voltages from the k-set duty-cycles and inverter
dc-link voltage. Indeed, VI observer is based on the time-integration of the
machine’s back-emf, thus requiring the accurate reconstruction of the IM’s
phase voltages from the estimated ones.
The crossover frequency (rad/s) between the Iθ-based estimator and the
VI-based one is established through the observer’s gain ωc, whose value in
the validation stage has been set at 125 rad/s (near 20 Hz) for all three-phase
units. Other details regarding the DFVC scheme are not reported since they
are beyond the goal of this dissertation.

In summary, it is noted how the experimental mapping algorithm of
multi-three-phase IMs is more challenging than the one performed for three-
phase IM and synchronous motors. The proposed control approach for the
mapping validation is an innovative control to perform the torque regulation
of a multi-three-phase IM both in healthy and faulty operation. The control
uses any of the control schemes commonly employed for three-phase drives.
The application of the proposed control approach allowed to validation of
the mapping algorithm having an arbitrary number of three-phase wind-
ing sets in any operating conditions and regardless of the stator winding
configuration.

4.11.2 Experimental results

The experimental efficiency maps have been evaluated considering the dc-
link voltage value at 150 V for all possible machine conditions (nON =
4,3,2,1). The amplitude limit of the phase currents has been kept constant
to the maximum value of the IM’s overload current, i.e., Imax = 24 A, leading
to the maximum extension of the efficiency maps for each value of the
inverter’s dc voltage. To properly reconstruct the IM’s efficiency maps, these
have been evaluated using speed and torque resolutions of 400 rpm and
2 Nm, respectively. The mapping algorithm validation has been performed
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under a controlled ambient temperature equal to that in which the dc, no-
load, and locked-rotor tests have been performed ϑ0 = 25. Moreover, an
adequate pause time has been waited during the execution between one test
point and the next. In detail, considering the overall active time in which
one generic test point has been operated, e.g., 3 s, the pause time has been
set equal to twenty times that time, i.e., 60 s referring to the example.

The experimental and computed efficiency maps obtained in the above-
reported test conditions are shown in Fig. 4.64 - 4.67, where the white
markers denote the operated test points. A slight distortion characterizes
experimental efficiency maps since they are affected by the uncertainty of
both electric and mechanical measurements. However, the experimental
results are excellent, considering the complexity of both the test rig and the
measurement system. The map reporting the error between the computed
efficiency map and the experimental one is shown for each test condition,
highlighting the accuracy of the proposed mapping procedure.

It is noted that the proposed mapping procedure estimates the multi-
three-phase IM’s efficiency in the whole torque-speed range with excellent
accuracy in both healthy and faulty conditions. It is noted how the error is
practically lower than 2 – 3 % in most of the torque-speed range, regardless
of whether motoring or generator conditions are considered and regardless
of the machine conditions (healthy or faulty). In detail, it is noted how the
error becomes more significant for the test point near the MTPS at high speed
and the test points in generation mode at low speed and high braking torque.
The error near the MTPS profile is related to the observer implemented in
DFVC machine control, which is troublesome due to the reconstruction of
back-emf in the region characterized by the inverter nonlinearities and the
resistive voltage drops. Instead, the efficiency is very low for the region at
low speed with high torque breaking, making the measurement difficult for
the mechanical and electrical quantities. However, the trend is similar to the
efficiency mapping results of three-phase IM.

Very interesting is the feasibility and robustness of the algorithm to
evaluate every machine’s conditions accurately. The reduced working area
of the faulty machine is detected, changing the active sets number, and the
error trend is confirmed yet. Note that the torque limits are invariant in
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Fig. 4.64 - 4.66, highlighting the reduced torque capability, while in Fig. 4.67
the torque limits are adapted, and the error is more significant. However,
the measured quantities in the worst faulty conditions (1 active set, nON = 1)
are meager and insignificant.

In summary, the comparison between computed and experimental effi-
ciency maps confirms the accuracy of the proposed mapping procedure in
estimating the multi-three-phase IM’s efficiency in both healthy or open-
winding faulty conditions. The algorithm is robust in wide torque-speed
ranges and considers very different operating conditions like a significant
variation of the active sets number.
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Figure 4.64 Computed and experimental efficiency maps at vdc = 150 V with the
related percentual error map for healthy conditions (nON = 4).
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Figure 4.65 Computed and experimental efficiency maps at vdc = 150 V with the
related percentual error map for faulty conditions (nON = 3).
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Figure 4.66 Computed and experimental efficiency maps at vdc = 150 V with the
related percentual error map for faulty conditions (nON = 2).
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Figure 4.67 Computed and experimental efficiency maps at vdc = 150 V with the
related percentual error map for faulty conditions (nON = 1).

In Fig. 4.68, the shift of the maximum efficiency region is detected if
changing the inverter’s dc voltage, thus changing the extent of the region in
which the flux-weakening is performed. Just the motoring operation has been
experimentally validated for time reasons and laboratory facilities available,
but these results are sufficient to confirm the algorithm’s effectiveness.
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Figure 4.68 Computed and experimental efficiency maps at vdc = 100 V with the
related percentual error map for normal conditions (nON = 4).

In summary, the experimental validation confirms i) the possibility of
performing the energy assessment of multi-three-phase IM in both machine
conditions; ii) the machine virtualization will be performed using the maps
of all electromechanical variables reconstructed by the algorithm given the
algorithm reliability; iii) maximum efficiency strategy can be implemented
as a machine control strategy. The multi-three-phase IM is usually controlled
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using the optimal stator flux, following the MTPA strategy. However, the
reference values to maximize the machine efficiency are known based on
the algorithm’s reconstructed variables. In the scenario of the electrification
system, more efficient solutions are wanted, and accurate exploitation of the
components plays a key factor, confirming a fundamental rule of what has
been developed in this work.

4.12 Conclusion

The most relevant contributions to the development of multiphase machines
have been published in the last three decades by covering many technical
aspects [47, 49]. A literature survey providing the state-of-the-art in this field
of research has been reported in Chapter 1. The multiphase solutions have
been historically employed in both high-power and safety-critical applica-
tions. They represent a standard in marine applications for ship propulsion
and onboard generation [47]. Today, multiphase machines represent an in-
novative and reliable solution [126] for fossil fuel emissions reduction [2].
This solution can be considered a competitive alternative to the conventional
three-phase ones in the current scenario in which electrification covers a key
role [114]. Nevertheless, among all the possible multiphase configurations,
there is a strong interest in developing modular ones, known as multi-three-
phase machines. Indeed the modularity of the drive topology leads to several
advantages for the modular modeling approaches [121] to implement mod-
ular control techniques. The multiple solutions can use well-consolidated
three-phase technologies, thus leading to a significant cost reduction [5].

About the modelling of a multiple three-phase IM Multi-Stator (MS),
Vector Space Decomposition (VSD), Decoupling MS (DMS), and Adaptive
DMS (A-DMS) approaches are reported for the mapping aim in healthy and
faulty operating conditions. In detail, the most relevant contributions are
analyzed:

• MS modeling of a multiple three-phase IM, considering an arbitrary
number of three-phase winding. The machine stator is considered as
multiple three-phase winding sets interacting with each other and with
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an equivalent three-phase rotor. Each winding set’s flux and torque
contributions are highlighted. Therefore, the MS approach is suitable
for modular approaches, and a simple model is required for the map-
ping in healthy conditions. All rotor and magnetizing parameters equal
1/n of those computed using the VSD/DMS modeling. Magnetizing
and rotor currents are much higher than the stator currents as they
are computed from the sum of these last (see equivalent circuit). Iron
losses are associated only to the active sets. There is only one subspace
where the whole machine is considered. Indeed, the active sets’ vari-
ables, i.e., voltage, current, and flux, coincide with the machine ones.
The magnetic model (flux and torque maps) is computed using the MS
equations, and the flux maps are representative of each active set. In
faulty conditions, the current of the active sets must be opportunely
adapted based on the active sets number nON , obtaining a machine
model for mapping easily treated.

• VSD modeling of a multiple three-phase IM, considering an arbitrary
number of three-phase winding sets, showing the VSD matrix for the
benchmark machine. The VSD approach decomposes the multiphase
machine model into multiple orthogonal subspaces. The main sub-
space performs the electromechanical energy conversion if a sinusoidal
distribution of the stator windings is considered. Instead, the other
subspaces have the meaning of time-harmonic and zero sequence pat-
terns of the machine [12]. The main advantage of such an approach is
evident since the torque control scheme should actively manage only
the main subspace for healthy operation with balanced three-phase
units. In faulty conditions, the harmonic subspaces are active and
must be considered for loss calculation. The stator voltage of the main
subspace doesn’t define the stator voltage of the machine. Some pre-
cautions are necessary for the machine model for mapping to verify
the voltage and current limits introduced by the power converter and
IM. This approach involves a machine modeling not quickly treated,
requiring additional precautions for mapping aim.

• DMS modeling of a multiple three-phase IM covers the limit of VSD
modeling about the required symmetrical and asymmetrical config-
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urations. The decoupling transformation is defined regardless of the
stator winding configuration, and it is applied directly to the MS ma-
chine model. However, in balanced operation among the units under
machine-healthy conditions, both the VSD- and DMS- based solutions,
the currents appear in the secondary subspaces, i.e., the harmonic and
the differential-mode subspaces for the VSD and DMS solutions, re-
spectively. Consequently, the losses increase and the control system in
these subspaces is required for torque production continuity. As for the
VSD approach, the machine modeling for mapping in faulty conditions
must be adapted, requiring the reconstruction of the machine stator
voltage to verify the limit one.

Indeed, the common-mode/main subspace is active in healthy condi-
tions, considering the DMS and VSD approaches. Differential/harmonic
subspaces become active in faulty conditions. However, the parame-
ters of common-mode/main subspace are always constant and do not
depend on the number of active sets. Powers of common-mode/main
subspace (stator Joule, iron, rotor Joule, etc.) correspond to the ones of
the overall machine only in healthy conditions. In faulty conditions,
the stator Joule losses are the sum of common-mode/main subspace
plus differential/harmonic ones.

• A-DMS modeling covers the limit of DMS and VSD approaches. The
DMS-based approach allows changing the decoupling transformation,
i.e., adapting it to the post-fault configuration of the stator winding,
defining A-DMS modeling. The faulty differential modes are removed
in faulty conditions, and the common-mode subspace and the remain-
ing differential-mode ones are adapted. In practical terms, the A-DMS
machine model is obtained by considering only the healthy/active sets.
The losses are related to the common and healthy differential-mode sub-
spaces. Parameters of common-mode subspace depend on the number
of active sets nON . Faulty differential-mode subspaces are not active,
and the number of differential active subspace equals the number of
active sets minus one (nON -1). Powers of common-mode subspace
(stator Joule, iron, rotor Joule, etc.) correspond to the overall machine’s
ones. This approach allows a simple and intelligent implementation of
the mapping algorithm.
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The developed mapping algorithm based on the MS and A-DMS ap-
proaches provides the same results. Indeed, based on the DMS/VSD ap-
proach, the mapping algorithm provides minimal differences in the efficien-
cies in faulty conditions. One possible reason could be the flux contribution
in the differential/harmonic subspaces for the iron losses computation. How-
ever, the results are pretty consistent, and the results based on VSD/DMS
approaches can be considered perfectly valid and in agreement with the ones
based on MS and A-DMS approaches. For simplicity, the MS and A-DMS
approaches are highly recommended for mapping analysis, independently
by the adapted control strategy.
The algorithm’s robustness has been experimentally validated through a
12-phase induction motor, rated 10 kW at 6000 rpm, using a quadruple-
three-phase stator winding configuration.
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